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EDITORIAL. 

IT is. not p:op~sed to preface each nu~ber of the new series of AN t-OGLACH 
WIth editonal comment. The artIcles are the essential in a journal of 
its kind, and by way of tribute to individual contributions we may add 
that good wine needs no brush. When occasion demands, remarks explana

tory of the policy of the journal or supplementary to certain contributions 
will appear for the guidance of the reader. Any matter of immediate interest 
to the army and not touched upon in the text of a current issue may, of course, 
also be a subject of comment. 

ANGLO-IRISH WAR. 
It will be noted that the Irish Volunteer Movement is receiving two-fold 

treatment in our columns. It is intended to give a composite history of the 
movement in a sharply-defined sequence of periods-the writer in each case 
being a person thoroughly competent to speak for his period. Moreover, we 
wish to capture the atmosphere of the fighting days by a narration of actual 
episodes-the reactions of individual participants being recorded where possible. 
The latter is very difficult copy to obtain, as many of those competent to 
write on such matters shrink from a publicity which they consider liable to 
misinterpretation. We have succeeded in inducing a fonner member of a 
Column-and subsequently a distinguished officer in the Anny-to come to 
our aid in this matter under cover of a pseudonym. In the interests of the 
future historian we would ask others to record, if not all, at least the most 
outstanding of their experiences. We are not prompted in this age of 
economics by any motive other than desire for record to turn to details of the 
period in question. A proper record is a justice to the past for which the 
future will be grateful. The historian will appreciate it. Moreover, 
enthusiastic generations may yet arise who will be thrilled by such pictures 
as that of the farmer remarking, as he surveys his ruined wall in the morning, 
that the boys had passed that way during the night-and so come to a realisa
tion of the past and of the atmosphere and the conditions under which the 
nation was re-established. The columns of this journal are open wide for the 
recording of experiences during an era of history now receding into the past. 

ARMY PENSIONS. 
A contributor to the present issue touches on the question of Anny 

pensions. An article solely devoted to this question appeared in these columns 
some years ago. Since then the matter has received public reference on 
several occasions. We are glad to note from a recent pronouncement that 
proposals are to be submitted to the Dciil in the next Session, and that 
Belisarius will not be confronted in his old age with the problem of procuring 
an obolus. The details of the proposed scheme are eagerly awaited. 
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THE ARMY BENEVOLENT FUND. 
Even if a satisfactory Pensions Act were functioning, the necessity for a 

voluntary organisation interested in the ex-soldier and his dependants dwing 
the period of re-absorption into civil life would still exist. In the absence of 
such legislation the necessity for this organisation is imperative. It is pleasant 
to record that all ranks in the Army appreciate the activities of the existing 
body and have shown appreciation in a substantial form. A special word of 
praise is due to those N.C.O:s and men who have organised and supported 
functions with a view to assisting their late comrades during the transition
phase. Demands on the time of civilian members of the Fund have been most 
exacting. We are glad to pay public tribute to their unselfish efforts and to 
assure them that their activities do not pass unknown and unappreciated. 

NATIONALITY. 
Nationality is their first great object-a Nationality which will not only 

raise our people from their poverty, by securing to them the blessings of a 
Domestic Legislation, but inflame and purify them with a lofty and heroio love of country-a Nationality of the spirit as well as the letter-a 

T ationality which may come to be stamped upon our manners, our litera
ture, and our deeds--a Nationality which may embrace Protestant, Catholic, 
and Di enter-Milesian and Cromwellian-the Irishman of a hundred 
generation and the stranger who is within our gates--not a Nationality 
which would prelude civil war, but which would establish internal union and 
external independence-a Nationality wlrich would be recognised by the 
world, and sanctified by wisdom, virtue, and prudence.-From the prospectus of The Nation newspaper, 1842. 
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FIRST OF ALL. 
By DESMOND FITZGERALD, T.D., Minister for Defence. 

IF ~e recognise that the end for which an army exists is the defence of a 
gIven country, then we have a general standard of judgment. We can 
say that things are good in so far as they make for that determined end, 
that they are useless or wasteful if they do not promote that given end 

and bad in so far as they act against that given end. ' 
Such judgment by common sense is, of course, limited in its scope. It 

will not tell us the value that a knowledge of chemistry or mathematics may 
be to the military man, nor the number of men that should form a platoon. 
Common sense, or ordinary reason, is not a substitute for military science. 
But at the same time it comes before military science, and may be said to 
govern military science. 

Thus, in considering what are the first qualities to be looked for in a 
soldier, the military scientist (if we can imagine him so completely wrapped 
up in the details of his science as to be completely separated from ordinary 
judgment) might say, physical strength, good shooting, or a knowledge of 
tactics. But ordinary reason would say: As the purpose for which the soldier 
exists is the defence of his country, we must look for that quality in him that will 
assure us that he will give that service, we must look for integrity, for loyalty. 
If he lacks loyalty, integrity, his physical strength, his good marksmanship, 
his knowledge of tactics will avail us nothing. Indeed, if he lacks loyalty, 
those other attainments of his may be only the more dangerous, being used 
against us rather than for us. Therefore, we are justified in saying that the 
quality of loyalty comes before any military quality, for without it the man is 
essentially and fundamentally a bad soldier- he cannot be described as a soldier 
at all. 

Well, says the imaginary exclusively military scientist, you will admit 
that the qualities I mention come inunediately after your loyalty. 

But ordinary reason still refuses to agree, and says, "No. I cannot 
admit that they come immediately after. There may be many other qualities 
that come between." For instance, I think of courage. As the function of 
the soldier is to stand between his country and the danger that threatens it, 
that means that he must himself accept the position of danger, but the man 
Who lacks courage will refuse to do that. That me~s tha~ as a soldier ~e 
will fail to fulfil the function for which he exists. HIS phySIcal strength, hIS 
tactical knowledge, and his marksmanship might as well not exist. Their 
value is merely to add to the efficiency of his service. They have no value 

if he does not serve. . 
But, at any rate, granted those qualities of the heart that you men~on

integrity and courage-you will admit that the qualities of th~ he~d, scI~nce, 
follow immediately after. But unenlightened comm?n sense. IS still dubIOUS. 
There is still obedience, he says. I know that order IS essentIal for all human 
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beings. I notice that your army is organised. It is arranged hierarchically. 
You have Private Soldiers, N.C.Os. and Officers of various ranks. I gather 
from that that human experience has taught that order is more essential for 
you in the fulfilment of your function than it is in other branches of human 
service. I see that you are organised that the most complete order may be 
attained by the most complete obedience. If each private Soldier acted 
independently, then obedience would be a lesser matter. But then there 
would be no army, no organisation, no military science. If your science has 
a purpose, then it must presuppose ordered co-operation attained through 
obedience. 

I see that you think that military science is a matter of no importance. 
On the contrary, I think that it is of enormous importance, because 

of the end, the purpose for which it exists. Its purpose is the protection 
of the State. I know that the State is necessary for the moral and material 
well-being of its people; it is necessary to enable the people to fulfil the end 
for which they were created. My knowledge of humanity and my know
ledge of history tell me that the State is constantly threatened. That threat 
is sometimes imminent and sometimes comparatively far-off. One might say 
that unpreparedness provokes that threat. It is always there. It is, there
fore, the business of a people to provide for the protection of their common 
good. The experience of many centuries has shown us that this is most 
effectively done by the creation of an ordered, disciplined body called an 
army. It is the business of that body to consider the end they have to serve 
and how they may achieve that end most effectively. That is military science. 
It requires that we should draw on all human experience and human invention, 
and consider how they may, as it were, multiply the material we have at 
our disposal for our purpose. 

And yet you seem to rank many qualities as more important in the soldier 
than a knowledge of the science of his own profession. No, that is not so. 
But I consider the calling of a soldier as so important in function, and so noble, 
so worthy of esteem in the end that it serves, that I cannot, even in casual 
conversation, permit that the name soldier should be applied without implying 
of necessity the minimum qualities of loyalty, courage and obedience. 
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THE ORIGIN OF OGLAIGH NA 
hEIREANN·-II. 

By BULMER HOBSON. 

THE only result of the admission of Mr. Redmond's nominees was to turn 
the governing body of the .I~sh Volunteers ~nto a committee, too big 
to do any work, and too diVIded to engage m anything save a bitter 
and interminable political wrangle. With one or two exceptions 

the new members came in to capture and control the Volunteers in the political 
interests of the Parliamentary Party, and the last thing they thought of or 
wanted was a strong Volunteer Movement, having its own aim and policy. 
But the work went on as before, the difference being that it was done outside 
of the Provisional Committee. The control which Mr. Redmond gained by 
his threat to split the Volunteer Movement proved completely illusory, as 
we expected it would . 

While the Committee wrangled the Volunteers went on with their training 
and the importation and distribution of arms began to be organised on an 
increasing scale. A public subscription expressly for the provision of arms 
had been started. It was known as "The Defence of Ireland Fund," and 
the Volunteers had been given an explicit undertaking that all monies, whether 
subscribed by themselves or collected in their neighbourhood and sent to 
Headquarters, would be returned to them in the shape of rifles and small arms. 
Thus there was no Volunteer money that the majority on the Committee could 
deflect for political purposes. . 

In America the Irish Volunteer Fund Committee had been formed upon 
the same non-partizan basis as the Volunteers at home, and in June, 1914, 
sent its first contribution of one thousand pounds to the Provisional Committee 
in Dublin. This money al')o was given, at our rquest, on condition that it 
should be used only for the purchase of arms. 

Having secured the admission of his nominees, Mr. Redmond, without 
consulting the Committee, started rival public subscriptions both in Ireland 
and America, and managed to divert considerable sums which were intended 
for, but never reached, the Irish Volunteers. After the Split these 
funds were handed over to his short lived National Volunteers, and were 
quickly squandered in parades and political demonstrations. 

All our efforts to collect money for the purchase of arms proved inadequate 
to satisfy the huge demand. With newly-formed companies of Volunteers 
in nearly every parish in Ireland, the few thousand pounds we were able to 
raise did not go very far, and this rapidly became the most urgent problem 
we had to face. Unarmed Volunteers were useless, and to arm them very 
large sums of money were needed. . 

In an effort to speed up the provision of arms SIT Roger Casement got 
together a few friends who between them advanced £1,600. The subscribers 
were Mrs. A. S. Green, the Hon. Miss Mary Spring-Rice, Mrs. C~lilders, E~~e 
Childers, Sir Roger Casement and another whose name I refram from glVmg, 
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as I am unable at the moment to obtain his assent With this money Darrel 
Figgis was sent to Antwerp, where he purchased 1,500 Mauser Rifles and 
46,000 rounds of ammunition. They were an old German Army pattern, 
but had been little used and were in excellent condition. 

I t was arranged that Figgis was to hire a tug and bring the guns to a pre
arranged meeting place in the North Sea, and hand them over to Erskine 
Childers and Connor O'Brien, who both owned small yachts. This much 
having been settled, Casement returned to Dublin and asked me to undertake 
the arrangements for landing the arms in Ireland. I promised to have a 
plan ready within a few days. 

At that time the Arms Proclamation by the British was being rigidly 
enforced, and police and coastguards were watching every part of the Irish 
coast, and searching boats as they came in. I thought it probable that the 
authorities had already got wind of Figgis' purchase in Antwerp. In the 
circumstances it seemed that the bolder and more unexpected the plan the more 
likely it was to succeed. The police and, indeed, everybody else, assumed 
that if we tried to run guns we would try for a secret landing at night, and in 
a remote part of the country. Police patrols wandered on every beach at 
night. It never occurred to them that we might do it under their noses in 
the middle of the day. This reason alone was sufficient to make it desirable 
to bring in the guns as close to Dublin as possible. In addition Dublin was the 
place where we could most easily concentrate a large body of men, and most 
successfully conceal a large quantity of arms. There was yet another and, to my 
mind, a stronger reason which conclusively supported this line of argument. 
I could not see how we would ever get sufficient money to arm the 
Irish Volunteers unless we stirred the country by bringing off a big spectacular 
coup. Fifteen hundred guns would not go far to arm 100,000 men, and so 
I proposed to land them in a manner that would raise the political temperature 
to a point when money would come tumbling in. 

This being settled every place between Balbriggan and Bray was 
examined. The North Wall was a little too close to Police and Military 
Headquarters, and was too poorly supplied with roads along which we could 
retreat v.ith the guns, for we had no intention of provoking a contest in which 
we would inevitably have been worsted. Howth was better than Dun 
Laoghaire, and had only one disadvantage. We would have to get the men 
and guns back to Raheny, and well past the bottle-neck of Sutton, before the 
Police and Military could arrive from Dublin. This difficulty did not 
appear to be insuperable, and so Howth was decided on. 

I rn t Casement and Childers in Buswell's Hotel, in Molesworth Street, 
within the w and outlined a programme which had at least the merit of 
simplicity. The yacht were to come into Howth Harbour in the middle 
of th day ~n any convenient Sunday, and were to be met by the whole body 
of th Dublin Volunteers. The men were to be armed on the pier and then 
were to return to Dublin. Each man was to take his rifle home and be 
r pon. ible for it safekeeping, and to pay for it by instalments, whiCh would 
be collect d by the Company Officers. Provided we got to Raheny before 



Voltmteers in Howth just before the return to Dttblin. 
(The late President Arthur Griffith will be recognised in the front rank, 

seventh from left). 

Taxi with ammunitiun leaving the pier at Howlh. 
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being attacked, the men were to disperse and make their way home in the 
event of our march into Dublin being prevented by the Authorities. The 
ammunition was to be sent on in cars, which would reach Dublin before the 
Police would have time to put cordons across the roads leading to the city. 
To speed up the whole movement the guns were to be unpacked at sea and to 
be ready to hand out to the men the moment the yachts arrived at Howth. 
Casement and Childers both liked the proposal, and agreed with the reasoning 
on which it was based, and it was adopted after detailed discussion. Childers 
and I went to Howth on the day after and settled where the yachts were to 
be moored, and planned out the whole business in as great detail as possible. 
This was towards the end of June, and Sunday, 26th July, at 12.30 p.m., was 
fixed for our first essay in gun-running. 

To prepare the way for the march to Howth without such a manoeuvre 
arousing suspicion, at the next meeting of the Provisional Committee Eoin 
MacNeill proposed that all Dublin Companies should combine for a route 
march every Sunday-taking a different direction each week. He explained 
that this would stimulate recruiting. For the first couple of weeks the police 
were curious and excited about these marches, but soon became used to them, 
so that when we marched 800 Volunteers to Howth it was taken as a matter 
of course. 

A few days after our plan was settled Childers told me that Conor O'Brien 
wanted to take his yacht to the Shannon to arm the Limerick Volunteers. 
This was agreed to. Two yachts coming into Howth together would attract 
more attention than one, and I welcomed the change of plan as tending to 
simplify the movement at Howth. It was agreed that O'Brien should make 
his own arrangements, and Childers and I concentrated our attention on the 
landing at Howth, leaving O'Brien to his own devices. For the moment I 
will leave him and return to his adventures later. 

There was little preparation that could be made in advance for our pro
ceedings at Howth. The only one of any importance was the provision of 
150 oak batons, like the policemen's truncheons, only longer and heavier, 
with which it was proposed to deal with any police or coastguards who might 
try to interfere. These were made by the carpenter members of the 1. R. B., 
who got instructions to turn up at a workshop in the city in the evenings 
after the day's work was over, and they worked for a few hours each night 
until the job was completed. They were not given, nor did they expect, any 
explanation as to why these formidable weapons were required. 

As the date for Childers' arrival approached one very serious obstacle 
threatened to upset" our plans. A British Warship on the lookout for 
gun-runners took up her position in Dublin Bay, and seemed likely to remain 
there. Unable to think of anything else to do I confided in a well-known 
Dublin solicitor, but told him we were going to bring a trawler into Waterford 
with guns on the 26th July. I hoped and expected that he would be unable 
to keep the news to himself. Whether he did so or not I could not say, but 
Whatever the cause the warship steamed for the South on Friday night, leaving 

a 
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the coast clear for Childers, who intended to lie off Lambay Island on Saturday 
night waiting for the hour when he was to sail into Howth Harbour. 

Darrel Figgis turned up in Dublin a couple of days before Childers was 
expected, and told us that the yachts had been safely loaded with the guns 
off the Belgian coast. It was the first definite news of them we had 
received since Childers had sailed from Dublin. Figgis showed some 
disposition to take control of the situation and had to be repressed. He was 
a total stranger to the Volunteers in Dublin, and everything that required 
to be done had been attended to before his arrival. 

Early on Sunday morning about twenty members of the 1. R. B. went to 
Howth with, I think, Cathal Brugha in command. They were to stand by 
the yacht and prevent interference by the local police in case Childers should 
enter the Harbour before the main body of the Volunteers reached Howth. 
Five other 1. R. B. men were given a more pleasing task. They were each 
told to invite a young lady out for the day, and to take a taxi to Howth and 
order lunch in one of the Hotels. They were to keep an eye on the Harbour, 
and when the yacht came in were to abandon both the lady and the lunch 
and bring their cars to the pier and be ready to take boxes of ammunition 
to Dublin. The taxi drivers were carefully picked, and could be relied on. 

The Dublin Volunteers assembled at the Father Mathew Park, at Fairview, 
at 10 a.m., for the customary Sunday route march, and they had no suspicion 
that anything lllUSUal was to happen. One of the ex-British Army men, 
whom we employed as instructors, was usually in command of these marches, 
and on that day it was a reservist named Bodkin. Just before we started 
Eoin MacNeill, as Chairman of the Provisional Committee, told him that he 
was to act on my instructions throughout the day. I told Bodkin to march 
to Howth, and the column started off at a good pace. When we were nearly 
there I told him what we hoped to do. We reached the village just as 
Childers was entering the Harbour, and as the column swung on to the pier 
Bodkin detached the last company to act as a guard to prevent any but 
Volunteers approaching the yacht. The local police sergeant tried to get 
through, but he had no force sufficient to clear a passage. 

By the time the head of our column reached the yacht she had been moored 
and was ready to unload. Then for the first time the Volunteers knew that 
their march was not just a usual exercise. For a few indescribable moments 
the excitement was intense, and it was difficult to make the men keep in their 
ranks. Discipline was quickly restored, and chains of men passed the rifles 
from hand to hand down the entire length of the column. The taxis swept 
up th pier, and each received its allotted number of boxes of ammunition. 
Th y w away again in a moment, racing for Dublin. All the arrangements 
work xl w 11, and in half an hour the yacht was unloaded, and without delay 
th Volunteers commenced the return march to Dublin. The men who had 
been in ~owth. all morning remained with the yacht to prevent the police ap~roaching while a torn sail was hastily mended, and she put to sea again. 
Childers crossed to Holyhead, and his crew spent the night in a Hotel 
there. after having been nineteen days at sea. He brought 900 rifles and 26,000 rounds of ammunition to Howth. 

to 
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The Volunteers marched to Raheny before a halt was allowed, and by that 
time many of them showed signs of exhaustion. They had marched against 
time to Howth, and half way back, without a rest, and they were quite unused 
to marching. The only stop had been that half-hour of wild excitement on 
the pier. Just as we got near Raheny the first of the police began to arrive 
from Dublin. We were then safely past all danger of being bottled up 
and disarmed at Howth, and I felt that whatever happened next we had 
achieved our aim. 

Our cycle scouts reported that more police and military were coming out 
from the city to intercept us, and when we got to Clontarf there they were. The 
police that had been rushed out to Raheny were without officers, and I think 
they remained there. At any rate they did not attempt to interfere. At 
Clontarf a company of Soldiers was drawn across the road, and 180 D. M. P. 
men stood two deep on the footpath, under the command of the Assistant 
Commissioner of Police. We turned down an avenue leading from Howth 
Road to the Malahide Road, but police and soldiers came at the double by 
a shorter way, and confronted us again. I halted our column when we were 
about thirty yards from the soldiers, and the Assistand Commissioner ordered 
the police to seize the guns. Some of them did not obey, and stood where 
they were, the others went for our front ranks, and a fight ensued which lasted 
less than a minute, when the policemen withdrew without having received 
any order to do so. Our men used the batons and clubbed rifles, and there 
were too few police to effect anything. When this brief struggle came to an 
end I told the Assistant Commissioner that our men were going quietly home, 
and had no ammunition, but that there was ammunition with the column, 
and that if he attacked us again it would be given out, and that he would be 
solely responsible for the bloodshed which would follow. The fact was that he 
had brought both police and soldiers out without orders, and against the 
wishes of his superiors whom he had avoided meeting, and now that he was out 
he was rapidly losing his nerve. With the force at his disposal he really could 
not have done anything except provoke a conflict which would cause a great 
deal of bloodshed among the opposing forces, packed face to face in the narrow 
road, and for which he would have been held accountable if he had happened 
to survive it. Indeed he very nearly precipitated such a conflict. He stood 
apparently undecided, and then became involved in an argument with Figgis 
and Thomas MacDonough, and while he was thus occupied I ordered the 
Volunteers to disperse and to make their way home. The rear companies 
went first across the grounds of Marino, and the police, confronted by the 
company at the head of our column which stood its ground, did not seem to 

what was happening until most of the Volunteers had gone. They made 
no mov to prevent this company from following the others across the fields. 

The A . tant Commissioner then sent the soldiers home. On the way 
th y got out of hand, and shot several people at Bachelor's Walk. With the 
police he hw:ned .round to Fairview, still hoping to intercept some of the 
Volunteers Wl~. rifl~. So a few of us stood in the roadway and kept the cycle scouts nding 1D all directions at top speed, and the police stood and 
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looked at us for nearly an hour before they seemed to guess that our object 
was merely to detain them there while the men were quietly reaching home. 
As the result of their exertions the police captured nineteen out of the 900 
rifles we had brought in. 

To return to our second yacht. Conor O'Brien, who I had been told was 
going to take his cargo to Limerick, made no very definite arrangements, 
and went off to bring guns without much idea of who was going to receive 
them when he got back. By strange good fortune J. Creed Meredith, the only 
one of Mr. Redmond's nominees who co-operated with us, was informed, and 
at once got in touch with us in time to rectify the omission. As it was not 
considered safe for O'Brien to approach the Irish Coast, word was sent- to him 
to wait off the Coast of Wales, and Sir Thomas Myles went and transhipped 
the rifles and ammunition to his yacht and brought them safely into Kilcool 
a week after our coup at Howth. Creed Meredith was in charge on sea and 
Sean FitzGibbon took charge of the arrangements on land. Six hundred 
rifles and 20,000 rounds of ammunition were brought in. As the gun-running 
took place between one and three o'clock in the morning there was no publicity 
and few people outside the Volunteers and Dublin Castle knew that it had 
taken place. Thus ended our first venture in gun-running. Not 
only did we get both yachts safely in, but Howth succeeded completely in its 
aim to solve our financial difficulties. After Howth money poured in for 
arms from every part of Ireland, and American subscriptiollS came in at the 
rate of £1,000 a month. We were never in difficulties for money after that. 

The gun-running at Howth and Kilcool gave rise to fresh wrangling on 
the Provisional Committee. The Redmondites tried to use their majority 
to get guns to send to their political supporters in the country, and we resisted 
their claims as strongly as we could. Though they fought for weeks to get 
rifles, and succeeded in getting a few: they never once asked for ammunition, 
and we were careful never to mention it. They could only think in terms of 
parades and political demonstrations. 

Sir Roger Casement did not remain in Ireland to see the end of the gun
running projects he had started. He went to America at the end of June, 
1914, to take up the negotiation with the German Ambassador to secure 
German help to free Ireland in the event of a European War. At the beginn
ing of the year I had taken to New York a memorandum which Casement had 
written, and had it conveyed to Count Von Bernstorff in Washington. That 
was the first move, and Casement went out to follow it up and try to reach 
some definite understanding with Germany. At that time we expected the 
European War in 1915, and hoped to be prepared for it in some measure when 
it should come. Consequently when the war burst upon Europe in August, 
1914, our preparations had only just begun, and we were faced with a new 
set of problems, which were made infinitely difficult by our having a hopelessly 
divided Provisional Committee at the head of the Volunteers. 

We solved the last difficulty by getting rid of Mr. Redmond's nominees, 
when their leader announced, without consulting anybody, that it was the 
duty of Irish Volunteers to enlist in the English Army. Thus the Split in the 
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Volunteer ranks, which we had avoided at considerable cost to ourselves 
four months before, came in September, as it inevitably had to come sooner 
or later. But those intervening months had made a difference, the work had 
been consolidated, and the Volunteers, after Howth and Kilcool, were rapidly 
integrating into a very vital organisation. A split in May would probably 
have ended the Volunteer Movement, in September it purged it, and left in 
the ranks a small minority, but one which was firm of purpose and knew its 
own mind, which had a policy and had the courage and determination to put 
that policy to the test. 

When the war came our policy for the future was already taking definite 
shape; its main conceptions were clear, and the rapid march of events com
pelled us to formulate it in definite terms. I can best close this very curtailed 
account of the Irish Volunteers by outlining that policy as we saw it in the 
Autumn of 1914. 

Personally I recognised clearly that an Irish Republic was possible only 
in the event of the war being decisively won by the Central Powers. In pre
paration for such an outcome, which then seemed quite possible, Casement 
had gone to America, and then to Berlin, where he concluded a definite agree
ment whereby the German Government undertook to assist the establishment 
of an Independent Irish Government, if the course of the war enabled them 
to do so. On the other hand, if the Allies won the war, or if it should end 
indecisively, I considered that Dominion status, by whatever name it might 
be called, was the maximum which in the circumstances we could hope to 
achieve. To build up in Ireland a strong Volunteer force which would be 
ready and able to take the initiative in either eventuality, was the central 
idea on which we worked at that time. As to the European War itself, our 
aim was to keep out of it, and to keep Ireland out, and to profit so far as we 
could from whatever turn it should take. 

It was obvious that the English Government, with such a war on its 
hands, would not indefinitely ignore the existence in Ireland of an armed 
Volunteer force aiming at the establishment of political independence, and 
that sooner or later a move would be made to suppress or disband the 
Volunteers. To meet this eventuality a system of training for a guerilla war 
was worked out, principally by Colonel J. J. O'Connell, whom I had met in 
New York in the early part of 1914, and had asked to return to Ireland and 
help with the organisation of the Volunteers. We looked to three possible 
event , anyone of which would precipitate this struggle. The first was the 
landing of a German Expeditionary Force, the second an attempt to suppress 
the Volunteer o.ganisation, and the third an attempt to enforce Conscription in Ireland. 

s to the first we proposed to co-operate with the German force if it should 
com , though personally I did not think that it could come unless the German 
:avy were first to win a decisive victory at sea. An attempt to suppress the 

'olunteers would have had the effect of driving their organisation undergr~und. and making it a secret movement. The 1. R. B. had maintained its 
tence as a secret organisation for over half a century, and we were 

.. 
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thoroughly acquainted with the technique of running such a movement. 
But it was not proposed to remain passive if it came to that. Men in danger 
of arrest were to form small flying columns in the country, to lie low until 
they could strike, and to disappear among the rest of the population the moment 
they had struck. For conscription when it should come the tactics were 
to be the same. Men called up on draft were to go out on flying columns, 
but only those called up, so that the supporting civilian population might 
be relatively as large as possible. It was a guiding principle that these flying 
columns were never to bunch together so that no disaster to a column would 
entail the disappearance from the struggle of more than a few men, and no 
single action could be a decisive or even a severe defeat. We knew that we 
could rely on the support of the great mass of the population if such a struggle 
developed, and we hoped by such means not only to defeat conscription, but 
to make the continued government of Ireland by England impossible. 

This was not a new policy. James Fintan Lalor had outlined it in " The 
Irish Felon," in 1847, when famine was sweeping Ireland, but no one paid much 
heed. The Fenian Movement, which might have tried it in 1865, never gave 
it a thought, but some of the men in the early Sinn Fein Movement and the 
I. R. B. looked to Lalor for their inspiration. From him they first learned 
of an insurrectionary method that aimed, not at making a heroic and hopeless 
stand, but a fight which could be maintained over an extended period, which 
would have a reasonable chance of success, and which it would be very difficult 
to crush. 

Lalor summarised the tactics to be followed in the following terms :-
"To make it successful your fight must be a defensive one. The 

force of England is entrenched and fortified. You must draw it out 
of position-break up its mass-break its trained line of march and 
manoeuvre, its equal step and serried array. You cannot organise 
or train or discipline your own force to any point of efficiency. You 
must, therefore, disorganise, untrain and undiscipline that of the enemy, 
and not alone must you unsoldier it, you must unofficer it also, nullify 
its tactics and strategy, as well as its discipline, decompose the science 
and system of war, and resolve them into their first elements. You 
must make the hostile Army a mob as your own will be, force it to 
act on the offensive, and oblige it to undertake operations for which 

it was never constructed." 
And so, after more than sixty years, the policy that Lalor had advocated 

at the time of the Famine, became the policy of the Irish Volunteers at the 
outbreak of the European War. Our system of training was a preparation 
for it, and our aim was to put it to the test when the Government should 
abandon its attitude of passivity towards the Volunteer Movement in Ireland. 
It remained the policy of the Volunteers, momentarily abandoned in 1916, 
and resumed in the following years, and led finally, after a bitter struggle, to 
the truce and the treaty which estahlished An Saorstat and Oglaigh na 

h-Eireann as they exist to-liay. 
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TALES OF A FLYING COLUMN. 
By A. W . Kward. 

1. THE SCOUT. 

WHILE GREY SHADOWS lingered on the fringe of departing night, 
two men in breeches and leggings, with rifles at the • ~rai~,' could 
be seen walking along the boreen that crested FIacaII Crag. 
They looked very tired. In addition to a rifle and heavy bandolier, 

each carried a bulky haversack, a trench-coat, a pair of field-glasses, 
and a revolver and ammunition. They moved almost noiselessly, for 
their boots were shod with rubber- a precaution t-aken to ensure quiet 
movement over roads, railways, and stony places, particularly at night. 
Their silent passing was in keeping with the stillness that presaged 
dawn. . .. No bird twittered. . .. The wind slept. . . . Two solitary figures alone moved. 

But they were not alone. They had walked nineteen miles, and 
ahead of them flitted Volunteer scouts, who used bicycles on the roads, and travelled across country on foot . 

.. These Volunteers have grown invaluable. They appear to be more 
careful than thl:' regular men of the Column, and they never grumble." 
Meechaul Neylon, the younger of the two addressed his companion . 

.. Poor devils"! replied Con Rohan. .. They have good cause to 
grumble-pulled out of bed at all hours of the night ... and a man's work before every one of them the next day." 

Meechaul Neylon and Con Rohan were intimate companions. -They 
had been in jail together during the period of evolution from passive 
to active resistance, between 1917 and 1919. They had taken part in 
hunger-strikes, locked in neighbouring cells. One day they had said to 
each other: .. We'll be caged like wild animals no more! " and by eluding 
all efforts of the Royal Irish Constabulary to lay them by the heels, 
they had, unwittingly, captured the imagination of the people, and had 
come to be known affectionately as .. the boys on the run." Now, they 
soldiered together in the Flying Column-one the Commander, the other a gay, full private. 

Meechaul Neylon, the leader of the Column, was a youth of twenty
five. He was loved by his men for able daring, and half the women of 
the countryside adored him. No kindling glance of maid evoked an answer 
from hi eyes, but they flashed his eager thanks to matrons bent on 
overwhelming him with kindness. HiB men were as proud as he was, 
and many w re enior in years; yet, although regular military discipline 
w unknown in the Column, they obeyed his every command eagerly 
and t~ve to win his approval. The strange ways on which they had 

t their fe t demanded a teadfast guiding mind. They had proof of 
eechaul eylon's aptitude for leadership, and 11 sure instinct told them 
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that his vision outdistanced their own. Literally, he came to be their 
Chief. Their loyalty to him signified devotion to a duty that they had 
come to recognise as owing to vansihed generations. Out of the past, 
dreams and olden hopes had come to trouble them. Slowly they had under
stood; and, understanding, they did not flinch. They obeyed the call of 
race, and with rude eloquence their rifles spat defiance to England. 

It was the year 1920. An amhush had been planned. The Column 
Commander and Con Rohan were going to the mobilisation ground of 
the Column. 

A figure stole to a farmhouse in the dead of night. A handful of fine 
gravel was thrown against an upper window. A head popped out . 

•• Come on Jack. The Column Commander is passing in an hour, 
on the way to Baurloch. You're to take over from the Battalion Com
mandant at the Railway Bridge." 

.. I thought 'twas you, Dan. Righto t Give Frank Ryan a call on 
the way back and send him across to me. His window is over the door. 
Good luck." 

His mission finished, Dan Minogue hurried away. Jack Halloran 
dressed quickly, and stole from the house without awakening his parents. 
In the hay-haggard he procured his revolver from a dry hiding place. He 
was the officer in command of the surrounding Company District. Within 
half an hour, aided by Frank Ryan, he had aroused six Volunteers, and 
sent them on reconnoitring duty to points on the route along which he 
proposed to conduct the Column Commander . 

.. Boyo t I feel queer to-night, some way," said Frank Ryan as they 
threaded their way through the fields to the Railway Bridge. .. But I 
was up AR.rly at tho fair, tbis morning, aurl maybn Lhat'H why." 

An unusual note in Frank Ryan's tone made Captain Halloran ask, 
.. Anything wrong, Frank?" 
.. No .... Just, that we'd want to be careful." 
Jack Halloran remembered an occasion on which he had cause to 

regret that he had laughed at a similar warning from Frank Ryan . 

.. If you think that," he said, .. we'll be very careful." 
Frank Ryan had worked hard since early youth to help to keep the 

roof-tree over his father and mother. The" gaugs .. of labour seamed 
his hands, and his limbs were stiff too soon, but his face was firm 
and eloquent of character. His spare time was spent in tracking and 
shooting game on the bogs and crags around his home. In this way he 
acquired skill in a craft that he was destined later to use against intelli
gences other than those of fur and feather. He was twenty-eight, and 
the Scout Leader of the Company. His only brother had died in America. 

When asked by scoffers why he had joined the" mad Volunteers," 
he had said, .. Ah t • • •• sure 'tis the first chancE! I ever got of doing 
something worth while." Perhaps his father's blood had given him the 
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quiet ways that marked him. Old Maurice Ryan had been a. member of 
the Fenian Organisation and was, still, an unrepentant believer in the 
physical force idea.. His son Frank did not fling frothy Sunburstry in 
the face of any man: he was concerned with unemotional essentials: and 
he had earned the title of " a good Volunteer." 

.• We'll just listen for a bit, before we go near that tridge," he said 
to Captain Halloran. "The lads aren't due for another twenty minutes." 

It was a dry night of no stars. They stood quietly in the open field, 
seventy yards from the bridge, and listened. The countryman's sense 
of hearing, trained to catch and interpret every sound, led Jack Halloran to observe on the barking of a. distant dog. 

" There goes someone. That's Murphy's dog, at the Gates." 
.. About a mile. ... It must be the lads, passing," said Frank Ryan. 

They drew revolvers, and approached the bridge with caution. Having 
satisfied themselves that no danger lurked there, they climbed on the 
road and crossed to the opposite side, where the hedge swallowed them 
up. After a time their sharp ears caught the brushing sound of footsteps 
over grass, and a low whistle of two notes floated to them through the 
night. Frank Ryan answered with a similar whistle, and a figure approached dimly. 

" Steady there! Who's that?" asked Jack Halloran in a guarded tone. 

The shadowy figure halted, and replied-
"All right. .. B "Company. That you Jack? " 
The stranger was ready to open fire, not so much to defend his life 

as to warn those behind him. Should his challengers prove to be enemies, 
and greet him with a fusillade, then the men following him would be 
warned, and he had a chance of escaping in the darkness . 

.. You're as bold as brass, young fella. Some fine night you'll be handed 8 harp. . . in heaven." 
Thus, Jack Halloran received youthful Tom McMahon, the .. Boy Sprout," as Frank Ryan had named him . 
.. Aw t What's picking y'u? Sure, Jack, you might as well take 

the world aisy. . " I must run tack and tell them the coast is clear. 
Captain Halloran and Frank Ryan moved outwards along the road, 

in opposite directions, to assure themselves that no enemy was near. When 
they returned, Tom McMahon was sitting unconcernedly on the parapet of the bridge . 

.. A fine night, men," he mocked, .. for a long healthy ramble. 'Tis 
he devil's own job, sufiering for the round towers of Erin. The bed was 

nie and warm, just when I had to get up. ... I jumped into Maur
teen's trench, too, curse him, making a. short cut to Hogan's. . . . And glory be t 'tis two in the morning." 
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" Draw it easy, Tommeen, " said Frank Ryan, good-humouredly. "Are 
they here? " 

" Ay I me lad, safe and sound. We woke up Hogan's and got a 
drop 0' tay. An' if there wasn't an applecake. 'Twas welcome. The're 
on the move since ten last night. . .. 'Tis grand to be them." 

Abruptly his manner had changed, and his voice trailed off on a wistful 
note. His banter was an airy mask, a guard thrown up against the 
scornful shafts of comrades who had throttled mock heroics, and veiled 
their task in laughter. 

" Come on," he drawled, recovering his drollery . .. "and be sure 
the bed is aired for them." 

He sprang into the field, and clambered down the railway-cutting. 
More carefully Jack Halloran followed. Frank Ryan remained on the 
road-" to keep an eye out," he said. 

Under the arch of the bridge, seated on a pile of sleepers" were 
Meechaul Neylon, Con Rohan, Joe McGrath (the Battalion Commandant), 
and Dan Minogue. 

" Good night, Meechaul. How are you keeping?" said Captain 
Halloran to his chief. Instead of exchanging military salutes, they shook 
hands. 

" Fine, Jack. How are the boys? " 
The group chatted for ten minutes. They did not smoke, as from 

experience they knew that the smell of tobacco travelled far at night, and 
might reveal their whereabouts to hostile forces wandering on the roads 
in the hope of surprising a party of .. rebels." 

With cheery .. so-longs," Commandant McGrath, Dan Minogue, and 
young McMahon departed for their homes. Next day they would be at 
their :work as usual. 

" Thirty Auxiliaries hid inside the walls at the Minister's Cross two 
nights ago. They left their Bicycles under a small guard at Baurloch 
Wood, over a mile away, and crossed the fields. The Grady girl spotted 
them; and we passed the word to all " Posts," in case any of the Column 
happened to stray around." 

Jack Halloran conveyed this information to the Column Commander 
as they picked their steps along the railway-track. 'l'he" Posts" were 
particular houses at which, on arriving in a district, men of the Flying 
Column would be certain to receive the latest information concerning 
enemy movements. Working on the farms, going to the fair, repairing 
the roads, milking the cows, flirting with a farmer's daughter-the people 
were the eyes and ears of the Column. In addition, they provided lodging, 

food and money . 
.. That's a new stunt," said Meechaul Neylon. Taking a leaf out 

of our book. ... They're dangerous gentlemen. . .. We'll see." 
After a time Jack Halloran and Ryan drew away, leaving the others 

about eighty yards in the rere. At a small wood, two miles farther on. 
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the leading men stopped suddenly on hearing a guarded whistle. They answered it with great caution, and Phil McInerney, a scout, emerged from the shadow of the trees, and reported, 
.. Three lorries of soldiers went by the lower road half an hour ago, towards Feean. They had no lights ... and you'd hardly hear them. they were going so slow. I nearly rode into their arms." .. In that case," said Jack Halloran, we'll change the route. What d'you say, Frank? " 
.• Better take the Crag. 'Tis a bit of a round and very crossthe Boss won't like it. ... But we can't chance anything to-night, Boyo." Frank Ryan's voice was low and almost caressing . •• Righto I " said Jack Halloran. ... •• Go back, " he directed McInerney, .. and find the others, and let ye all go home. We'll manage. Most of the way is rough country." 
They left the railway behind, and began the wearying task of crossing fences, hedges, walls. W aIking on a road or a railway track tired the feet more quickly than a tramp over paths and fields. But endless clambering through fences and over walls was most fatiguing to men burdened with heavy equipment. Many of the walls they encountered were dangerous. Devoid of binding, they had been reared very high: in places, solely as a means of disposing of the yearly crop of boulders and stones gathered off the land. One night such a wall sank in uproar under Frank Ryan, at a moment when he was perched preoisely on the top. He suffered many bruises, and the" sight" of his beloved" Parabellum" was damaged. Since then he regarded the fantastic structures with a cold eye. 
Apart from the risk of personal injury, or damage to highly treasured arms, the collapsing of a dry-built wall at night would make a clatter sure to challenge the attention of soldiers or police within earshot. On meeting a five-footer, Frank removed stone after stone, carefully, until he had made a gap that enabled the party to pass with safety. Next day, the owner would say to himself, as he replaced the stones: •• The boys were here last night; God bless them." 
Frank Ryan steered an unerring course through the difficult country, and they reached the borcen in an hour from the time they had left the railway. Jack Halloran and Ryan went ahead at once. They were only a mil from Grady'S where Meechaul Neylon and Con Rohan proposed to snatch a f w hours' leep before going to meet the Column at Rosroe, fivo mil away. It wa 4.30 a.m. 

From tbe or t of Fiacail Crag a wan streak told where mists of nigbt y 1um r d on the 18k by Baurlocb Wood. The eeriness that her 1 dawn as ther. leecbaul Neylon shivered. '" A puff of ind sighed and hurried p t; tbe barbinger of day. ... Warmer hues 80 ed 8061y hrougb the eaatern sky and, all at once, myriad life -ab. ... ight was over. '.' 
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'Tis a blessing we'll soon be there: I'm famished with the hunger," 
said Con Rohan. 

Drowsily, Meechaul Neylon replied: " Your inside is a trouble to you. 
I'm too tired to eat, but I could sleep in a furze-bush." 

" Oh I for a feed, a boundless feed, and a couch of eider-down" . . . 
hummed Con Rohan. 

A shot, inst.antIy drowned in a ragged volley, cut short the extem
porised parody. They halted and listened, every sense on the alert. 

" That was an automatic; the others were rifles. ... Sounds like 
a patrol," said Meechaul Neylon. 

On hearing two further shots they sprang over the fence, and ran 
through the scrub in the direction of the firing. A figure came dashing 
around a bend in the boreen. They recognised Captain Halloran, and 
rushed to meet him. 

" Soldiers I . .. Frank is done. They're too many for us," he cried. 
" Quick I .. and he made as if to push them before him. The Column 
Commander and Con Rohan hesitated. Their rifles were ready: and Frank 
Ryan was dead. 

" God in heaven, Meechaul. What's the use? They're ten to 
one ... and the ambush to-morrow. Come on I" Jack Halloran gripped 
them by the arms and almost jerked them off their feet. 

" You're right: nothing can be done. We'll have to go," muttered 
Meechaul Neylon. 

They . turned and entered the craggy wilderness of stunted bushes. 
" He was fifty yards in front of me as we neared the road. I heard 

a command ' Halt,' and I saw Frank fire and jump for the fence. A 
volley caught him, and he fell back. He hied to raise his arm as if 
to fire again, but an officer was too quick for him. .. They never saw 
me." Jack Halloran spoke jerkily as they hurried through the scrub. 

"We'll make for Flannery'S," he continued. "I'll dig up the 
Houlihans and send them ahead. It means another two miles" ; and 
he glancel ruefully at his weary comrades. 

Silence fell on them. Another of the unknown band of humble lads 
had been hurled to eternity. Though he was dead it was hard to leave 
him. 

" God rest his soul," said Con Rohan. "Everyone must face the 
same music." 

" And may every man die as game," breathed Jack Halloran. 
" Ah ... yes" ... said the Column Commander. .. His poor father 

and mother ... _ . " 
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THE RESERVE. 
By COMDT. SEAN O'SULLIVAN. 

" The object proposed for the Irish Volunteers is to secure and maintain the 
rights and liberties common to all the people of Ireland. Their duties will be 
defensive and protective and they will not contemplate either aggression or domina
tion. Their ranks are open to all able-bodied Irishmen without distinction of 
creed, politics or social grade. 

MR. BULMER HOBSON, in the March issue of AN t-OGLACH, thus 
quotes from the first manifesto issued in 1913 by the Provisional 
Committee of the Irish Volunteers. Might I suggest that the aims 
thus stated eighteen years ago are equally applicable to the organised 

forces of to-day, and in particular to those branches of the forces which are 
organised on a voluntary and non-permanent basis. 

In reality the title "Reserve" is a misnomer. Implying as it does 
something of a secondary or minor nature it reflects the outlook of a period of 
emergency and unhappy strife rather than the progressive outlook of a people 
who, having achieved freedom, are determined to maintain it. With our 
regular force strictly limited as to numbers and destined in a few years to be 
greatly exceeded by an ever-growing "Reserve," it is clear that the latter 
must be regarded as the main force of the future, while the regular force can 
only be looked upon as a skeleton organisation from which essential training 
and administrative cadets are supplied. 

Saorstat Eireann does not require a large standing army. Our resources 
in man-power and material are so limited that even conscription rigidly 
enforced could not place us in the position of aggressors were we so inclined. 
To defend and protect must for ever be the circumscribing aims of our martial 
ambitions, and for this achievement organised non-permanent forces, the 
creation of a sane and healthy national outlook unrestrained by fetters of creed or politics, should amply suffice. 

The army of the future is to-day in the making. There is wisdom in 
moving slowly; nothing really great can be achieved by hasty action. It 
must not be forgotten, however, that the provision of adequate defence may 
at any moment become a vital necessity, and steady progress in this direction should be maintained. 

In the initiation of non-permanent components of the Defence Forces 
it was but natural to turn first to those who having served as regulars would 
return to take their places as ordinary citizens of the State. From 1927 
onwards personnel enlisting in the regular army have also contracted for 
~riods of Reserve service. Thus the class " A " Reserve came into being 
and a number of fully-trained soldiers are annually transferred to this class. 
During the period of their Reserve engagement these men are called up 
~ually .for refresher courses of training. Some are borne on the strength of urut which are complementary to existing regular units and in time of war 
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are capable of bringing such units to a war str~ngth. Those surplus to this 
requirement are organised on a territorial basis in conjunction with men of 
the "B" Class. Men of the "A" Class receive annual allowances at the 
rate of 9d. a day, provided they perform such annual training as may be 
ordered. While undergoing annual training they are paid at regular army 
rates. 

Immediately the " A " Class had become an established entity a project 
was launched to form a second component of the Reserve which was to become 
known as the " B "class. The smallness of the regular force placed definite 
limits to the ultimate strength of the " A " class, while it was further realised 
that only a comparatively small percentage of our available man-power was 
being tapped by regular service enlistments. The new scheme aimed at 
training and organising such men as could leave their employment for the 
required periods. Its primary aim was to secure the enlistment of men of the 
agricultural and artisan classes, and a generous margin of choice was given 
individuals as to the periods during which they might elect to be called for 
annual training. On enlistment all men of the" B" class are required to 
serve an initial period of three months in Army service at a barracks or camp 
within the territorial area in which they reside. Their subsequent Reserve 
service is on a par with that of the men of the " A " class, save that they 
receive an annual training bounty of £3 against the annual pay of the 
" A" class. 

Annual training of the class " A " and " B " Reservists must not exceed 
thirty days in anyone year. They are organised into full strength territorial 
units with a generous overhead margin to provide for casualties of all kinds. 
These territorial units are commanded by officers of the Reserve, and the 
N. C. O.'s of each such unit are drawn from the men of its own ranks. Men 
who are found suitable for promotion to N. C. O. rank are invited to re-enter 
Army service for a period of three months and undergo an intensive course of 
training as potential non-commissioned officers. The first of these courses 
has resulted in providing 54 qualified N. C. O.'s from a total of 69 selected 
from one unit. In the annual training of their unit these newly-appointed 
N. C. O.s have proved quite satisfactory, and it is confidently anticipated 
that in this way N. C. O:s in sufficient number will be found from year to 
year. At the moment the territorial units of the mixed" A" and "B" 
classes consist of 8 Infantry Battalions, the average ratio of the "A" class 
to " B " class being as 3 is to 5. Two battalions-one in Templemore in 1929, 
and one in Kilkenny in 1930-have been raised and trained collectively during 
the winter period; the response from both those districts was remarkably 
good. The further extension of the "B" class offers wide possibilities, and 
its maximum strength may be limited only by training facilities and annual 
cost. The" B " Reserve scheme which has no actual parallel elsewhere, and 
which was at first received with pessimism, has proved an unqualified success. 
Both the Regular and Reserve officers who have been closely associated with 
units of the " B " class during annual training periods are the first to acknow-
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ledge the worth of the men, 'who are in the main manly, willing, loyal and 
temperate. Both officers and men take a keen pride in their unit and such 
disciplinary charges as arise are of a minor nature. 

Still another component of the Reserve-the Volunteer cIass---{;ame 
into being in November, 1929, when the 1st (City of Dublin) Volunteer Reserve 
Battalion was formed. This class affords the opportunity of military training 
to all citizens between the ages of 18 and 42. The term of enlistment is for 
three years. Men are immediately transferred to the Reserve without pre
liminary training. They are required to attend evening parades once weekly, 
not more than four week-end camps (Saturday to Sunday evening) each year, 
and annual training in sea-side camps for periods ranging from 7 to 15 days. 
Valid excuses for reasons of employment, health or other sufficient grounds 
are accepted as attendances at parades and camps, and a man of the Volunteer 
class can at any time obtain a full discharge on giving three months' notice 
in writing. Immediate discharges are given to those who are prevented from 
fulfilling their contracts owing to change of residence, exigencies of employ
ment, or other material reasons. A review of the work performed by this 
unit appeared in the March issue of this Journal. 

The Volunteer Reserve is strictly territorial, and all promotions are from 
the ranks. For years to come units of this class can only be established in the 
more densely populated areas where drill-halls and other training facilities 
exist. Were adequate facilities at the disposal of the State this type of force 
would undoubtedly become an important factor in national defence. A 
realisation of the great personal as well as national advantages to be derived 
from military training in peace as an essential to the successful conduct of 
war is the keynote underlying all compulsory service schemes. No man 
possessed of a sound national outlook can find adequate excuse for failing to join where such a unit exists. 

Volunteers are recompensed financially for the time spent in military 
training, and in addition are ensured an increase of physical fitness, expert 
training of mind, eye and limh, an interesting and instructive recreation, 
and a good invigorating holiday. As far as possible, men of the Volunteer 
R . rve are organised in such a way as to secnre sympathetic comradeship 
and common interests. The club spirit is encouraged, and men may join in groups without fear of separation. 

The formation of Reserve units of the different classes is not solely confined 
to Infantry. A Volunteer Reserve Battery of Artillery has been established 
in Cork, whil the promotion of a .. B" Reserve Battery in Athlone is in 
contemplation. One may reasonably anticipate the early formation of Reserve 
uni of all Services. Limitations in the matter of trained instructors, local 
training facilitie , financial cOmmitments, etc., may alone restrict the gradual growth of the Reserve to the very limits of our man-power. 

It is clear that men in numbers are useless without trained officers to 
control, instruct and lead them. The number of officers who enter the Reserve 
by retirem nt from the Regular Army is entirely inadequate to meet the 
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growing demands of the Reserve. To meet these demands and to ensure that 
the best officer material is made available throughout the State, O.T.C. units 
have been established in all our Universities, while plans are on foot to extend 
this system to the principal public schools and colleges. Cadets of O.T.C. 
units are eligible for appointment to commissioned rank in all components 
of the Reserve, while the eventual dispersion of these trained students through
out the State will provide important and valuable nuclei for Reserve forma
tions in every area. 

Ltd. 
(Ine. in England) 
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A SWISS PAGEANT. 
By PENMAN. 

IT was a delightful evening in the first week of June, 1926, when in the 
company of a friend, I arrived at Lucerne. The Hotel was practically 
empty; but there was an air of expectancy and preparation. The 
manager, a German-Swiss, had sufficient time on hands to receive each 

guest and to expatiate on the glories of our surroundings by the swift-running 
Reuss. At the risk of stressing the obvious he babbled away about the 
mountains encircling us. To him they were mountains of gold. We early 
birds were, obviously, the precursors of the Gold Rush. Our appearance at 
this stage had all the significance of a couple of magpies. He straightaway 
planned about a three weeks' riot of sightseeing with such genuine enthusiasm 
that my friend and myself, each guiltily hoping from moment to moment that 
the other would speak, neglected to inform him thay we purposed staying only 
that evening and the following day in the shelter of his caravansary. 

On the morning of our departure my friend had gone somewhere for 
Kodak films when I made my appearance in the Hall, followed by our baggage. 
It was then left to me to explain the reasons which promoted this seemingly 
sudden departure. 

"You leave us so soon. Where are- you going? " enquired the Manager 
as he bustled out of his office. 

" We are going to Morat," I replied . 
.. To where? " 
" To Murten," I corrected, hoping that the substitution of the Germanic 

equivalent would have a mollifying effect. 
" But for what do you go there?" 
"They will be celebrating the four hundred and fiftieth anniversary of 

the B:lttle of Morat later in the month," I explained . 
.. What, Murten ? " he cried, " such a place; such a place. No one ever 

goes there. That flat contree. There is noding there. Noding I Noding!" 
The indignation of the Manager attracted all eyes in my direction. A 

couple of Americans stared. The girls in the bureau dropped their pens and 
sniggered. The porter dropped our bags, but did not snigger. It was just 
the wrong time for him 

Those who remember Bateman's cartoon, 'The Man who bid Half a 
Guin a at Tattersall's,' will be able to envisage the position of the central 
figur in a Hotel Loung at the Tourist's Mecca who has declared that after 
on day there he is leaving for some spot that Baedeker hardly mentions and 
that Cook and Son never do. Everyone wondered why such a person had 
come at all to Lucerne. It was a question that on reflection I would have 
found it hard to answer myself . 

.. But have you been up to the Pilatus or the Rigi? " asked the Manager, 
80m what in the manner in which one asks a child at a fair if he has been 
on the switchback railway. 
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" Oh, the Pilatus ? " I replied with a shrug. "I would know that upside 
down. I fell off it" 

Noting a pained incredulity, and remembering Wilde's dictum that if 
a man is so unimaginative as to be unable to produce evidence in support of 
a lie, he might as well have told the truth from the start, I exhibited a bump 
on my forehead, really the result of a too-sudden application of the brakes 
by the incomparable driver of the Paris-Basle express. 

" But the Rigi? " he expostulated. 
" Years ago," I replied. "I spent a night on the Rigi and got up at 

5 a.m. to see the Sun rise. The Sun didn't keep the appointment. 
" You must go to the Church for the organ player to play 'The Storm.' 

It is beautiful," he argued perseveringly. 
" I grant that there is some originality in the idea of understudying the 

elements during the tourist season at 2fr.50cts. a time. But Nature will 
have its revenge," I added darkly. ., Some day that organist will be struck 
by lightning. Believe me or not, as you will." 

The Manager quailed. But he had something in reserve. A Swiss Hotel 
Manager when in doubt plays William Tell. 

" Everybody goes to see Tell's Capelle from the Lake," he declared 
with a slight air of take it or leave it. 

" Well, to be quite candid," I replied, " I am interested more in history 
than in legend." 

This was a palpable hit for Morat and the flat country. He saw it. The 
whole conversation was bad business anyway 

"Good-bye," he said shortly. 
The little town of Morat lies on the Lake of that name. At the time of 

our visit it boasted of about two thousand inhabitants. Summer usually 
brought no increase; for the town being off the well-beaten tracks, only a 
stray artist or archaeologist was to be found under the roof of either of the 
two hostelries, ' La Couronne,' or 'La Croix Blanche.' 

The town had hardly outgrown the old walls which, by the help of 
judicious maintenance, were virtually intact. Inside thc walls a roofed gallery 
ran for the greater portion. Walking from bastion to bastion along this 
cool gallery one glimpsed outside through the embrasures and loops the positions 
from which the Burgundian besiegers battered for thirteen days; or looking 
down below inside the ramparts one viewed the low roofs of the compact little 
town, some so close that one could jump on to them. 

Morat, equally with its neighbour Romont, and more so than Gruyere, 
had a mediaeval charm in its stones, and a simplicity of manners and outlook 
in its citizens, that is so rarely to be met with in these days of syndicated 
travel and progress. Indeed, as an instance of the conservatism of its people, 
I might mention that up to about thirty years ago the big gates of the Tour 
de Berne, which stands at the end of the main thoroughfare, were locked each 
night at ten o'clock. Those seeking entry to the town after that hour had first 
to declare their identity and business, while the gatekeeper, peering through 
a grill, scrutinised them by the light of a lantern which he carried. 
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But modernism was knocking at the gate, and would not be denied. Being 
a subscriber for years to the town's one journal, 'Der Murtenbieter,' which 
boasts truly of being a 'Freisinniges Organ,' I have from afar noted the 
struggle between the protagonists of modernization and those who, backed 
by the intransigent editor, wished to keep their town from being a small 
sideshow in the Playground of Europe. I am afraid the moderns have won. 

The Battle of Morat, fought on 23rd June, 1476, was the second of the 
three defeats sustained by Charles Le Temeraire in the course of which, 
to quote an old rhyme, he lost his 'Gut, Muth, und Blut.' In the previous 
year the Swiss, encouraged by Louis XI. of France, had sent an open letter 
of defiance to Charles. He was then too busy reducing Alsace to SUbjection 
to take up the gage immediately. 

In January, 1476, however, he set off for Berne on what he declared in 
somewhat boastful language to be a punitive expedition. On crossing the 
Jura he besieged the little fortress of Grandson on the Lake of Neuchatel. 
The garrison of four hundred odd held out for ten days before capitulating. 
The delay was sufficiently annoying to cause Charles to have the whole garrison 
beheaded. However, on the 2nd March the main forces of the mountaineers 
arrived at Grandson. They inflicted a tremendous defeat on the 
Burgundians, capturing all their artillery and baggage--a considerable booty. 

Charles retired to Lausanne to reform his army. He collected a force 
variously estimated at from twenty to thirty thousand men. They were a 
very mixed lot, for besides Burgundian levies there were Lombards, Picards, 
English and Walloons. Morat lay on the way to Berne. On June 8th he 
laid siege to it. 

The garrison of Morat numbered two thousand odd men under the command 
of a valiant Bernese commander, Adrien Von Bubenberg. Not unmindful, 
perhaps, of the fate of the garrison of Grandson, the besieged held out under 
a continuous bombardment; for Charles had made good his losses in 
artillery. Meanwhile, Berne had appealed for help to the other Cantons, 
and the response had been formidable. A relieving army of some twenty 
thousand Swiss was soon under way. 

On 23rd June Charles was aware of the proximity of the Swiss army. 
He decided that the weather was too bad for the Swiss to attack, and allowed 
his main forces to retire from the palisades erected on the higher ground to 
the camp outside the walls. The Swiss, suddenly attacking the palisades 
from the cover of a large wood, soon carried them. They were favoured by 
the fall of the ground towards the Lake and by the use of portable culverins, 
then a comparatively new invention. The main Burgundian forces, having 
begun th fight in the unfavourable position of having their backs to the wall 
manned by their enemies, later found themselves in the hardly more favour
able position of having their backs to the Lake. The fight was short and 
fierce, ending in the total rout of the Burgundian forces two-thirds of whom were either massacred or drowned. ' 
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Beyond noting the contribution to the Swiss victory of the twin elements 
of surprise and the use of a new weapon, the battle offers little by way of 
strategy or tactics to the modern student of the art of war. Warfare had then 
barely emerged from the stage of massed hand-to-hand combat. Baedeker 
in his solemn fashion records that Napoleon I., in 1797, standing on the site 
of the contest, remarked to one of his suite: 'J eune Capitaine, si jamais 
nous livrons bataille en ces lieux, soyez persuade que nous ne prendrons pas le 
lac pour retraite '-a remark which if made by a less eminent exponent of the 
art of war, might be held to savour of the commonplace. 

The defeat of Charles at Morat, however, in common with the preceding 
set-back at Grandson, and the final debacle at Nancy, has a historical signi
ficance that merits study. When Charles bit the dust at Nancy, the leading 
exponent of feudal anarchy disappeared, and the monarchial absolutism 
envisaged by the statecraft of his rival Louis XI. of France lost its most power
ful opponent. From the death of Charles we see being shaped the realm of 
France as it was consolidated later under Louis XIV. 

But if the France of absolute monarchism begins to take shape out of 
these events, a dream of greater empire was shattered at the same time. 
For Charles, previous to the disasters of his campaign against the Swiss 
Confederates, envisaged an Empire of the Rhine, stretching from mouth to 
source. A glance at a historical map reveals that in the year H76 Charles 
was feudal lord of Flanders, Zeeland, Holland, Gelderland, Brabant, Namur, 
Luxembourg, the Somme Valley, Upper Alsace, Breisgau, Burgundy, and 
finally the Duchy of Lorraine. 

It is, perhaps, unnecessary to emphasise the effect on the history of 
Europe which the establishment and consolidation of a central Empire or 
Kingdom of the Rhine would have had. A buffer State, or connecting link, 
whichever you like, between Germany and France, had it survived to modem 
times, could not but have profoundly changed the history of Western and 
Central Europe. It can, however, be argued with force that the borderlands 
between France and Germany were at no epoch capable of permanent coherence 
and a true national life. It will be recalled that within our own time the 
idea of a Rhine State has had an unfortunate resuscitation. After the Great 
War an agitation was fomented with the aid of the French for a separate 
RepUblic in the Rhineland. The movement failed because the great 

majority of officials and the bulk of the population refused to support it. 
Morat every year celebrates the epic defence and final triumph over the 

invader. It was, however, to witness the special celebrations marking the 
450th anniversary that we found ourselves in June, 1926, esconsed at the 
'Couronne." A committee of citizens had long made preparations for the 
days of commemoration. With a true artistic sense they had realised that a 
lavish display of gaudy bunting would hide rather than enhance the mediaeval 
charm of the old arcaded streets. Old flags and banners were hung around, 
while the stone fountains were a blaze of colour from a profusion of natural 
flowers. 
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The morning of the Great Day was hearlded by a salvo from guns placed 
on the hill from which Charles the Bold had bombarded the town. Going out 
on to the balcony of my bedroom I found a beautiful morning chasing the 
mists off the Lake below, while the Jura were still wrapped in their fleecy 
blankets. Then, as the early Sun caught a glint of steel, I discerned approach
ing in the distance a flower-laden barge conveying the first contingent from 
the neighbouring Canton of Neuchatel, every man accoutered as in the period 
of the battle we were to celebrate. Going to awaken my friend, I found him 
already roused to the noise of hammer and anvil. The cavalry horses lent 
for the procession were undergoing skilled attention from the town blacksmith. 
In honour of the day he had already donned his silk hat of ceremony. As I 
watched with some trepidation the hat emerge unscathed from showers of sparks, 
it occurred to me to be typical of the true spirit of democracy pervading the 
country that this old Swiss artificer and the men about him apparently 
recognised no incongruity as existing between the headdress and the work in 
hand. 

Every Canton sent its contingent of gaily caparisoned warriors that 
morning. They poured in by rail, by road, by water. With precision they 
took their places in the big procession. Museums had been ransacked for 
costumes, banners, and ordnance of the period. Of the two thousand taking 
part perhaps the most enthusiastic applause was reserved by the spectators 
for three veterans who, as cadets, had marched in the procession of the year 
1876. The eldest of them, indeed, overcome by the heat and the weight of 
his accoutrements, staggered a bit on reaching the slight hill at the entrance 
to the town. Fortunately the group representing' La Vendange' were at 
hand with their respectable tun of wine ; after a short halt the veteran warriors 
to the accompaniment of encouraging shouts, shook their spears again, and 
soon-as old soldiers will-faded away in the distance. 

Not only was there no discernible note of anachronism in the historical 
portion of the procession, but the mediaeval atmosphere was, as I have 
remarked, enhanced by the decoration of the houses, the old walls and arcades, 
and the entire absence of modern transport or extraneous noise en route. This 
is the only possible setting for such a pageant. The same thing attempted, as 
I haveseen it, in a modern city, is to the onlooker simply a circus procession 
in which the performers, lacking the assurance of the old-timers of the road, 
bear every evidence of feeling their incongruity with the remainder of the 
mise-tn-scefJe. Here at Morat, however, it is not too much to say that it was 
the spectators who had at all events a subconscious feeling of being out of keeping with their surroundings. 

That afternoon in the Square, where a large open stage had been erected, 
and with the historic walls as a background, we had a dramatic version of the 
events of the siege. By the kindness of some friends we occupied seats on the 
only balcony looking on to the Square and close up over the stage. In the 
h.e1meted ~gure of Von Bubenberg I had no difficulty in recognising the intran
Slgent Editor-Proprietor of • Der Murtenbieter: I did not understand all 
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that he declaimed, but I applauded him nevertheless; for I seemed to sense 
that when he urged upon the townsmen resistance a 'outrance to the invaders, 
he had in mind not only the Burgundians of old but even more those modem 
invaders who would turn the quiet lakeside into a trippers' camping ground. 

Every boat, large and small, on the lake was illuminated that night, and 
the day finished off with a display of fireworks such as young Morat had 
never seen, and old Morat will not see again. 

I know the futility of trying to recapture lost athmosphere and a vanished 
mood. In this rapid age an interval of five years might be fatal to the attempt. 
Nevertheless this Summer, Providence, the Minister for Defence and my 
Bank Manager-I think that is the correct order-permitting, I hope to revisit 
Morat, if only to pay my respects, and an overdue abonnement, to the intran
sigent Editor of ' Der Murtenbieter, Freinniges Organ: 
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MARLBOROUGH. 
(Continued. ) 

By MAJOR J. DUNNE, Iri8h Military College. 

MARLBOROUGH'S chief claim to fame is based on his conduct of the War of the Spanish Succes.sio~; he condu~ted operatio~s in the field and, when not campalgnmg, was buslly engaged III smoothing over difficulties with the various allied rulers and in securing the continuance of Parliamentary support at home for the war. This war, which was fought ostensibly to decide who should be king of Spain, had the usual contributing causes of trade, balance of power, and personal animosities. It lasted approximately twelve years, and the theatre of operations extended over the Netherlands, southwestern Germany, France, Italy, and Spain. In November, 1700, Charles II, King of Spain, died, leaving no direct heir to the throne. The two most important claimants were Philip of' Anjou, grandson of Louis XIV. of France, and the Archduke Charles of Austria. When the will of . Charles II. was published it was found that he had named Philip of Anjou as king. At this period France and Austria. were the two " big " powers of Europe, and whichever got control of the Spanish Monarchy would have a. preponderating influence in Europe, necessitating a war to restore the balance of power. Neither England nor Holland could view with equanimity the control of commerce with the Spanish Colonies passing into French hands; so they supported Austria., and the Grand Alliance was formed at the Hague in 170l. 
Marlborough accompained William in the pourparlers which preceded the Alliance and took a very prominent part in making the negotiations a success. Thus it was only fitting that he should 00 appointed as Commander of the Engli h Forces. The Dutch also gave him command of th ir force ; and certain capital has been made out of the fact that his plans were oftentime hampered by the presence of Dutch deputies who had a supreme control over the Dutch troops and their employment. The upreme Commanders of the Allied Forces in the last European war experienced a imilar interference from the various statesmen concemedin fact with the modem rapidity of transit and intercommunication, in time of crises, it was much more intensified. Marlborough with his tr ining as a courtier and unofficial diplomat was an adept at handling st te m n and rulers. Thus he was successful in avoiding any break with th Dutch deputie ; but his plans for different offensives were brought nau h by the exc ive caution of these deputies. In En land. William had succeeded in obtaining the approva.l of Parliament for hi War Plans, but he died in March, 1701. Ann succeeded, and she, influenced to a large extent by Marlborough and Sarah, gave urance that she intended to prosecute the war just as vigorously as illiam had planned. 
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1702 AND 1703. 

Eugene of Austria commenced hostilities in Italy in 1701; and, in 
the summer of 1702, Marlborough took the field in the Netherlands where 
oonfliot between the main forces was successfully avoided for the re~ainder 
of the season. In the spring of 1703, Marborough planned to advance 
in decisive directions, e.g., towards Paris, but he found it impossible to 
convert the Dutch authorities to the principle of the offensive. His 
campaign for the year contains nothing beyond minor attacks on fortresses. 
Sieges, fortresses and defensive positions were the " high points" of war
fare at this period, and the usual objective was apparently to tempt the 
enemy to attack you in a position where you were advantageously placed 
for administering a crushing defeat to him. Movement played a large 
part in strategical plans not for purposes of attack, but with a view to 
placing your forces in a good defensive position, astride the enemy's advance. 
On the French side we see Villars in the same position as Marlborough. 
He joined the Elector of Bavaria at ULM and wished to push on and 
capture Vienna, a decisive point. The Elector refused to go and refused 
a second time later in the year. This resulted in a violent quarrel and 
Villars, beyond doubt the ablest French General of the period, was recalled. 
THE MARCH TO THE DANUBE. 

In the spring of 1704, Vienna's peril was great. The French and 
Bavarians were concentrating for an advance on this objective. The forces 
at Eugene's disposal were much too small to prevent their advance. A 
large French force was at Rehl protecting French communications with 
Bavaria and holding Louis of Baden in check, whilst Villeroi was reckoned 
to be able to keep Marlborough busy in the Netherlands. The only solu
tion appeared to be for Marlborough to have recourse to the principle of 
mobility, to transfer a large part of his force to the Danube to assist 
Eugene in defending Vienna, and to depend on a weaker force and mysti
fication of the French commanders to save the Netherlands from a French 
advance. Some writers credit Eugene with being the originator of this 
plan, but the complete credit for its execution and the resulting successful 
deceit of both friend and foe can only be given to Marlborough. It is 
quite on the cards that Eugene, being in such a perilous situation, did 
make the request for assistance the previous winter. Marl~rough, looking 
at the situation from the view point of all the Allies, saw that, at the 
moment, the Danube was the vital spot and that unless the French were 
turned back from Vienna things would fare ill for the Allies. 

To secure Dutch consent to his movement, Marlborough gave them 
to understand that he was proceeding up tho Moselle to execute a turning 
movement against the French position in the Netherlands. He concealed 
his object from frie~ds Ilnd foes alike, and having obtained Dutch consent 
concentrated his forces at Bedburg. On May 19th he moved thence to 
the Rhine and up the river from Coblenz to 1fainz. Thi movement 
gave the French the idea that he intended moving against Alsace--his 
real objective was too daring or unorthodox (in those days) to have entered 
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their heads. Proceeding south across the river Main, he crossed 
with his whole forces the river N eckar twice and took the pass 
of Gieslingen through the hills which separate the N eckar from the Danube. 
On June 22nd, he joined forces with Louis of Baden at Ursprung on the 
Danube, and was in a position to influence the action in this theatre of 
war and mitigate the dire peril of Vienna. 

Marlborough's estimate of the French reactions to his movements 
was entirely correct. His march was across their front but always at 
a distance to prevent them striking him a serious blow. Their complete 
mystification, as to the object of his movements, and as to when and 
where he might tum, prevented them collecting their forces at anyone 
particular point to strike him. Villeroi waited in the Netherlands to see 
what he was up to (being unwilling to be drawn out of his nice 

MARLBOROUGH'S MARCH 
T o THE DANUBE - 1704 

o t.5 50 
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fortifications); and, at one time, thinking the objective to be Alsace was 
contemplating a junction with Tallard there. Then, when the plan was 
ultimately disclosed by the ero ing of the Neckar, it was too late for 
Villeroi to tart the chase, or for Tallard to come out from the Stollhofer line . 

The Dutch deputies were aghast at the exposed condition in which 
the Netherlands were left, but Marlborough was satisfied to take a chance 
for the greater good. When his ultimate destination became apparent, he 
was beyond risk of recall-he derived full advantage from the primitive condition of int"6l"communciation in those days. 
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The distance covered in the march trom the Meuse was 250 miles, 
and the average day's march 12 to 14 miles. The march was always 
begun before daybreak and by the time the day became oppressively hot 
the next camp had been reached. Horses were provided to carry the 
soldiers' tents, and ample forage was available. On the march the pro
visioning of the troops was very good; besides, Marlborough had provided 
himself with ready money to ensure their pay. He had also arranged for 
supplies of boots at large cities on the route . It proved well worth while 
concentrating his attention on having sufficient supplies available; and 
much foresight was necessary to counter the effects of such a long and 
weary march. Marlborough's forces contained fifty-one battalions of 
infantry and ninety-two squadrons of cavalry. 

BLENHEIM 
Jl uqust 13, 1'l04. 

" Scale·- l • f t Mile. 

BLENHEIM_ 

Although the threat of proximity was sufficient to render Vienna safe, 
Marlborough could not be satisfied without some attempt to strike a blow 
at the armed forces or the material resources of the enemy. His first 
move was across the Danube, and against Bavaria, a large portion of 
which he laid waste. At the end of about six weeks we find him, owing 
to a threat to his communications, uniting with Eugene north of the 
Danube, and opposed to him were, further to the east, the united French 
and Bavarian forces. If Marlborough was not to sacrifice all that had 
been gained by his trilliant march south, a conflict was inevitable. The 
conflict came at Blenheim and added still further to his fame. 
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TERRAIN. 

On the 12th August, the French and Bavarian army proceeded to 
encamp on a line running from Blenheim through Oberglau to Lutzingen. 
The right flank rested at Blenheim which was about two hundred yards 
from the Danube, and the Danube at this place was about three hundred 
feet wide, and at no point fordable. The left flank was Lutzingen, 
bordered on the north and east by woods and ravines, which formed a 
good left flank protection. Along the entire front ran the river N 13001, 
a tributary of the Danube. The Nebel is a marsh-fringed stream and, 
though fordabble in places, throughout the greater part of its course was 
only passable when bridged. On the western bank the ground sloped 
upwards for a distance of several hundred yards. On the crest of this 
slope stood the three villages, and immediately behind these villages the 
French army was encamped on the plateau-an impregnable position one 
would say. 

On the eastern side, the approaches to the Nebel were cover en. by 
the village of Unterglau through which a highroad ran, passing over the 
Nebel by a. stone bridge. The approach to Blenheim from the east could 
be impeded from two watermills just opposite Blenheim on the Nebel. 
Oberglau was about one hundred yards from the banks of the Nebel. The 
distance from Blenheim to Lutzingen was approximately three miles. 

FRENCH DISPOSITIONS. 

The French forces encamped as three armies (Tallard's on the right, 
Marsin's in the centre, and the Elector's on the left). Tallard's army 
on the right consisted of thirty-six battalions of infantry and forty-four 
squadrons of cavalry; Marsin's and the Elector's armies on the centre 
and left consisted of forty-six battalions of infantry and one hundred and 
eight squadrons of cavalry. The total troops amounted to fifty six thousand. 
Of artillery, the French had ninety pieces. 

The space between Blenheim and the Danube was secured by a 
barricade of wagons and defended by twelve squadrons of dismounted 
Dragoons. Blenheim was occupied by sixteen battalions of infantry and 
u few piece of artillery. It was well provided with walls, palisades, and 
prot ctiva ditches. In the rear of the village there were eleven battalions 
in rene. On the brow of the lope, from Blenheim to Oberglau almost, 
Tall rd' cavalry, 5,500 trong, were ranked in two lines. Nine battalions 
of inf ntry and four squadrons of dismounted Dragoons were drawn up 
behind the centre of this cavalry line. Thirty-two squadrons of Marsin's 
c valry ~ 'ere ext d d behind Rnd to the left of Oberglau; the line was 

end to he left from the e cavalry by seventeen battalions of infantry, 
nd t rminated in front of Lutzingen by fifty-one squadrons of cavalry. 

Oberglau wa defended by fourteen battalions of infantry. Nine battalions 
of infan ry were on he extreme left ns protection against a flank attnck. The artillery was distributed from end to end of the line. 
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The French did not expect that the Allied armies would attempt 
to ?ass the Nebel; but, if the attempt were to be made, they were quite 
satlsfied that their dispositions were such as to effectively deal with it. 
Tallard could have formed his line nearer the river and disputed the actual 
crossing. This, of course, as events subsequently proved, would have 
been the best course. At any rate it would have been the best when the 
armament of his forces, etc., is taken into consideration. Perhaps his 
idea was to inflict a ' more crushing defeat. However, he did not adopt 
this plan, and, judging by the distance of his forces from the river, his 
plan was to allow the Allies to cross, if they could, and he apparently 
very much doubted the possibility, and then, falling on them, drive them 
back into the river and marshes. The fact that cavalry predominated 
in the centre is ascribed to the encamping of Tallard's forces as a separate 
army from that of the Elector and Marsin. It would appear that the 
French commander did not believe that the Allies would be so rash as 
to risk an attack against such a strong position, with a slightly inferior 
force. The morning of the 13th was hazy, and the French could not 
observe the approach of the main Allied forces; but Tallard, who saw 
the troops accompanying Marlborough on his reconnaissance, immediately 
concluded that the Allies were retiring northward. 

ALLIED STRENGTH AND DISPOSITION. 

The strength of the Allied army was 52,000, and it was slightly inferior 
in artillery. It was divided into two separate forces-Eugene's and Marl
borough's. This was, however, a happy combination and there was present 
all the teamwork and co-operation that is only normally possible with one 
supreme commander. Marlborough was not always so happy in his associa
tion with Allied generals. On the night of the 12th-13th August the 
Allied outposts were on the line of the river Reichen, a river flowing into 
the Danube on the same side as the Nebel and about three miles to the 
east thereof. Marlborough and Eugene decided to attack on the 13th. 
Marlborough recognised that he had to attack a good natural position, 
but he was nervous lest Villeroi !night be roused to action and join Tallard. 
This wouid lead to his supplies from Franconia being cut, or of the united 
forces overwhel!ning him. He is reported to have said, when remonstrated 
with on his plan: .. I know the danger, yet a battle is absolutely necessary, 
and I rely on the bravery and discipline of the troops, which will mnke 
amends for our disadvantages." 

THE BATTLE. 

The Allied forces advanced on the morning of the 13th in eight 
columns, and the troops of Eugene were directed to form on the ground 
stretching north from Weilheim. Reconnaissance did not disclo e any 
terrain feature lending itself to the success of any particular scheme of 
manoeuvre, and a frontal attack along the entire front was decided on, 
with particular attention to Blenheim and Oberglau. It had been agreed 
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that the general attack would be launched on the whole front simul
taneously-so Marlborough's troops arriving early near the line of departure 
had quite a long wait until Eugene had got into position. Eugene had to 
move northward over difficult country, 'and it was shortly after 12.00 hours 
when Marlborough, waiting anxiously, received word that he was in position. 
During the period of waiting he had employed engineers in repairing the 

• stone bridge below Unterglau, and in constructing five Pontoon bridges 
across the Nebel. Marlborough disposed his main body in four lines: in 
front line, infantry; in second and third lines, cavalry; and in the last, 
infantry. 

When word arrived from Eugene, the attack was immediately launched: 
Coutt's column proceeding against Blenheim, whilst Marlborough super
vised operations at the centre. Several heavy attacks were launched 
against Blenheim and Oberglau and were repulsed during the early forenoon. 
At one time, opposite Oberglau, it looked as if the Allies would be driven 
in flight from the field, provided the French kept up the pressure in a 
counter-attack, in which the Irish Brigade figured prominently. Marl
borough requested assistance from Eugene and the latter, though hard 
pressed, sent some squadrons of cavalry which helped to relieve the situa
tion. Finally, seeing that it was hopeless, Marlborough ordered the 
Blenheim attack to be changed to a feigned attack. By 15.00 hours the 
Allied right had made little or no progress. Eugene had made three 
attacks on the enemy just opposite to him and had been driven back three 
times. Desperate personal exertions and the steadiness of the Prussian 
infantry had enabled him to just hold his ground and save his wing from 
defeat. One last chance remained to the Allies-by 16.00 hours, Marl
borough had his entire army across the Nebel between Blenheim and 
Oberglau, and at 16.30 the whole force started to move forward up the 
slope. The weak spot (in so much that it was comparatively thinly held, 
for those days) was being struck, the French cavalry was not sufficient 
to hold this portion of the line, infantry reinforcements were unavailing 
and unavailable, and the Allied cavalry broke right through, cutting to 
pieces the few infantry battalions obstructing. 

The situation became more or less hopeless for the French. Tallard 
asked Mar in for a diversion, but the latter refused and devoted his main 
nttention to extricating his own army as safely as possible. Tallard rallied 
his cavalry behind hi camp and extended it in a line to Blenheim with 
the idea of extricating the infantry there. Marlborough's cavalry charged 
through thi line and it broke and fled. Following the penetration, Blen
heim wa enveloped and surrounded. The garrison, owing to non-arrival 
of orders. had no safe way of evacuating the village and surrendered 
unconditionally. To make matters worse, the eleven battalions which 
T liard had disposed to the rear of the village had been ordered into it 
by the local commander, Clerembault, in the early stages of the assault. 
Tho force already in the village were quite ample for its defence, even in 
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those days of almost solid phalanxes, and the introduction of fresh 
battalions only produced needless confusion and put these latter out of 
action for the remainder of the day. 
. Marsin and the Elector, when they saw the centre pierced, and the 

rIght enveloped, decided to effect 'a retreat, which they did in good order 
to Dillingen. 

An estimate of the French losses gives killed and wounded 14000' 
prisoners, 15,000; and deserters, 4,000. Tallard was amongst the ~riso~ers: 
CRITICISM. 

The victory had many and important political reactions-it rendered 
Vienna safe from French attack, and henceforth the French were to fight 
a defensive campaign. It was the first defeat of a French army in the 
field for two generations and thus a severe blow to the prestige of France. 
Bavaria was overrun by the Allies and submitted to the Emperor. In 
England, it placed the War Party and Marlborough's supporters in a very 
strong position, and it confirmed Heinsius of Holland in the high opinion 
he had already formed of Marlborough's talents. This was important, 
as it secured better and more unquestioning Dutch support for Marlborough's 
plans in the future. 

The responsibility for the loss of the battle must fall undivided on 
Tallard. He had not informed himself of the enemy's intention and allowed 
himself to be taken by surprise by the attack. He did not arrange for 
proper co-operation between his forces and those of Marsin and the 
Elector's-there is no instance in the battle of either coming to the 
assistance of the other as Eugene did with Marlborough opposite Oberglau 
in the afternoon. After 15.00 hours he should have had some inkling of 
Marlborough's intended attack in the centre, and should have ordered some 
battalions of infantry from Blenheim to strengthen it. He was unaware 
of the congestion in Blenheim and evidently completely out of touch with 
it from this time on, though he could only have been one or one and a half 
miles away. Again, in the early afternoon, his troops made a successful 
counter-attack and penetration opposite Oberglau-his cavalry were 
ordered out to exploit, but were just too late to be effective. The severest 
adverse criticism may be offered in that he did not order a general counter
attack when the Allied assaults against Blenheim and Oberglau had been 
repulsed. This would have been a propitious moment, as the morale of 
his troops was bound' to be high, and the greater portion of Marlborough's 
army, being just across the river, was disadvantageously placed. 

It is believed that, if the defenders of Blenheim had fought tlieir way 
out, at least one-half of their large number would have escaped. They 
could certainly have made a good attempt during the night. The lanes 
of approach to Blenheim were very narrow, and it would be rather difficult 
to deploy from them a large force under enemy fire. The main difficulty, 
however, in the Blenheim situation was want 01 a good leader. Early 
in the afternoon Clerembault had gone and committed suicide. His 
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lieutenant, Blansac, not knowing where he was, was in a state of doubt 
or indecision. The instructions to evacuate did not come through from 
Tallard, and thus passed the crucial hours, during which the garrison 
might and ought to have withdrawn to the rear of Blenheim. A good leader 
in Blansac's place would have ordered the evacuation on his own initiative 
when he saw how things were going on the left. 

While, for all practical purposes, Tallard might not have existed during 
the battle, Marlborough had his hands on the controls throughout the 
action. He appears to have kept in touch with the progress of the battle 
at the various points, and having secured the necessary information, was 
in a position to influence, and did influence, the fight effectively at its 
different stages. Thus we see him stopping the attack on Blenheim, 
co-ordinating the resistance to the counter-attack at Oberglau and, finally, 
giving the orders for the decisive penetration in the afternoon. The Allied 
forces experienced considerable losses in their attacks at Blenheim and 
Oberglau-these losses, however, rendered the ultimate success feasible 
in that they prevented the strengthening of the enemy centre, when it 
was practicable and most'probable, that is in the early stages of the battle. 
In fact they led to its weakening. Later the stress of battle, added to the 
general confusion, rendered any such reinforcement out of the question. 

Eugene had the lesser share of the glory, and it took him all his 
time to accomplish his task. It was only by great personal exertion anel 
direction that the efforts of his troops were sufficient to hold Marsin and 
the Elector in check and prevent them from detaching any troops in 
support of Tallard. It is to be noted that, though hard pressed, he sent 
cavalry to assist Marlborough opposite Oberglau at the crucial stage. 

(To be continued.) 
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THE ARMY AND THE STATE. 
By JOHN J. HORGAN. 

THE MINISTER.. FOR DEFENCE, speaking at Cork recently, 
reminded us that it was essential to define accurately and to 
understand clearly the elementary political principles upon which 
every well ordered state is based. In our case he rightly stated 

that these principles have been forgotten or perverted during the long 
period of foreign rule. It is the purpose of this article to state as clearly 
as possible, and without political bias, the legal relationship of the Army 
and the State in Saorstat Eireann and the obligations arising therefrom. 

Let me begin with a definition of the essential elements involved. A 
State is an independent political society occupying a defined territory, the 
members of which are united together for material protection and assistance. 
Its primary function is to repel aggression from without, and to maintain 
law and order within, its own dominions. In every State there must be 
a sovereign power which exercises and controls the functions of govern
ment, and conducts and regulates the intercourse with other political 
societies. l'he aggregate of power which is possessed by the rulers of a 
political society is called sovereignty. A single ruler, where there is one, 
is called the Sovereign; the body of rulers, where there are several, is 
called the Sovereign Body, or, the Government. The rest of the members 
of a political society, in contradistinction to the rulers, are called the 
subjects. The internal functions of government are commonly divided 
into three categories, namely, legislative, judicial, and executive. The 
legislature makes, alters, and repeals the laws; the judicature, or judicial 
bench, interprets and applies these laws; the executive carries them into 
effect. The sovereign power of a State may be vested in a single individual, 
8.8 in an autocratic State, or in a smaller or larger body of citizens, as 
in the case of an oligarchy or democracy. The allocation of sovereign powers 
may vary indefinitely, but whatever the form of government may be, its 
functions must, in a modern State, be delegated to a large number of 
persons. These persons may be divided into legislators, maintainers of 
internal order, and protectors of state independence in dealings with other 
societies. The Army, or armed forces of the State, belongs to the two last 
mentioned categories, because in the last resort it may be called on to 
assist the civil or Police forces in keeping internal order. These simple 
and essential facts make it clear that the Army is the servant of the 
State and must implement the policy of its properly constituted govern
ment. The particular form of government adopted by B particular tate 
is called its Constitution. Constitution may be cIa sified in various way , 
such as federal or non-federal, autocratic, or democratic. But the mo t 
important division is into rigid and flexible. A rigid Con titution is one 
which is founded on fundamental written laws. The United tate furnishe 
a typical example of this type. A flexible Constitution is one in which 

~ 
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all laws can be altered by the same machinery. The present written 
Constitution of the Free State is democratic and flexible. In its present 
form it will become practically a rigid Constitution after 1938, as, after 
that year, it can only be altered when the alteration has been approve.d 
by Referendum. * The position of the Army in relation to the State IS 

primarily defined by Article 46 of the Constitution, which runs as f~l~ows:-
•• The Oireachtas has the exclusive right to regulate the ralsmg and 

maintaining of such armed forces as are mentioned in the Scheduled 
Treaty in the territory of the Irish Free State and every such force 
shall be subject to the control of the Oireachtas." 

The construction of this Article depends on two other factors. First, 
what is meant by the word .. Oireachtas "? This body is defined by 
Article 12 of the Constitution as a legislature consisting of the King, t 
the Dail, and the Senate, in which the sole and exclusive power of making 
laws for the peace, order and good government of the Irish Free State is 
vested. Second, it depends on Clause 8 of the Treahy, which limits our 
military defence force, and which provides that it shall not exceed in size 
such proportion of the military establishments maintained in Great Britain 
as that which the population of Ireland bears to the population of Great 
Britain. It is therefore clear that, subject to this limitation (which indeed 
it would be difficult to exceed), the control of the Army is solely vested 
in the Oireachtas or Parliament of the Irish Free State. But it is obvious 
that the matter could not be left in this position. A permanent Army of 
paid soldiers, whose main duty is one of absolute obedience to commands, 
appears at first sight to be an institution inconsistent with that rule of 
law or submission to civil authorities, and especially to the judiciary, which 
is essential to democratic government; and in truth the existence of per
manent paid forces has often in most countries, and notably in England 
under the Commonwealth, been found inconsistent with the existence of 
free government. It therefore becomes necessary to give exact legal defi. 
nition to the position of the Army, and this has been done by the Defence 
Forces (Temporary Provisions) Act of 1923, which has since been re-enacted 
on several occasions, with necessary amendments. This Act provides that 
the command-in-chief of, and all executive and administrative powers in 
relation to, the national forces shall be vested in the Executive Council, 
and exercised through and in the name of the Minister for Defence. The 
Army therefore takes its orders from the Minister for Defence who is the 
repre entative of the Executive Council, which in turn depend~ for its con
tinued existence on the support of the Oireachtas. In dealing with the 
p~sition_ of the ~ldier in the State, this Act follows the fundamental prin
clple laId down ill the Engli h Mutiny Act of 1689, which provides that, 
although a soldier may incur special obligations in his official character, 

-t N°t&-ArtO iel 50 of the Constitution as amended by Constitution Amendment 
C o. 1 of 1929. 

adt~n tbi c,?nnection .. the Ip'}g" means of course, the King actinj!; on the )': ~L.hi8 Free State MiDlsters as the constitutional head of the Irish 
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he is not thereby exempted from the ordinary liabilities of citizenship. 
It also follows Article 70 of the Constitution, which provides that no one 
shall be tried, save in due course of law, and extraordinary courts shall 
not be established, save only such military tribunals as may be authorised 
by law for dealing with military offenders against military law. A person 
who enlists as a soldier stands in a two· fold relation, namely, his relation 
towards his fellow citizens outside the Army, and his relation towards 
members of the Army. Under this Act, the soldier in our Army is subject 
to the same criminal and virtually the same civil liability as a civilian. 
A soldier is naturally bound to obey any lawful order which he receives 
from his military superior, but he cannot any more than a civilian avoid 
responsibility for breach of the law, by pleading that he broke it in obedience 
to the orders of a superior officer, or even of the Minister for Defence 
himself. Hence, the position of a soldier is in theory, and may be in 
practice, a very difficult one. He may, as it has been well said, be liable 
to be shot by a Court Martial if he disobeys an order, and to be hanged 
by a judge· and jury if he obeys it. His situation and line of duty may 
best be seen by considering particular cases. During a civil riot an officier 
orders his men to fire upon the rioters. The command to fire is justified 
by the fact that no less energetic course of action would be sufficient to 
put down the disturbance. The soldiers are, under these circumstances, 
clearly bound from a legal, as well as from a military point of view, to 
obey the command of their officer. It is a lawful order, and the men 
who carry it out are performing their duty both as soldiers and as citizens. 
But take another case. An officer orders his soldiers, in a time of political 
excitement, to fire on a perfectly peaceable meeting, and people are killed. 
In such a case, there is no doubt that the soldiers who obey, no less 
than the officer who gives the command, are guilty of murder and liable 
to be hanged when convicted in due course of law, unless their action 
is subsequently ratified by an Act of Indemnity. There are, of course, 
numerous border line cases that can be imagined, and as regards these 
we must only apply the words of a distinguished English judge, Ml-. 
Justice Stephen, who wrote: .. The only line that presents itself to my 
mind is, that a soldier should be protected by orders for which he might 
reasonably believe his officer to have good grounds." Whilse therefore 
a soldier runs no Imbstantial risk of punishment for obedience to orders 
which a man of common sense may honestly believe to involve no breach 
of the law, he cannot in ordinary circumstances escape the chance of 
his military conduct becoming the subject of inquiry before a civil tribunal, 
and cannot avoid liability on the ground of obedience to superior orders 
for an act which a man of ordinary sense must have known to be e. 
crime. Naturally these considerations would not apply to military action 
during a state of war or armed rebellion, and Article 6 of our Constitution 
expressly prohibits interference with any act of the military forces under 
such conditions. A soldier's position as a member of the Army is, of course, 
quite different. Here, in addition to his duties as a citizen, he is subject 
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to all the liabilities imposed by military law. Hence, acts which, if done 
by a civilian, would be either no offence at all, or only a slight mis
demeanour-for example, an insult or blow offered to an officer-may, 
when done by a soldier, become serious crimes, and expose the pe~n 
guilty of them to grave punishment. Macaulay puts the case for speCIal • 
legislation enforcing discipline in an Army with irresistible clearness: .. If 
there are," he writes, .. to be regular soldiers, it must be indispensable 
both to their efficiency, and to the security of every other class, that 
they should be kept under strict discipline. An ill disciplined Army has 
ever been a mere costly and licentious Militia, impotent against a foreign 
enemy, and formidable only to the country which it is paid to defend. 
Soldiers must be subject to a sharper penal code, and to a more stringent 
rule of procedure than are administered by the ordinary tribunals. Some 
acts, which in the citizen are punished with fine or imprisonment, must 
in the soldier be punished with death. The machinery by which the 
courts of law ascertain the guilt or innocence of an accused citizen is 
too slow and too intricate to be applied to an accused soldier. Of all 
the maladies incident to the body politic, military insubordination is that 
which requires the most prompt and drastic remedies. If the evil be 
not stopped as soon as it appears, it is certain to spread-and it. cannot 
spread far without danger to the very vitals of the Commonwealth." 
Recent events in Spain furnish a striking example of the application of 
this last sentence. 

But there is, of course, another side to this question. The soldier has 
not only a special responsibility to the State, but the State has a special 
duty to the soldier. He submits to special discipline and control, and 
he must, if necessary, sacrifice his life. The State therefore has, as 
General von Seeckt recently pointed out in an admirable article, reprinted 
in thi Review, a special duty to the soldier. This duty has not. yet been 
fully discharged as far as we are concerned. Our Civic Guard and Civil 

ervice have, quite rightly, a full and complete pension scheme which 
protects them and their dependents. It is high time that the Army was 
placed in a similar position. No doubt it. may be said that without 
ervice of at lea t fifteen years pensions could not be claimed and that 

no oldier in our Army fulfils these conditions. But this is really beside 
the point, for the soldier, even more than the Civic Guard because of 
hi peculiar liabilitie and risks is entitled to security ~d it is in 
the higbc t interests of the Army and the State that this' security should 
be giv n him. 

To SUm up, we may ay, that if the Army is the servant of the State 
the State must be a just ma ter; that the Army is responsible to, and 
under the control of the Oireachtas through the Executive Council 
and the Mini t~r of Defence, but that control is necessarily limited 
by the terms of the Constitution itself. No soldier or soldiers 
can be legally compelled to carry out orders in themselves illegal or criminal 
nor wouJd he or they be held legally responsible for ignoring or disobey~ 
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ing the orders of a Government which deliberately acted without the 
authority of the Oireachtas, or after such authority had been decisively 
withdrawn. But the soldier, as such, has nothing to say to politics, and 
it is his duty to obey without question the orders of a properly constituted 
Government, acting within the scope of its constitutional authority, what
ever be its political complexion, or however distasteful its orders. It is 
to be hoped that whatever changes the future may have in store for us, 
our Anny, of which we are justly proud, will never forget this fundamental 
fact--which is, and must remain the comer stone of our national stability. 

Subscribers are requested to send notification of any change 

in address to--The Manager, "An t.Oglach," Officers' Mess, 

McKee Barracks, Dublin. 
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NATIONAL STATISTICS AND THE 
ARMY. 

By CAPTAIN P. J. KELLY. 

THE reading and study of Statistics are at the best of times a very dry 
job; their presentation in an interesting and readable manner requires 
the skill of a master-hand. It is to be feared that as a result of 

this the very valuable information contained in the many excellent 
pUblications emanating from various Government Departments from time to 
time receive anything but the careful study to which their merits entitle them. 

Our Army is now over nine years in existence, and up to the present the 
energies of the General Staff have been confined mainly to perfecting an 
administrative machine to deal with normal requirements and capable of 
rapid expansion in emergency. The explanation is rooted in the history of 
the first two years of the State, but the time has now arrived when a review 
of the position is necessary. 

It will be readily understood that in a short article like this it would be 
impossible to deal in detail with all the relevant statistics published, and I 
will confine myself mainly to those dealing with Population and Production
i.e., from our point of view, man-power and supplies. From a study of the 
Census figures of 1926 we can estimate with a reasonable degree of accuracy 
the number of men who could be called to the colours in a National emergency. 
On page 1 of the 1926 Census of Population, Vol. V., Part I., we find the follow
numbers of males :-

0- 4 years 

5- 9 " 
10-14 " 
15-19 " 
20-24 " 
25-29 " 
30-34 " 
35-44 " 
45-54 " 
55-64 " 

146,173 
144,764 
150,814 
146,047 
124,518 
106,646 

92,502 
173,399 
172,658 
120,792 

It may be taken as a general rule that the birth-rate and death-rate 
remain fairly con tanto It will thus be seen that in any year we can estimate 
approximately the number of men of military age in the country, and allowing 
for the personnel n cessary for the maintenance of essential industries, the 
number that could with inten ive training be made available for the defence 
of the State. 

. . Volume II. of the same publication is, if anything, more interesting, as 
lt gt~~ us the Census figures for Occupations-that is to say, the number of 
Specialists who might be pressed into Service for National Defence. I take the 
liberty of quoting an extract from the Explanatory Notes to this Volume, 
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which must be borne in mind when using those figures. "The difference 
between Statistics of Occupations and Industries has to be kept clearly in 
view when using this publication. A person's occupation is defined by the 
operations he performs in earning his living-grain-miller, jam-boiler, tram
driver, packer, watchman, clerk. A person follows his occupation within a 
certain industry or service. Some occupations are peculiar to a single industry 
or service--grain-miller, jam-boiler, tram-driver; others are found in very 
many industries and services-packer, watchman, clerk . . . ." 

Table 1 of the Vol. under review gives the following interesting figures :-

Actual Numbers per 
Numbers. 1,000 

occupied in 
Saorstat Eireann. 

Males. Males. 

I. Agricultural occupations 550,172 570.9 

(a) Farmers and relatives assisting 412,763 428.3 

(b) Other Agricultural occupations 137,409 142.6 

II. Fishermen 5,736 6.0 

III. Mining and quarrying occupations ... 2,590 2.7 

IV. Other producers, makers and repairers 154,016 159.8 

(a) Makers of foods, drinks and tobaccos 18,038 18.7 

(b) Textile workers 2,942 3.1 

(c) Makers of apparel and textile goods 14,315 14.9 

(d) Workers in hides and skins and makers of 
leather goods (not boots and shoes) 1,965 2.0 

(e) Workers in wood and furniture 23,710 24.6 

(f) Metal workers ... 27,313 28.3 

(g) Electrical apparatus, fitters and makes 3,084 3.2 

(h) Workers in Chemical processes, makers of 

fertilizers, soap, etc. 1,450 1.5 

(z) Workers in and makers of paper and card-
board, printers, bookbinders, etc. 3,850 4.0 

(J) Builders, bricklayers, stone and slate workers 
49.3 and contractors 47,557 

(k) Painters and decorators ... 5,298 5.5 

(l) Other producers, makers and repairers 4,494 4.7 

V. Workers in Transport and Communication ... 63,686 66.1 

(a) Railway workers 8,971 9.3 

(b) Road Transport workers 25,116 26.1 

(c) Water Transport workers 11,514 11.9 

(d) Other transport workers 18,085 18.8 

Those figures speak for themselves. A cursory exa~~ti~n of .them 
shows our trained man-power in a very clear way. Thus It 15 ~mmediate1y 
shown that we are particularly strong in Agricultural workers and lD Transpol t 
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workers, so that our food and carrying services need cause little fear. It can 
also be seen from the numbers in the Textile and Clothing trades that a supply 
of uniforms could be provided at short notice. I t is worthy of note that in 
the Agricultural and Textile occupations there are very large numbers of 
females engaged (54.6 and 67.9 per 1,000 respectively) so that in all probability 
large numbers of men could be released for military service if necessary. The 
figures given for the Transport services must also be considered in view of the 
enormous increase in the volume of Road Transport since 1926. Under IV. (e) 
we see the figures for the wood and furniture industries, and their numbers 
assure us that a supply of barrack services and materials for maintenance can 
be produced within the country with little trouble, as skilled operatives are 
available. 

Up to this we have dealt only with the personnel question. We are all 
aware of the progress made by the raising of " B " Reserve Battalions and the 
inauguration of the Volunteer Reserve and Officers Traning Corps in their 
preparation of those civilians who can afford the time to train under 
arms, and I tru~t that the facts enumerated above show how levies could be 
raised in emergency irrespective altogether of our Regular and Reserve 
Troops. Now we come to a very serious consideration-how can we provide 
for this Army once it has been raised and recruited? Can we clothe and feed 
it? Can we provide within our own shores for transport by rail and road? 
Can we turn out at short notice large quantities of war-material, arms, 
ammunition and tools proper to an Army in the field? Can such Special 
Services as, say, Signals and Field Engineers get down to their work knowing 
that a ready and constant supply of their particular equipments will be avail
able for issue? If we are faced with a blockade can we " carry on " or must 
we look with longing eyes and empty hands to our allies to help us through? 
Those are all things which we must be prepared to face in eventualities, and 
it is our duty to know where to turn for those necessities vital to success. 

The statistics published by the Department of Industry and Commerce 
give a very illuminating insight into the country's resources and output. We 
find in them very valuable information from our point of view, and even a 
superficial examination makes one desire to study and analyse them 
thoroughly. The Statistics Act of 1926 ordered that a Census of Production 
should be taken in the Saorstat for the year 1926, and under Statutory Rules 
and, ~ders, No. 38 1929, a similar Census was taken for the latter year. In 
addition the same Department publishes the "Trade Statistics of the Irish 
Free tate." In a subsequent article I propose to give figures from those 
p.ublications with the purpose of showing their value in studying the supply d of our problem. 
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A FORGOTTEN HERO OF '98. 
By SENATOR MISS KATHLEEN BROWNE • 

IN EVERY WAR there are heroes-unknown warriors-whose names 
never adorn the pages of history. Not one of all the numerous 
histories of the Insurrection of 1798-eontemporary, nationalist 
or loyalislr-mentions the name of Patrick Rossiter, the Wexford 

rebel scout, whose deeds of daring would throw the most thrilling 
wild-west film into the shade. True, the noble Edward Hay, whose con
temporary account of that year is one of the best we have, refers to him 
in the following words :-" The success of the insurgents was much pro
moted by the address of a servant· boy, who, as the military were ascending 
the hill, advised such of the insurgents as were there about him to lie 
down under cover of the ditches and wait the close approach of the 
military." But a hundred years ago, when the memory of '98 was still 
fresh in the minds of Wexford men and women, the exploits of Patrick 
Rossiter were told around many a fireside to the children of those who 
had fought in that gallant struggle.· 

He was born about 1775, so that in 1798 he was in the prime of 
youth. His parentage is somewhat obscure, but he bore a proud Norman 
name (enhanced by association with the name of Sarsfield), though it 
had fallen from its high estate following the confiscation of the seventeenth 
century. 

When a boy, he entered the service of a gentleman who held a 
commission in a local corps of yeomanry cavalry, and who appears to 
have been a kind and indulgent master. It is not known whether the 
future rebel scout ever served as a trooper in his master's corps. His 
chief employment was in connection with the stable, and he was celebrated 
for his daring horsemanship and splendid management of horses. His 
special duties were the care of his master's uniform and of his favourite 
charger. That charger was a well-bred mare, swift as the wind and gentle 
as a lamb. She was much attached to her groom and would follow 
him like a dog. She was destined to play an important part in the 
rebellion, though not on the side of the King! 

" At Boolavogue, as the sun was setting" on that memorable atur
day, the 26th May, in the village of the Harrow, the skirmish took place 
which started the rebellion. On the following morning, Whit- unday, 
Patrick Rossiter very coolly and deliberately put on his master's uniform, 
led the mare from her stall and rode off to join the rapidly increasing 
insurgent army on Oulart Hill. The battle took place in the afternoon 
of Whit-Sunday, 27th May, and although the victory of the rebels wa 

*The credit of havinl!; reRcued hi!! name from compll'te obliv!~n ill d~~ ~o 
a t"lel'lted Wexfordman who wrote under the nom-de-pJum of lldana In 
the Wexford papers, a~d who preserved many traditions he had learned from 
the older people. 
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sudden and decisive, the result might easily have been otherwise. When 
the British forces began to climb the hill, panic and consternation spread 
rapidly through the undisciplined crowd of insurgents, most of whom were 
unarmed; and the terror and confusion of the timorous began to disorganise 
and demoralise their braver comrades. Some fled in dismay, and others 
seemed on the point of following. Even Father Murphy's encouraging 
words and reproaches were unheard or unheeded, until Patrick Rossiter 
and a yeoman deserter, named Byrne, galloping their horses among the 
fugitives, compelled them to return. 

The term "messenger" or "courtier" would better describe the 
duties of Patrick Rossiter than that of scout, as he was most frequently 
engaged in the perilous enterprise of bearing messages, either verbal or 
written, between the different rebel camps. The uniform of his master 
often ensured him safety when his route lay through a district mostly 
inhabited by loyalists, but-on the other hand-it exposed him to the 
danger of being mistaken for an enemy by some of the Shilmalier or Forth 
marksmen. t However, over and over, when in many a tight corner the 
mare-like Dick Turpin's" Brown Bess "-clearing all obstacles of hedge 
and ditch, flew with her rider to safety. He sometimes took advantage 
of his yeoman's uniform to mingle with the enemy at close quarters and 
deliver an unexpected lightning stroke. Occasionally, when it suited him, 
he wore his ordinary garb of a gentleman's groom. 

During the brief period when the greater portion of North Wexford was 
held by the insurgents, a party of the latter lay encamped for a few 
days at the village of Camolin. Thither Rossiter was cantering briskly, 
not expecting to meet any of the enemy in the vicinity of the rebel 
camp. It so happened however, that a patrol of twelve of the Ancient 
Britons, under the command of a sergeant, advancing cautiously from 
the direction of Carnew, had arrived at a point less than a mile distant 
from Camolin. At a spot where the road takes a sharp turn, 
Ro sitar suddenly found himself in the midst of them. In this 
terrible predicament, with surprising coolness, courage and audacity, he 
stood in his stirrups and shouted at the top of his voice, as if addressing 
men concealed behind the high hedges :-" Boys I don't fire on them if 
they urrender." Then to the astonished troopers he cried: .. Down 
with your arms, and your lives will be spared." The twelve yeomen, 
taken completely by urprise, thrown off their guard, and never doubting 
but that they were urrounded by the rebels, threw their sabres and 
pi tol on the ground, and surrendered. Rossiter, forthwith, commanded 
th m to proo d at a trot , and he and they rode into Camolin. Not
with tanding th eeration in which the Ancient Britons were, deservedly, 
held by the people, the twelve prisoners at Camolin were treated kindly, 
and suffered no greater loss that that of their horses and arms. 

tThe men who lived near Wexford Harbour, which then covered the tract of t!louaands .of acrea now known as the North and South Slobs, end on which mynads of wild fowl fed, we19 noted aa the best shota during the RebellioD. 
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~ho~ly after this memorable incident, Rossiter was shot through the 
thIgh m one of the numerous skirmishes in which he was engaged. His 
wound, at first neglected, became septic, and caused him intense agony. 
But even this affliction could neither damp his courage nor hinder his 
activities. Day and night, he was still in the saddle, though suffering 
from great weakness. He had too, many comrades in this respect amongst 
the unfortunate insurgents, totally unprovided as they were with even 
the simplest remedies. In these days of highly developed medical services 
it is difficult for us to realise what the sufferings of our brave ancestor~ 
mush have been. 

In this pitiable condition, Rossiter took part in the Battle of Hackets
town. The insurgents were victorious in the open, but failed in their 
attempt to storm the barracks-an attempt in which many brave men lost 
their lives, including James Murphy, a nephew of Father Michael, who 
was killed at the battle of Arklow. Hacketstown is situated in County 
Carlow, on the Borders of Wicklow. The battle was fought on the 25th 
June, four days after the disastrous defeat of the insurgents at Vinegar 
Hill. At this time practically all the British troops ip. Ireland, with their 
ablest generals, and complete batteries of field artillery, were in occupation 
of County Wexford; and the bravest of the insurgent survivors of the 
hard-fought battles had pushed up-a forlorn hope-into Carlow and 
Wicklow. Father John Murphy was now a prisoner, and was executed 
with brave Anthony Perry at Tullow on June 26th. Priest and Protestant 
died together in the same old cause. The barracks at Hacketstown were 
known to contain a large supply of ammunition, a fact which induced 
Garrett Byrne, who now commanded the insurgents, to attack it. Myles 
Byrne describes this battle and says: •• After leaving Captain Hardy and 
many others dead on the field they (the British) took refuge in the barracks, 
whilst the English (yeomanry) cavalry fled, and escaped through the town 
in the greatest disorder on the high road to Tullow." 

Patrick Rossiter attired in his Yeoman Officer's uniform, did not take 
part in the storming' of the town, but hovered in the rear of the retreating 
cavalry doing what damage he could. In one encounter he was unhorsed
whether from another wound, or from exhaustion, is not known-and in 
their hurry and confusion both friend and foe left him lying, attended 
only by the faithful mare, which remained grazing quietly near her fallen 
master. The insurgents had retired in the evening towards Baltinglass 
and Donard and some time later Rossiter was discovered by a yeoman 
cavalry offi~er, who waS riding at a short distance from his compan~. 
He happened to be a neighbour of Rossiter's former master. H e did 
not at first recognise the groom in his yeom~n regim~tal~. As ~n 
as he did , the furious Orangeman broke out mto hombl~. JlIlP~ecabon 
of rage and triumph. Drawing hili pistol he ordered the PapIst rebel 
dog " to rise on his knees to be put out of pain. Rossiter assumed an 
appearance of abject terror and cowardice, grovelling at the yeoman's 
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feet and whining for mercy. For a few minutes the officer restrained 
his thirst for blood to enjoy the spectacle of his enemy's helpless con
dition. The ruse succeeeded, for Rossiter sidled slowly towards where 
his musket lay, covered by the long grass, pleading earnestly for his 
life the while. At last his twitching fingers touched the barrel. With 
a supreme effort he rose on one knee and in shorter time than it takes 
to tell, the weapon was discharged point blank at his cruel and remorseless 
foe. The latter fell dead from his horse, which, also riddled with shot, 
tore frantically away. The report of tlie musket and the shriek of the 
dying officer brought a swarm of yeomen quickly on the scene, and it 
seemed that now, surely, the rebel's last hour had come. He was lying 
beside one of the huge banks and yawning gripes, which hunting people 
in these counties know so well . Calling softly to the mare, she came 
whinnying to his side, and he twisted his fingers in her flowing mane. 
By a marvellous effort of despair he managed to scramble into the saddle, 
and, facing the gallant mare to the towering "ditch" cleared it with 
one great hound. Pursuit being out of the question, the astonished and 
dumbfounded yeomen merely discharged random shots after the fugitive, 
who turned to utter one shout of defiance at his foes, and galloped away. 
The long-festering wound in his thigh was opened during this exciting 
encounter. The bursting of the abscess relieved him to some extent, 
and before morning he had reached a place where a little nursing and 
rest soon restored him to health. Meantime the insurrection had been 
completely suppressed. Some time afterwards Patrick Rossiter contrived 
to secure a passage to America. 

Tradition is silent as to his career in the land of the Stars and Stripes, 
until the outbreak of the War of 1812. At the commencement of hostilities 
Rossiter joined the American Army, where, if the tradition preserved in 
his native county is correct, he obtained the rank of Lieutenant. We 
have no particulars of his activities in the American Army, but it is 
said that he wa killed during the English attack on New Orleans. 

One wonders if during his American campaign Patrick Rossiter 
encountered or recognised any of the enemies he had met on the bloody 
battlefields of Wexford? If so, what burning thoughts must have been 
his as he faced the same "scarlet ranks " which fourteen years before 
he had met on the banks of the Slaney? We may be sure that, in the 
words of John Mitchel, .. Other and earlier memories cloud at times 
his clear grey eye , and through and beyond the battle smoke and the 
thunder of all (America 's) fields , he has a vision of the pikemen, and hears the fierce hurrah on Oulart Hill." 
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OUR FIRST LINE OF DEFENCE. 
By CAPTAIN ]. M. MACCARTHY. 

NORMALLY the navy of a maritime country constitutes its first line 
of defence against oversea invasion. In our case existing political 
and financial considerations necessitate that the naval arm should 
be non-existent. While these circumstances continue to apply, reliance 

for the security of the State, excluding outside aid, must rest solely on our 
land forces. The situation resulting from the absence of a naval arm may, 
therefore, be compared with that of a commander of a force, who, charged 
with the mission of securing a town or some feature of military importance, 
disposes his troops actually in the town or place in question, and there awaits 
attack, which disposition would, in nine cases out of ten, be tactically unsound. 
It will be argued that the national defence situation corresponds to the one 
case in ten in which such disposition of forces would be justified, in that the 
considerations referred to do not allow an alternative course being adopted. 
It is proposed to suggest that this argument is faulty, and to indicate a 
solution which would meet the needs of the situation and make good, to a 
great extent the defects which, it is contended, exist in our means of defence. 
There is, however, a preliminary obstacle to be overcome in the complacent 
attitude generally adopted towards the situation which has been outlined. 
Before attempting to advance a solution it is necessary to examine the cause 
of, and endeavour to dispel, this complacency, as otherwise those in whose 
minds it flourishes can hardly be expected to admit that there is a problem 
needing solution. This complacent attitude to an unsatisfactory situation 
has its foundation, not so much in a fatalistic acceptance of conditions which 
may appear as definitely preventing any improvement, as in some of the 
theories of national defence held by those among whom this attitude mainly 
prevails. 

These theories which by the complete confidence reposed in them prevent 
many of their supporters from appreciating that an unsatisfactory element 
exists in our military situation, fall into three main groups. The first comprises 
the policy of complete co-operation with the British forces and reliance upon 
the British Fleet to afford absolute security to our coasts. The second group 
believes in our ability to adopt a policy of neutrality in any conflict between 
the Great Powers and sees in such an attitude our only safeguard. The 
adherents of the third group advocate a policy of non-co-operation in such 
directions as would normally be indicated by the existing political affiliations 
of the State as requiring combined action, and place reliance upon gue~a 
tactics as the best means of defence. It is not proposed to suggest here 1D 

Which of these policies or theories the greater security lies, b~t to indica.te 
such aspects of them as should lead their adherents to appreaate the desrr
ability of effecting an improvement in our general military situation. 

The adherents of the first group conclude from the experience of the 
Great War and continued British naval superiority, that the British Fleet , 
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has the power to afford absolute security to this country against oversea 
aggression, and rely on the undoubted interest that Great Britain has in 
preventing this country being used as a base of operations against her sea 
communications, and in securing our resources for food supply against inter
ference. for her exercise of this power. Such reasoning is quite sound except 
on one point. This is the basing of estimates of the future abilities of the 
British Fleet on the results attained by it against the German Fleet in the 
Great War. In the Great War circumstances permitted the main German 
Fleet, and in the later stages even the German submarines, being confined 
within the comparatively small area of the North Sea. In any future war 
against a naval power with access to large ocean areas such restriction of the 
hostile fleet would not be possible, and hostile raids, which even in the very 
unfavourable circumstances of the Great War were carried out on a small 
scale, would be quite feasible on a big scale. Again, in such future war the 
British Fleet would be principally concentrated in the main strategical theatre 
which is likely to be in the Atlantic, or Mediterranean, just as in the Great 
War it was concentrated in the North Sea, which was then the main naval 
strategical area. Thus greater scope would be given for carefully planned 
raids on these shores, where, having regard to the proximity of many of our 
vital points to our coastline, most serious damage could be done in a short 
space of time. Furthermore, it should be appreciated that if we are not in a 
position to provide adequately for our own defence, the British in their own 
interests would be compelled to occupy not merely a few specified points 
on our own coast but practically the whole coast line and adjacent areas, 
and as a result would be compelled to interfere considerably with the general administration of the country. 

The aspects of the neutrality policy needing consideration here, apart 
from the fact that the reliance placed upon Article 49 of the Treaty seems a 
little exaggerated in view of the qualifying effect of the word " active" upon 
the clause as a whole, are that too much recourse is had to sentiment on the 
one hand, and treaties and covenants on the other. The demands of stem 
necessity are much more likely to be the deciding factors in influencing the 
conduct of war than the provisions of treaties and international agreements. 
The operation of these factors in our case will arise out of our geographical 
position in relation to Great Britain and the Atlantic sea and air routes. The 
strategical and tactical considerations arising out of this position have been 
dealt with exhaustively by many eminent naval and military authorities, all 
of whom emphasize their vital nature. Indeed, it is hardly necessary to refer 
to such authorities when the minimum of military knowledge and reference 
to an atlas will suffice to indicate the significance of our geographical position. 
In such circumstances it is too much to expect that Great Britain would permit 
any declaration of neutrality to satisfy her that this country was secure from 
utilisation as a base for hostile operations, particularly if our defensive resources 
~ere not fully organised. On the other hand, formal guarantees, and the 
influence of long-established friendship, are not very secure safeguards against 

• 
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Great Britain's enemies availing of weakness in our defence to strike vital 
blows against Great Britain. Moreover, the extent of the facilities which 
Great Britain may demand in time of war under the provisions of Article 7 
of the Treaty will, naturally, be increased in scope in proportion to the defects 
in our means of defence, and it is obvious that the greater the extent of these 
facilities the greater would be the difficulty of preserving a show of neutrality 
in the eyes of a nation at war with Great Britain. 

The third policy in its implications more or less involves the hostile 
occupation of at least our coast areas, and the dependance on guerilla tactics, 
which is invariably expounded as an essential part of the policy, would leave us 
practically defenceless against such occupation, whatever efficacy such tactics 
might have in making difficult hostile occupation, and administration, of the 
country as a whole. The reliance upon guerilla tactics is based almost solely 
upon the experiences of a few years ago, and sufficient weight does not seem 
to be given to the fact that the political and other circumstances then existing 
would not be operating in the case of an actual invasion of the country. Such 
invasion would be carried out with the aid of all the modern developments 
of aircraft and gas, supplemented probably by economic pressure, and un
hampered by the restrictions which operated in favour of the previous employ
ment of guerilla tactics. A good standard by which to judge the utility of 
guerilla tactics in the face of invasion is to consider whether the damage to 
property and economic interests generally in Belgium would have been 
increased, and the morale of the Belgian military forces weakened, by the 
adoption of this form of defence by Belgium during the Great War. 

Reliance upon the British Fleet, or on guerilla warfare, as the best means 
of protecting this country solely or mainly because of their former success in a 
particular set of circumstances, is faulty reasoning, unaltered by the fact that 
either of these policies may actually have inherent advantages which would 
suggest its suitability. Many of us have experience of falling into a somewhat 
similar error to the damage of our self-esteem when in the solution of tactical 
problems, and feeling confident in the theoretical knowledge of a principle 
and its application to a particular set of circumstances, we proceed to apply 
the principle without due regard to change of circumstances. 

Apart from these aspects of particular policies, it should be obvious that, 
in the realm of military preparation, it is only common sense to provide for 
possibilities as well as probabilities, and if this assertion is accepted, adherents 
of all theories of national defence should find common ground in supporting 
anything calculated to improve the general military effectiveness of the State, 
subject to the limitations imposed by the financial and other factors already 
mentioned. 

As it is the position resulting from the absence of a naval arm that is being 
considered the influence which would be exercised by the Border, regarded as 
a military 'frontier, does not call for comment. Accordingly, it may be said 
that the defence of this country is chiefly one of coast defence. In fact, 
having regard to the proximity of all our vital points to our coast line it might 
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almost be said to be solely a question of coast defence. Coastal defence in 
the minds of many is limited to the coastal defences at present maintained 
by the British under the term of the Treaty. Now, with the possible exception 
of the Cork Harbour forts, these defences have very little connection with 
the real defence of the country. They were originally designed, and are so 
maintained at present, as defences for harbours likely to be used in war by the 
British Fleet. The remaining portions of our coasts, including the approaches 
to such vital points as our capital and the Shannon Power Works, are un
protected. It may be argued that, even if otherwise feasible, the protection 
of all points on our coast would be impracticable owing to the great extent 
of our coast line, but, when it is realised that a landing force must choose 
a point with suitable facilities for disembarkation of personnel, equipment 
and stores, the areas requiring protection are considerably reduced in number. 
For preference the area selected for effecting a landing would provide the 
ordinary harbour accommodation and facilities, and be suitable to serve 
as a base for subsequent operations. Only in the event of such areas being 
unavailable would open beaches be selected for disembarkation, owing to the 
very great difficulties obviously presented by an attempt to land a force of 
all arms under such conditions, and their unsuitability as bases for the main
tenance of the invading forces. Therefore, owing to the limited number of 
suitable landing places our coast is not actually so open to attack as may appear 
on first consideration, and should a system of defence compel an enemy to 
land in an unprotected but unsuitable area from the point of view of landing 
facilities, such a system would have more than justified itself. 

It will be generally agreed that the best defence against an invading force 
is its defeat before it is given the opportunity to establish itself on land. It 
is particularly important to bring about such defeat in our situation not only 
because of the location near the coasts of many of our vital points, as already 
mentioned, but also because an invading force capable of establishing itself 
securely on our coast would most likely be capable of so developing its initial 
success, and of bringing such numbers eventually to bear, that our resistance 
might be compelled to degenerate into guerilla warfare. 

It may be assumed that a hostile landing would be undertaken under the 
cover of some form of naval attack, aided by the modern developments of 
aircraft and gas. To counter such an attack, preparation by sea, land and air 
would normally be made, with special attention to anti-gas measures, seeing 
that gas attack may originate in either attacks from sea, land or air, or be 
combined in all thr The basis for our preparations by land and air may be 
consid d existing in our present infantry, field artillery, anti-aircraft, 
air and other combatant units, and anti-gas defence in the attention given to 
chemical warfare. By sea alone can our preparations be said to be completely 
non-exi tent. To such type of preparation we would normally look for not 
inconsiderable assi tance in defeating a hostile attack before it established 
itself on land, a result which has been already mentioned as being so important 
to attain. On such preparation we might also reasonably rely to induce an 

• 
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enemy to attempt his landing at points unfavourable to him. In other words, 
we are faced with the question whether we can set up our first line of defence 
in the absence of a naval arm. The solution would appear to lie in the 
organisation of a mine-planting service for coast protection. 

Before examining this suggested solution in more detail the argument 
that will be at once advanced as an insuperable obstacle to its adoption must 
be met. It will be argued that political obligat,ions definitely rule out the 
possibility of instituting such a service of arm. Against such objection it 
should be noted that a mine-planting, or, as it is more geI)eraily called, a 
submarine mining, service does not involve the construction or maintenance 
of fighting ships. In general practice it is not even a naval service, being in 
most maritime countries part of the land defences and an army responsibility. 

Submarine mines are of two types-controlled mines and contact mines. 
The former are fired by electrical connection from the shore, and are prin
cipally used to close such portions of harbour entrances as lead to channels 
required for the use of friendly naval forces and shipping, and their use is 
normally limited to a distance of about 10,000 yards from the shore and to 
depths not greater than 250 feet. The latter type explode by contact with 
a ship's hull, and are used in areas not required for navigation by friendly 
naval forces and shipping. In the main, the functions of submarine mines, 
whether controlled or contact mines, are-

(1) To cause the destruction or serious damage of hostile vessels 
which come within effective range. 

(2) To supplement the action of other weapons in repelling attack. 
(3) To prevent the approach or entry into a harbour of hostile vessels 

under cover of night, fog or smoke. 
(4) To prevent or limit the navigation by hostile submarines of 

channels or water areas. 
(5) To restrict the freedom of manoeuvre of hostile naval forces 

or transports. 
(6) To enforce an element of caution and uncertainty in the planning 

and execution of hostile operations by the moral effect of an 

unseen threat. 
(7) To give warning of hostile submarine activities and of the passage 

of hostile surface vessels. 
~ubmarine mines, therefore, perform the very functions ~hi~ our sit.ua~on 
mdicates as necessary to our security, and which our exIsting organtsation 
is incapable of performing. . . 

A minefield of itself is not, of course, a permanent protection, as It can, 
when located, be removed by the use of minesweepers. unless protect~d by 
shore batteries or naval action. This does not necessarily mean that m the 
absence of naval protection inshore minefields can be maintained only under 
the protection of permanent coast fortifications: The defena: of the 
Dardanelles was successful mainly because of mmes and mobile shore 
batteries. It was found there that the naval action against the permanent 
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forts was generally sufficient to silence them, but that against the ordinary 
mobile field artillery batteries, the position of which was constantly changing 
and without the destruction of which minesweeping could not be properly 
carried out, the guns of the fleet were practically powerless. Similarly, 
the German right flank in Flanders, and the German coast, during 
the Great War, were secured against successful attack not so much by per
manent fortifications as by minefields and mobile batteries. 

The functions of submarine mines indicate that they serve not only 
defensive and tactical purposes suited to our needs, but that they possess a 
strategical value calculated to be of very considerable importance in the defence 
of this country. Existing conditions are very favourable to an enemy seeking 
to affect a dispersion of our forces by raids or feint attacks, such efforts being 
all the more likely to succeed owing to our vital interest in at once opposing 
in force any attempted landing. Minefields would restrict the power of an 
enemy in this respect, and, consequently, permit us to concentrate our forces 
so as to meet the hostile main effort, the location of which minefields would 
compel the enemy to disclose much earlier than would otherwise be the case. 
Minefields, also, by compelling caution would tend to prevent surprise attacks, 
while the mere threat of minefields without their actual presence would on 
all parts of our coast line impose this restriction on enemy action. Any 
expedient which would counteract the two outstanding unsatisfactory factors 
inherent in our situation-liability to surprise landings and the danger of 
dispersion of force-would be invaluable. 

Without here going into the details of the cost, equipment, and main
tenance of such a service, it may be stated that it lends itself to greater economy 
of expenditure than any other branch of the defence organisation in that the 
major portion of the equipment consists of mine-planting vessels, which do 
not need to be specially constructed, and are available in abundance as 
ordinary fishing yawls, motor boats and trawlers are readily adaptable for the 
purpose. In the recruitment of its personnel little difficulty would arise, as, 
for the greater portion of the personnel, elementary electrical knowledge, 
and for the remainder, the ordinary fisherman's seamanship would suffice. 
Sources for the recruitment of personnel, unattracted to army service at 
present, would, therefore, be opened up, while the service particularly permits 
of economical organisation on lines of either the Volunteer or B. Reserve. 
The extent of the hitherto untapped sources from which personnel might 
be drawn is indicated by the occupational statistics contained in the article 
.. ' ational Statistics and the Army," which appears in this issue. 

The aspects of the subject here outlined may, at least, serve to dispel 
initial prejudices, and to indicate that obstacles, which might be thought to 
make it consideration fruitless, are more apparent than real. 
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PROMOTION. 
By CAPTAIN PEADAR COWAN. 

THE stagnation of Officers in the subaltern grades, a cause of much uneasi
ness to Lieut~ants ~d Second-Lieut~nants, is directly attributable 
to the RegulatIon which makes promotIons entirely dependent on the 
fortuitous occurrence of vacancies in the Establishments. This 

Regulation would probably suit a normal personnel position, but, as a 
result of many circumstances which it is not necessary to mention here, our 
personnel position is not normal. The difference between the present average 
ages of our General Officers and our Lieutenants is so slight as to be negligible, 
and maximum service, no matter how computed, is not characteristic of any 
particular rank. It is very necessary, therefore, that this obviously inadequate and 
unsuitable Regulation should be amended to meet our present peculiar needs. 

Although seniority is, theoretically, the basis of all promotions up to the 
rank: of Major, few, if any, promotions up to the present have been made 
purely on seniority. All promotions, however, have been classified as 
" accelerated" and so the relegation of Officers passed over, as contemplated 
by the Regulations, has been obviated. One may confidently assume, there
fore, that the seniority system has been found wanting, and that it will be 
formally superseded by the selection system in the nearfuture. For an Officer 
Corps like ours, where quality must compensate for lack of numbers, the 
selection system is admirably suited. It makes possible the early promotion of 
Officers of outstanding ability and conduces to all round efficiency by incul
cating the competitive spirit and by eliminating the tendency to mediocrity 
inherent in the seniority system. But the selection system depends for its 
success on a normal wastage in the higher grades and as yet we have no such 
wastage. We must, therefore, adopt the temporary expedient of a supple
mentary system of automatic promotions to ensure the advancement of 
efficient Officers to the rank of Captain, at least, at a rate commensurate with 
their service, experience and ability. 

Service in the rank of Second-Lieutenant is really probational and an 
Officer should not be retained in that rank longer than is necessary to enable 
his ability and suitability for commissioned rank to be properly assessed. 
A maximum of three years is adequate for this purpose, and, accordingly, 
,f)rovision should be made for the automatic promotion of Second-Lieutenants 
to Lieutenants on completion of three years' satisfactory service. The adop
tion of this principle will be an incentive to young Officers to work hard through 
these most impressionable years. The early striving towards a definite goal 
will engender an aptitude for hard work which will be an important asset 
throughout their military careers. The new Officers thus early promoted 
will be spared the many hardships which their brother Officers, after long, 
honourable, and active service had to endure through being compelled to 
remain for seven and a half years in #the lowest commissioned rank in the 
service. In addition, they will receive a gradual increase in pay from ~. a day 
on being commissioned to 14s. a day on completing eight years' seI'Vlce, and 
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in this again they will be more fortunate than their comrades who, to-day, 
after nine years' service, are endeavouring to exist on lOs. a day. 

The period spent in the subaltern grades should be neither unduly long 
nor unduly short. An Officer should remain a subaltern sufficiently long to 
enable him to master the rudiments of his profession and to prepare himself 
for the rank of Captain. There is danger in advancing a subaltern to the 
rank of Captain with an insufficient grounding in his profession. Without 
the benefits of advice, guidance and control for a sufficiently long period, a 
young, ambitious, over-enthusiastic and inexperienced Officer may at times 
allow his natural impetuosity to get the better of him and become arrogant 
in his manner to the detriment of discipline and of the Service in general. 
But if there is danger in promoting a subaltern to the rank of Captain too soon, 
there is greater danger in withholding that rank from him too long, for a 
prolonged period in the subaltern grades is apt to sap initiative and have a 
demoralising effect. While experience teaches us that promotion to Captain 
is not desirable with less than five years' service, it also demonstrates the many 
disadvantages of retaining Officers in the subaltern grades for more than ten 
years. WithiTl the next twelve months many of our officers will have completed 
ten years' service as subalterns, and we will be faced with a serious problem. 
Neither the selection system nor the seniority system will in itself ease the 
situation. The selection system, if adopted, will ensure that the few vacancies 
in the rank of Captain which may arise, will be filled by the very best 
Lieutenants. But what of the other excellent Lieutenants? Shall they be 
required to continue serving without hope, without prospects? The problem 
is of vital concern not only to the many Officers affected but to the responsible 
authorities since it affects the efficiency of the Forces. It can only be solved, 
in my opinion, by the automatic promotion to the rank of Captain of all 
efficient subalterns with ten years' service. This may seem an alarming 
proposal to the Finance officials. I can hear them chorus " what about the 
Establishments?" Yes, what about them? If, in order not only to increase 
the efficiency of the Forces, but to eliminate potential causes of and tendencies 
to inefficiency, it is necessary to increase the establishment of Captains, then 
increased that establishment should be. The Regular Force is a training 
and administrative Cadre for the non-Regular Forces, and the proportion 
of Captains to subalterns in the Cadre is immaterial. The contented Captain 
will do more and better work than the discontented subaltern and without 
any increased cost to the State for a period of two years after his promotion. 

Captains or Officers of higher rank have, in the matter of rank at least, 
nothing to worry about. The passing into law of the oft-promised Pensions 
Act will, probably, in about five years time, induce an appreciable number of 
Field Officers to retire on pension. This number will increase year by year 
unW a normal annUal wastage occurs. At the same time the evolution of the n~n-Regular Forces will necessitate the employment of a greater number of 
Fleld Officers than we have now. These two factors will bring about a flow 
of promotions to the Field Grades, which will ensure the normal advancement 
of Captains and prevent stagnation of efficient Officers in that rank. The 
release of the dammed-up Subalterns is the pressing problem of the moment. 
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THE ATHLETIC REVIVAL. 
By CAPTAIN J. DELANY. 

" Let it suffice that no estate expect to be great that is not awake 

upon any just occasion of arming. "-Franci8 Bacon. 

THE UNIVERSAL INTERES1' displayed in all forms of physical 

culture has become a very remarkable feature of post-war develop

ment. This interest manifests itself in a growing enthusiasm for 

every branch of athletics on field and track, and finds expression 

as clearly in the freedom of the nudist school as in the more sober atmo

sphere of the military gymnasium. It has led to the adoption of 

open-air schools; to the formation of numerous athletic clubs in 

industrial centres; and finally to a recognition of the importance of 

international sport as exemplified in the revived Olympic Games. It is 

true that from the revival of the Olympic Games in 1896 to the outbreak 

of the World War much had been done to emphasise the significance 

of national and international athletics; but it remains a peculiar coinci

dence that in August, 1914, the Central Powers ranged against the Allies 

were composed of peoples who had no organised interest in athletics or 

sport of any kind. The intensity with which these countries have since 

entered into every sphere of out-door and indoor sports and athletics is 

aU the more deserving of consideration- from the point of view of motive. 

It has been suggested that this revival is essentially pacifist in origin, 

and that it represents one phase of the revolt of youth against militaristic 

ideals and what has been termed "the sullen antagonism of war." It 

has been said that when the League of Nations became an accomplished 

fact, war stood condemned as a peril to civilisation. The liberty of the 

individual being safe, the tendency then was towards the unification and 

consolidation of nations. 
The suggestion is that this unifying aspect of human nature has 

reached its latesv development in a world-wide enthusiasm for international 

sport. The Olympic Games can be conceived as a substitute for armed 

conflict-national pride and national sentiment finding their outlet in the 

struggle for supremacy in the Athletic arena, while the subtle influence 

of the Games leads to a better understanding between nations and to 

the elimination of jealousies and hatred. This is the pacifist's explanation, 

but, on the face of it, the theory is too ingenuous to be accepted without 

question. It is not compatible, for instance, ",.jth the avowed intention 

of a Poincare, a Hitler, a Stalin, or a Mussolini. It is not compatible 

with an annual expenditure on armaments, which is seventy per cent. 

in excess of pre-war years. 
It is the fashion to decry history, but it is still true that only in 

the light of the past can the present best be understood; without some 

understanding of the part which organised sport has played in the lives 
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of ancient peoples, it is not possible to form an adequate appreciation of 
its real significance to-day. Aonach Tailteann and the Olympic Games 
of Ancient Greece provide the earliest records of the organisation of sport 
as an integral part of the life of a nation. It is true that in their inception 
these festivals were religious in character, but the preparation and training 
they entailed formed an essential .part of the military training of the 
people. It must be remembered that among ancient races war and religion 
were closely allied. The records of Olympia show that from 720 B.C. 
to 576 B.C. the superiority of Sparta was undisputed, and with the 
Spartans athletics were only a means to an end-the training of soldier
citizens. Sparta was the first Greek city to introduce that systematic 
scheme of physical and military training which made her unrivalled in 
sport and war j and the physical education of Greece was due largely to 
Spartan example. 

Under the conditions of ancient warfare the life and liberty of the 
soldier depended upon his physical fitness. In an age when battles were 
won by individual prowess, physical vigour and skill were indispensable. 
In an age when there was no distinction between combatant and non
combatant, every citizen was of necessity a soldier, and it was in his 
preparation for the Olympic Games that the soldier-citizen found his best 
training. Running and jumping made him sound of wind; throwing the 
diskos and spear trained hand and eye for the use of weapons; while 
wrestling and boxing taught him to defend himself in hand-to-hand con
flict. It may well be that in their ideal of physical culture the Greeks 
had the conscious intention of moulding the national character and of 
producing the Greek type of physical and intellectual beauty. Be this 
as it may, the historical record of the Greek States is one of intense 
nationalism, and of war almost continuously waged. 

Irish saga and Irish legends relative to early colonisation, associate 
Ancient Ireland with Ancient Greece. It may be coincidence, but Ireland 
and Greece are the only two countries to possess a tradition of organised 
sport. The Annal8 of the FOUT MasteTs say: "The age of the world, 
3370-After the fortieth year of the reign of Lugh Lamhfhada over Ireland, 
he fell by MacCuill at Caendruim. It was in the reign of this Lugh that 
the Fair of Tailtin was e tabli hed in commemoration of his foster-mother 
Tailti, the daughter of the King of Spain, and the wife of Eochaidh, son 
of Ero, the last king of the Firbolgs." .... " 1168 A.D.-On this 
ooca . on the Fair of Tailtin was celebrated by the King of Ireland, and 
th people of Leath-Chuinn, and their horses and Cavalry were spread 
out on the pace extending from Mullach-Aiti to Mullach-Tailtin." These 
anoient fairs of Ireland bore an extraordinary resemblance to the athletic 
fe tival of the Greeks. The" Truce of God " was religiously observed; 
the games and sports corresponded closely with the Olympic and other 
Gamea of Greece; doubtle s, too, the men of Emania and the swift-footed 
IOldiera of Fionn found them an excellent training for war. 
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If, as Von Seeckt says, the future conduct of war consists of the 

employment of small, but highly efficient and. highly mobile armies, with 

the whole man-power of the country held ready to add weight to the 

attack, does it not suggest itself that a return to the Spartan ideal is the 

only reliable means of ensuring the fitness of the manhood of the nation 

for war? If this is so, the Proletarian Sports Society and similar organisa

tions in Europe have a peculiar significance. It would seem indeed as 

if these physical culture groups had as their objective the building up 

of a virile race, capable of withstanding the strain of mechanised war. 

The possibility of such a conflict mayor may not be remote-but in Europe 

to-day there is a growth of national spirit far more intense than was 

ever known before the World War. Hand-in-hand with the national 

spirit, consciously or sub-consciously, the military spirit advances-and 

history as well as logic proves that the easies~ and most natural outlet 

for the combative spirit is war. 

The position of athletics at home may now be considered in relation 

to these new developments in Europe. We are justly proud of having 

a tradition in organised sport which reaches back far beyond the dawn 

of our history. We know that our race has been noted for its aptitude 

for games and love for sport. We know that Aonach Tailteann has been 

revived. We know that the recent achievements of Irishmen in the 

Olympic Games have lent impetus to the Irish athletic revival, and that 

much has been done by the athletic bodies concerned to bring home to 

the people the far-reaching importance of athletics in the life of a nation. 

But we know, too, that these efforts have not met with the success they 

deserve. The crowds who watch a football or a hurling match are not 

evidence of an athletic people; they merely indicate a love of excitement 

and amusement. Enthusiastic receptions for Olympic champions are all 

to the good, but what of the apathy of parents towards the Athletic 

activities of schools? What provision has been made for the physical 

education of those who by social circumstances are debarred from any kind 

of recreational exercise? It seems indeed as if the spare time of the 

adolescent population of our cities and towns were largely spent in parading 

the streets, going to the cinema, and watching games, instead of attempting 

to play them. 

National self.preservation demands the most careful consideration of 

this problem. It may be that in the event of war the Irish Free State 

will be permitted neutrality. It may be that we shall be forced to take 

our place in the field. Whatever the future may hold, this much is certain: 

the surest guarantee of neutrality, or of success in the conduct of war, 

lies in a well-equipped, mobile army, which can draw its reserves from 

a vigorous people. 
The question is one for the State. We do not want a. 

Nation of acrobats or professional athletes ; we do not want ov~r

specialization. What is Deedeq js a. recognition of the neceSSIty 
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for a national scheme of physical training-a scheme that will train the body and brain and make educational and recreative athletics part and parcel of the life of the people.- There must be physical training for children and adolescents as well as for soldiers. Physical development must be carned through from youth into adult life. Facilities must be provided in our cities and towns for games, athletics, and all forms of healthy recreation. When this has been done, State recognition will receive the support of public opinion, and an awakened people, confident and strong, will go steadily forward into the new day . 

• " In order to build up a BOund physique, the nation needs to have available a complete scheme of educational and recreative gymnastics, that is, a system of ~fully ch08en, graduated exercisM desi~ned on physiological prlDciples, to tralD both body and brain, and combined WIth games, swimming, field sportst 
and ~ancing.. .A ~ginning has already been made, and the new Syllabus ot PhysI~l TrBlnlng 188ued by the Board of Education (1919) contains material for natl~nal ad,?p.tion."-8ir George Newman, M.D. on Public Opinion, in Pre"ent,,,e Med,C\ne. 
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THE ANNUAL SHOOTING 
COMPETITION, 1931. 

By COMMANDANT J. J. KINGSTON. 

THE shooting competitions which took place at the Curragh during the 
second week of May of this year were the first of their kind to be held 
as part of the military training of the Forces and the Reserve. The 
question of holding these competitions annually had been under con

sideration for some years, but it was deemed advisable to postpone the date of 
the first meeting until such time as the regular army was reduced to its 
minimum, the Reserve established on an organised basis, and all units fully 
equipped with new rifles. The first annual meeting was an unqualified success. 
It consisted of six team competitions in the rifle, Lewis gun and revolver, and 
five individual competitions in the same weapons. There were approximately 
twenty teams entered for the team competitions; over one hundred officers 
and other ranks took part in the open and confined individual competitions. 
Weather conditions, which play such an important part in shooting competi
tions, were not all that could be desired on the opening days of the meeting, 
but on the last two days conditions were ideal, and the scoring returns were 
considerably improved. 

The arrangements for the conduct of the practices were very satisfactory, 
and the time-table as published was adhered to strictly throughout the meeting. 
Correct signalling of shots, expeditious marking, and efficient control of targets 
enabled competitors to conform to the prescribed conditions without undue 
inconvenience. The success of this first venture reflects credit on the Committee 
and all others concerned with the general arrangements in connection with the 

various practices. 

The importance of shooting competitions in the training of a soldier 
cannot be over-emphasised. The introduction of the competitive spirit 
stimulates interest in small arms shooting, encourages application and makes 
for increased skill in the use of weapons. The inter-unit team competitions 
in particular are of inestimable value to the Army, as they cannot but lead 
to improved morale, and a new interest in weapon training. Furthermore, the 
results obtained by marksmen in competitions which demand a high standard 
of accuracy will furnish useful information regarding the capabilities of 
weapons. Officers will be in a position to compare the standard of shooting 
year by year, and to note the progress made; at the same time particulars as 
to the behaviour of the weapons used by the competitors can be collected. 

The advantages to be derived from Annual Competitions of this nat.ure 
suggest the advisibility of forming a rifle association in the Army a~ the earb~t 
possible moment. Such an organisation is essential if the shooting competi
tions are to attain the prominent position in Army life which they deserve. 
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It is evident from the enthusiasm displayed in the initial meeting that the 
majority of officers would become members of the Association, and that strong 
support would be given by all Units. If this Association were formed and a 
reasonable amount obtained in subscriptions, it should then be possible to 
offer attractive prizes for the various competitions. In addition to this, an 
attempt should be made to persuade interested people to present some suitable 
trophies, the number at present available being quite inadequate. 

The teams this year were selected irrespective of rank, an arrangement 
which gave an undue advantage to units with a large number of non-commis
sioned officers, and which did not, therefore, give a true indication of the 
general standard. It is suggested that the Unit team should be increased 
from four to six and graded as follows in order to represent ranks and 
service :-

Grade L-Officers and N.C.Os. above the rank of Corporal. 
Grade II.-CorporaIs and Privates with more than three years' 

service. 
Grade IIL-Corporals and Privates with less than three years' 

service. 

The team of six should not contain more than two members from Grade I., 
and not more than four members from Grades I. and II. together. It must 
be borne in mind that the service standard of shooting is the standard of the 
corporals and the privates, so that if a team does not include these ranks it 
is not representative of the Unit. The alteration suggested would not inflict 
hardship on any unit, as the individual competitions would still be open to 
all ranks. 

As regards the scoring results obtained, it must be admitted that while 
the shooting was in the circumstances remarkably good, the teams in general 
were not up to match shot standard. Arrangements would, therefore, require 
to be made for the intensive training of teams in preparation for the next 
meeting. Company Commanders when examining their Weapon Training 
Returns for 1931 should make special note of promising shots and take 
immediate steps to have all such men given facilities for continuous musketry 
training. The additional training will probably entail an expenditure of 
ammunition in e..'Ccess of the special allowance laid down for team practice, 
but the difficulty would be overcome if units were permitted to purchase 
ammunition at reduced rates through the medium of Welfare Funds. The 
organising Committee would perhaps also consider the question of holding 
th next me ting during the month of June, as it is probable that better 

'eath conditions would then prevail and the scoring results would provide 
a better indication of the general standard. 

The entry of four teams from the Volunteer Reserve and the Officers' 
Training Corps was a welcome feature of the meeting, and bearing in mind the 

ort period of preparation available to these Units, the standard was excep
tionally good. It is to be regretted that none of the various Reserve Battalions 
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orga~ised during the past two years was represented in any of the competitions, 
but IS hoped that a scheme will be evolved in the near future which will enable 
all Units to participate in the 1932 meeting. 

It will, of course, be understood that any such scheme must of necessity 
provide facilities for some form of musketry training for the personnel of the 
Reserve Battalions during the eleven months of the year in which the officers 
and men of these Units are engaged in civil occupations. At first glance the 
provision of facilities of this kind would appear to present a difficult problem, 
for it is obvious that for reasons, both economic and otherwise, service rifles 
and ball ammunition cannot be made available. At the same time, there is 
no reason why consideration should not be given to the advisability of estab
lishing miniture rifle clubs in cities and towns, and of making arrangements 
whereby miniature ranges in Barracks, whether occupied or otherwise, should 
be made available to recognised clubs. The miniature rifle can be far more 
generally and widely used than the service weapon. The ammunition is 
much cheaper, and is considerably more convenient to use in short covered 
ranges, which can be erected at very little cost. 

There is a number of light rifle clubs already in existence throughout the 
country, and there is no doubt that the members of these clubs would be very 
glad to enter teams for open minature rifle championships to be held under 

the supervision of regular officers. 
It cannot be denied that the adoption of such a scheme, adequately 

subsidised by the State and enthusiastically supported by the Regular and 
Reserve officer personnel, would in time have far-reaching results. It would 
give the Reserve Battalions an opportunity of maintaining a standard of 
musketry which would enable them to send forward representative teams to 
compete in the Army Championships; it would keep the Reservist in close 
touch with the military atmosphere throughout his period of service; and 
finally, it would furnish a means of giving a large number of young men a 
solid ground-work of elementary musketry training, a potential asset in 

the event of a national emergency. 
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Slainteachas Agus Sandaid 'san Arm. 
AN MAOR MAC CIONAOTHA do Scriobh. 

CAIBIDIL A VIII. 

Cuirtear i n-iill. do'n Ieightheoir aris go rnbfonn Sund<lid i bhfad nios 
triobloidighe ';an gcampa 'mi. 'san rnbearraic. Is gnathach gIeas nuadh
airnseardha 'san rnbearraic agus ni'lle deanarnh acht e do chongbhili i dtreo. 
Do-bheireann an Chornhacht AitiUil coir fionn-uisce de ghnath. 'San 
gcampa ni fulfu na gIeasanna sand<lide do chongbhili i dtre6-agus anuas 
air sin bionn siad so Ie deanamh, do reir an t-saghais damhna a bhios ar 
faghili, rneid an champa, agus faid an treimhse Ionnuighthe ann. 

Is e so an prionsabal is bun agus barr Ie sand<lid (is curna ci 'aca campa 
no bearraic ata i gceist)-gan Ieigint dos na bitheogaibh urch6ideacha dul 
asteach 'san uisce dighe no 'san Ion. Bionn na bitheoga so go fluirseach 'san 
t-salachar agus tig leo an coir-uisce no an chuid do shroisint rna's rud e go 
mbionn an salachar ag sileadh tr id an gcre, no rna bhionn se ar oscailt dos 
na cuileogaibh agus cead aca so siubhal ar an gcuid 'san storus, 'san 
gcisteanaigh, no 'san t-seomra bidh. Dba rnhead a thuightear a 
thabhachtaighe ata an prionsabal so is fearr a thuightear an gadh a bhios 
Ie moran riaghail sand<lide gur deacair a dtuisgint ar dtms. 

Ma's feidir rogha do dheanamh ba cheart glacadh Ie cornhairle an 
dochtUra nuair a bhitear ar Iorg ion aid i gcoir campa. Muna bhfuil acht 
slainteachas i gceist, biodh coir deagh-uisce i ngoire dho; sin e an rud is 
mo Ie radh. Annsin scruduighthear cruth na talrnhan, saghas na cre, 
trcithe na nglasraidhe, ag fcachaint an fear, scairt, fas-choiUe no crainn ata ann. 

Is forus a fheiscint gur ceart ionad do thoghadh i n-aice Ie choir-uisce. 
Muna bhfuil a leithcid so ann bionn an t-uisce Ie tabhairt o'n <lit mar a 
bhfuil se agus a chongbhili i dt<lisce-ni gan a Ian da dhuadh d'fhagbail. 
Ar dtogadh cora uisce ni mor feachaint chuige nach dtruailleochthar e. 
Cuirtear Iucht faire annsin agus ordu aca gan Ieigint do aoinneach nach 
bhfuil se de cheart aige teacht i ngar do'n tobar, etc. Le h-eagla nach 
rnbeadh se follclin na roinntear an t-uisce do ar na fearaibh n6 go n-infhiuchaidh an dochtUir e. 

'5e so chead-dualgas an dochtnra agus na saighidiUiri ag dul i gcampa, na an c6ir-uisce d'infhiuchadh agus crornadh ar a ghlanadh muna bhfuil 
se follain. Is gnathach an t-uisce do chur trid an trucail uisce chumh e do 
ghlanadh. Orduighthear dos na fearaibh gan uisce d'61 acht an t-uisce do gianadh Ie dei.dheannaighe. 

Ar dteacht 'san gcarnpa dh6ibh teigheadh an trucail anonn agus anall 
agus aith-Mntar na buideil uisce aisti. Ta na soithigh so Ie glanadh go 
minic Ie soI6id pUdair tuair, agus ta se Ie crosadh as na fearaibh feidhm do 
bhaint as clochaibh n6 gairbheal. Ta na buideil Ie h-infhiuchadh go minic. 
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Ma's uisce reatha ata i gceist cuirtear garda sandaide ar siubhal ar an 
mbruach i n-aghaidh an r-srotha chumh an uisce do chosaint ar truailliu 
Laisti6s tamall 6'n ait uisce dighe cuirtear ait i leith i gc6ir nigheacMin, 
agus tamall eile f6sta ait i gc6ir na gcapaU. 

Maidir Ie cuma na tire, etc., biodh se mar cusp6ir ait do thoghadh ata 
cuibheasach tirim. Ma ta an ait tais cuireann sf buaidhreamh agus anr6 
gan fath ar na saighidiUiribh, mar is gearr go maistrfghthear an talamh agus 
g~ ndeantar greallach agus lathach di. Cuireann croiceann tiugh feir cosc 
leIs so. Bionn an chreafog fuar iliuch. Bionn an ghainnimh te soi
thirmighthe. Fanaidh min ar a bhfuil fear ag fas agus gur Ioras a dhio
uisciu, sin e an laithrean is fearr. Ni'l na h-aiteanna so leanas ion-toghtha 
-bruach abhann muna bhfuil se ard, bun gleanna chumhaing, gaorthadh 
go bhfuil coillte agus scairt go tiugh timcheall air, talamh cuireadoireachta, 
fanaidh gear agus laithrean sean-champa. Na toghthar ait gur d6igh a 
bheith fe uisce i n-aimsir fearthannachta. 

Aitreabha. Deanfaidh beal-scatha, puible, n6 botMin an gn6. Bionn 
heal-scatha soi-dheanta acht ni ceart feidhirn do bhaint asta rna ta a 
mhaluirt de rogha ann n6 rna ta treimhse fada Ie caitheamh 'san gcampa, 
toisc nach mbionn siad slainteamhail seascair-'san droch-aimsir go mor 
mh6r. Bionn na puible sasamhail go le6r acht gan an-iomarca daoine do 
bheith ionnta. Deichneabhair, sin e an meid go bhfuil fairsinge a saith aca i 
bpoball chlog-chruthaigh. Ma ta a thuilleadh inntf beidh an ait chUibiceach 
r6-bheag i n-aghaidh an duine. Agus an deichneabhair innti-bionn an 
fhairsinge chUibiceach per caput i bhfad nios lugha 'na i seornra bearraice, 
agus ta gach iarracht Ie deanamh chum Ian-aeiriu do chur ar siubhal. Ba 
cheart dorns na puible do bheith ar an taobh thall 6 fud na gaoithe agus 
e ar fhoscailt ar feadh na h-oidche. 

I rith an lae crochtar anios moir-thimcheall buin-chiumhais an chanbhais. 
Na deantar e so acht ar thaobh na fothna-agus an aimsir iliuch. Nuair a 
bhios an ghrian ag taithneamh cuirtear na pluideacha, etc., amuigh fe'n speir 
Chum lirlair na puible do chongbMil tirim deantar elais m6ir-thimcheall i 
dtre6 go dtuitidh an t-uisce 0 na bhallaibh sfos go direach innti agus chlais 
exit chum leigint do'n uisce rith leis. 'Na aimhdhe6in so agus uile beidh na 
h-lirlciir ag eirghe salach agus ni'l Ie deanamh acht na puible do threascairt 
go minic agus a n-aistriughadh chum aite comhgaraigh. 

Nuair a bhios na saighidiUiri ar choinmhe (i mbilleadaibh i dtighthibh 
comhnuighthe) ni fulair cur leis na Iaitrinibh cur i gcas-acht dul i gcomhairle 
roimh re leis na comhachtaibh aitiUla 'na thaoibh so. 

Cistineacha. Bionn saghas na cistinighe ag brath ar an trefmhse ata Ie 
caitheamh 'san gcampa. Ma's gearr an treimhse d~aidh an ~tin~ach a 
thaisbeantar 'san bpeictiUir (Uimh. IV.) an gn6. Clais chaol eadoimhin . ata 
innti-ceann de ar leathan-fhoscailt chum airde na gaoithe. Deantar claidhe 
cr~ ~uairim Ie troigh i n-aoirde do th6gill ar gach. taob? de'n ~s . . Bronn 
f61dinl agus cre3.f6g mar simiIeir ar an gceann eile de n chIrus.. Cuirthear 
an connadh slos 'san triose agus nuair d'aduighthear e congbhwgheann an 
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sruth aeir an teine ar lasadh. Bionn an chlais chomh cumhang sin go 
suidheann na dixies (coiridhe) trasna ar an da chlaidhe. Cuirtear lrub mar 
staon ar na taobhaidb agus idir na dixies chum go ngearuighthear ar an 
tarrac aeir agus an teine at lasadh. Bionn rut i gc6ir seacht dixies ar aon 
chlais amhrun. Is £eidire ceithre claise do dheanamh cearnogach ar a cMile 
agus simileir 'na lar-phoinnte so. 'San mbuan-champa ba cheart cistineach 
ghnathach; ni bhionn na c6cairi £e smacht na h-aimsire annsin. Ni m6r 
dbi do bheith ion-aerighthe, s<r-dlilinta i n-aghaidh na gcuile6g-agus 11rlar 
neamh-thollta faoi. An standard maidir leis an nglaine a bhios Ie feiseint 'san 
mbearraic caithfidh se a bheith annso freisin. 'Na theannta sin bionn gadh 
Ie ineall ceaptha lisco Bionn Usc i gcomhnuidhe 'san uisce shalach a 
chaithsear amach as an gcistineach. Nuair a tMigheas an t-uisce so sios 
trid an talamh fagthar scim granda lisc ar barr. Meallann an scirn so na 
cuie6ga. Is iomdha an gleas ata ann chum an lisc so do bhailiu. 'Se so a 
bhfuil ionnta go leir na apparatus do-ghni an t-uisee fuar a dhothain chum 
leigint do'n usc teachtadh agus eirghe ar snamh. Is furas a thabhairt amach 
annsin. Ta dba pheictilir annso (Va. and Vb.) a thaisbeanas beirt inneall. 
I n-' A' tuiteann an t-uisce i soitheach 'R.'e.g. sean-bhosca stain (i gc6ir 
brioscai) mar ' a sgagthar e. Ta m6ran poll ar bhalla de'n bhosea ag foscailt 
go direach ar chlais lrun de aitinn, fraoch no brosna scheachach. Ag dul sios 
an chlais do'n uisce teachtuightear an t-usc agus fagthar ar an mbrosna e. 
Ta an sean-bhrosna Ie tabhairt amach gach aon la chum a dh6ighte agus 
cuirthear cuid ill 'na ionad. Teigheann an t-uisce gan Usc sios i bpoll mhor 
Ian de chlochaibh mar a sloigeann an talamh e. Bionn an soitheach 'R' 
Ie gianadh corr-uair. Minigheann an pheictilir 'B' e fein acht feachaint 
uirthi. Na biodh an chlais asteach 'san inneall-cheaptha ro-fhada Ie h-eagia 
go dteachtochaidhe an t-Usc roimh re agus go bh£agfaidhe 'na luighe ar 
shleasaibh na claise. Is furasta an t-Usc do bhailiu gach aon la agus Usrud 
do bhaint as. 

caide an rut is fearr chum cistineach campa do chur ar bun uirthi? 
(1) Ait ata i bhfad 6 na laitrfnfuh, etc., an mead is feidir. (2) Ait ata ar an 
taoibh thall 6 fud na ga6ithe. (3) Ait ata comhgarach do'n trucail uisee. 

(4 Ait) mar a bhfuil an talamh tirim. 
Biadh i dTaisce. Ma's furusta ba cMir st6rus ion-aerighthe, so-

dhunta i n-aghaidh na gcuile6g, do bheith ann. Fiu 'san gcampa shealadhac~ 
is £eidir st6rus beag oireambnach do dheanamh i gc6ir fe6la agus a chur 1 

n-ait fhionn-fhuair. Biodh puible fa leith mar bhiadhlanna, agus barraille 
bruic i n-aice leo. Crostar ar na fearaibh biadh do chaitheamh ins na 

puiblibh codlata. 
Ta glaine an chuirp dhaonna nios tabhachtaige 'san gcampa 'na san 

mbearraic. Is furus b6rd fothragtha agus claiseanna dio-uiscighthe do 
dheanamh. Beirt comhlann claonta sios asteach ar a cheile--sin e a bhfuil 
san mb6rd. Bionn claon chum aon chinn amhain ar an mb6rd iomIan. 
Ritheann an t-uisce salach-ar n-a stealladh no ar n-a chaitheamh amach 
-cbun an chinn iochtaraigh. Annsin ritheann se i gclais do seoiItear agus do 
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scoiltear ads agus ads i dtre6 go sloigthear siar 'san talamh an t-uisce salach 
go leir. Ba cheart claracha siubMil-ar nos clochair-Ie taobh an bh6ird 
i dtre6 nach ndeantar lcl.thach de'n udar. 

Muna bhfuil an Campa an-shealadach ni fulair socni eigin do dheanamh 
chum na bhfear do fho1cadh. Ma ta fo1carain frasa so-th6gtha ar iarraidh 
do dheanfadh puball an gn6. Do b'fheidir tuMin no soithigh fo1ctha do 
chur innti agus leigint do'n uisce shalach rith amach chum a leitheid so de 
chIais ar a rabhamar ag cur sios cheana i dtaoibh an bh6ird fothragtha. Tig 
leis an 6glach poll do tochailt 'san talamh, a chl6ca caoutchoue do chur ann 
agus ar n-a lionadh so Ie uisce e fein do nighe go cuibheasach maith. Ma's 
buan an campa cuirtear staisiun millte mfolta-cneis ar bun n6 baintear feidhm 
as na modhannaibh go rabhamar ag tracht orra roime so. 

Ni m6r a bheith ullamh i gcomhnuidhe chum culaidh fluich, etc., do 
thiormu, agus a dtiormu so 'na bpuiblibh fein do chrosadh ar na fearaibh. 
Ba cMir puball no MtMn m6r na chomair so. Deantar na baill eadaigh do 
chrochadh ar chreatach n6 ar chrucaibh-agus usaid do bhaint as teine i 
mbuicead n6 c6ir eile teasa. 

Na Laitrini. Bionn excreta na ndaoine mar adhbhar urch6ide do'n 
t-slamte agus ta dian-gMdh Ie n-a reidhteach mar ba cMir. 'San gcampa 
nach bhfuil gleas uisce ann ni'l acht rogha idir na lamh6ga agus na 
c1aiseanna. Bhi cur-sios cheana ar na lamh6gaibh. Annso trachtfar ar cionnus 
excreta do chur 'san talamh. 

An laitrin beag (Trinse eadoimhin). Ta sraitheanna uachtracha na cre 
be6 Ie bithe6gaibh go dtig leo excreta daonna do scrios go lan-tapaidh. Ni'l 
Ie deanamh annsin acht na excreta do chur 'sna sraitheannaibh sin. Baineann 
an laitrin beag triail as an bprionsabal so. Series de thrinseachaibh-tri 
troighthe fada, dM throigh leathan, agus troigh doimhin-ata 'san laitrin 
so. Bfonn na sleasa pas beag f6-ghearrtha agus bionn fairsinge troigh go 
leith idir gach trinse agus a cheile. Ar leathadh cos a bhaintear us aid as, 
agus cuirtear creaf6g ar na excreta laithreach bonn chun na cuile6ga do 
chongbhill 6'n t-salachar. Ba cheart crea£6g agus sluasad n6 ladar i ngar 
do ghach trinse. Lfontar na trinseacha tar eis an lae agus baintear cinn Ura 
idir na sean-cheannaibh. Cuirthear bhalla canbhais timcheall ar an laitrin. 
Nuair a bhftear ag eirghe as an gcampa lfontar na trinseacha go Mir agus 
cuirthear an litir L ar an talamh mar comhartha go bhfuil salachar i bhfolach annsin. 

Ni bhionn an laitrfn so sasamhail. Is minic mich bhfoluigheann na fir 
na excreta n6 neachtar aca speachann siad an chreaf6g asteach Ie n-a 
mbrogaibh ar n6s cuma-liom. Is baoghlach sleasa na dtrinseacha ag 
sleamhnu asteach ar a cheile agus na fir ag tuitim sios ionnta 'san dorchadhas 
, an ngairbh-shion is cms buaidheartha an t-uisce agus an lathach, agus 
i deacair feidhm do bhaint asta. Nf'l an saghas so de laitrfn Ie cur ar bun acht cois bothair n6 i gcampa cupla lae. 

An Laitrin M6r. (Trinse doimhin). Deantar iarracht ar na excreta do 
chur chomh doimhin sin nach dtig leis na bithe6gaibh teacht anois ar barr 
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ag deanamh dochair do'n duine. Eirigheann leis an laitrin doimhin muna 
bhfuil slighe-asteach ag na cuileog:tibh agus muna dteigheann excreta trid 
an uisce fe 'n talamh 'san gcoir uisce dighe. Nuair a bhftear ag tochailt puilI 
'san talamh do-chidhtear uisce i gceann tamaill-gearr no fada do rI!ir 
treithe na tire. Uisce fe'n talamh do-bheirthear air so. Bionn an t-uisce 
so ar siubMl go maII-a uachtar ag eirghe agus ag tuitim Ie mar a bhfos an 
airnsir fliuch n6 tirim. Caithfear an laitrln so do chuir tamall rnor laisti6s 
de'n chOir uisce dighe agus achar fada uaidh. 

Bionn se ocht dtroighthe doimhin ma's feidir ar chor ar bith, dha 
throigh leathan agus se troighthe fada (i gcoir cead daoine). Bionn na 
sleasa giota beag foi-ghearrtha; rna ta siad ag tuitirn asteach neartuighthear 
Ie duille6gaibh iarainn bMnuighthe iad. Cumhdaighthear an trinse Ie 
suidheacMn ar a bhfuil tacai i gcoir an drorna. Suidheann an suidheachan go 
daingean ar an talamh agus bionn cumdach ar an oscailt-ceangailte Ie 
bacanaibh i dtreo go dtuiteann se anuas agus an' duine ag eirghe, gan leigint 
dos na cuileogaibh dul asteach. Cuirthear duilIe6g stain ar bhalla tosaigh 
an t-suidheacMin chum an mUD do stiliradh go bun na trinse. Muna mbiodh 
so do bMadh na daracha tosaigh ar lobhadh agus an cre ag tuitim 0 bhalla 
tosaigh na trinse. Bionn slighe-asteach ag na cuileogaibh corr-uair agus 
beireann siad a gcuid uibheacha 'san laitrin. Nfl Ie deanamh annsin acht 
na larvae do cheapadh. Is furas e sin do dheanamh go h-eifeachtUil acht 
garbMadach ilighthe do leathnu fe chroiceann an taIaimh i bhfoigseacht tri 
troighthe do'n trinse. Ma ta an campa seasamhach-deantar botMn iarainn no 
adhmaid do th6gail ar an rod go !eir no cuirtear bhalla anairte timcheaII air. 

Ma thiubharthar aire measardha rnaith ar an laitrln so, blonn se scisamhail. 
Is furas a dheanamh freisin. Mar a mblonn an t-uisce fe'n taIamh ard ni 
feidir feidhm do bhaint as. Nuair a bhfOS an trinse Ian go dti tri troighthe 
o'n mbeal crothtar cresol (10 per cent. soloid) ar gach a bhfuil innti agus 
cuirthear cre go cliramach anuas air sin. Cuirtear na foidinf ar ais agus bualtear 
si6s iad. Scriobhthar an Comhartha ' L ' (talamh saIach) ar an:tit. Baintear 
dais Ur f ngar di agus cuirtear an sean-shuidheacMn, etc., uirthi. 

Caithfidh na laitrinf do bheith ar an taoibh de'n champa thall 0 aird na 
gaoithe.-agus comgharach dos na billeadaibh-agus gao bheith i bhfoigseacht 
cead slat do'n chlstinigh no do'n chOir uisce dighe. Ni fulair dhoi?h bh.eith 
tamaII mor laistfos de so. Ta togha na h-aire Ie tabhairt chum an wsce dighe 
do chongbhail sIan 6'n troailliu. Be cheart dul i gcomhairle leis an duine 
eolgach 'na thaoibh so. 

Blonn tri slata de laitrin (no tn suidheach:tin) i n-aghaidh cead fear 'san 
gcampa shealadach agus cUig slata (no siudheach:tin) 'san mbuan-champa. 

Na Munlanna. Is furas an mun do chur as an t-slighe go ~samhai) i 
gclaiseannaibh mUin acht d' fhiachaibh do bheith ar na fearaibh Usaid do 
bhaint asta so. Ni'I i gclais mum acht poll ciorclach 'san taIamh~Uig 
troighthe 'san lair-line agus cuig no se troighthe doimhio-lao de ~hlocha1bh, 
cramhogaibh guail, etc. Bfonn an chuid gharbh ar bun, an chwd mhin ar 
barr. Bionn cupla piobciin ag gobadh anios chum an mhum do ghlacadh . 

• 
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Bionn siltheam fada ar n6s gaethe rotha amach 6 bheal an phioMin-tuairim 
Ie dM throigh 6s cionn an talaimh. Teigheann an mnn 6 na siltheanaibh 
sios na piobam trid na clochaibh go bun an phuill mar a sughtar 'san gcre 
e. Cuirthear arcrun feir i mheal na bpioMn gach aon hi. 

Is maith an mhaise anairt ilighthe do chur ar an gclais Ie h-eagla go 
mbeadh na cuileoga ag breith uibheacha innti. Biodh lamh6g i gc6ir mmn 
na h-oidhche ag ceann gach line puball ar thaoib na fothna-'na suidhe ar 
bhunachar aol-bhanuighthe tuairim Ie troigh i n-aoirde. Folmhuighthear 
agus glantar Ie sol6id 1 per cent. cresol iad gach aon la-agus cimiltear an 
taobh istigh Ie petroleum 3.mh. Mar nach feidir gan an talamh do loit giota 
beag-crothtar sol6id cresol air an uile la agus aistrighthear an buicead anonn 
agus anall. 

Reidhteach An Bhruscair. Ta se an-tabhachtach gan faillige do dheanamh 
ar reidhteach bhrUscair an champa. Ma thiubharthar faillighe air is gearr 
go n-eirigheann an campa easlainteamhail. Is gnathach an driodar do 
dhoghadh n6 do chur 'san gcre. Ta an chead-mhodh ni6s sasamhla. Ma's 
cur ata i gceist ni fulclir cumhdach tiugh creaf6ige do chaitheamh ar an mbrusear. 

Deantar an bruscar do dhoghadh in-incinerator. Is gleas e so a 
chuireann tarrac aeir ar suibhal i dtre6 go leantar de'n lasadh biodh nach 
bhfuil an bruscar so-losetha. Is iomdha an saghas incinerator ata ann acht 
bionn siad go leir ' dnnta' no 'oseailte.' Baineann an rogha leis an t-saghas 
bruscair ata ann, Ie n-a mhead so, agus leis an adhbhar ata Ie faghail chum 
apparatus do dheanamh (i.e. bionn cumhdach ar bharr an ghleasa no ni 
bhionn). Is treise an tarrac aeir 'san gceann dnnta agus ba cheart feidbm 
do bhaint as ma's driodar fliuch ata i gceist excreta daonna. Taisbeanann 
peictiUir a 6 incinerator oscailte. Is feidir a dheanamh as f6idinibh, 
briceannaibh, etc. Ta se ceam6gach, tuairim Ie tIi troighthibh I n-aoirde, 
agus ta poll i ngach bhalla. Ta barrai iarainn 'na luighe trasna fe chuma 
grata no greadail-tuairim Ie troigh 6'n talamh. Caithtear an bruscar air so. 
Cuirthear an chuid so-lasta air ar dtms agus nuair a bhios si so tre theinidh, 
cuirthear an chuid eile leis. Cuireann na puill tarrac aeir ar siubhal, agus is 
feidir an luaithreadh do thabhairt amach tIiotha 

Ni dheanann an saghas so a ghn6 go maith agus an aimsir flinch. Ta se 
de mhf-adh ar an incinerator cheam6gach go mbionn bruscar 'gha chamadh 
gan doghadh 'sna cmnnidhibh. Is fearr an saghas ciorclach (Feach Peictimr 
a 7. Incinerator' Cuirce6g' dunta) . Ta na puill agus an greadal ann freisin. 
Ta comhla t6gaIa i ngar do'n mhullach tri n-a gcaithtear an driodar sios go 
dfreach i gceart-lar an teine. Ta se de bhuntruste ag an geann so gur feidir 
a chongbhclil ag obair i n-aimhdhe6in na fearthainne. Ba cheart an drfodar 
go 1fu d' idiu gach la agus gan leigint d6 dul i meid 6 la go la. 

Na CUikoga. Toise go n-geintear an chuid is m6 des na cuile6gaibh 
'san aoileach n1 fulclir an rud so do reidhteach go cfuamacb. N 1 mor na 
stablai do chongbhail an-ghlan agus an t-otrach capall do chur i leath
taoibh i gcruaich uair n6 dh6 'san 16. Is feidir a dhoghadh acht blonn duadh 
&gus easbaidh sasambJachta ag baint leis an modh so. Is feidir a dhiol leis 
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na feirmeoiribh 'san gcomhursanacht. Ma dMantar e so ta se Ie tabhairt 
as an gcampa i geann gach seachtmhaine ar a laighead. Muna bhfuil se 
so furasta ta an t-otrach Ie carnadh. Ait eigin mar a bhfuil an talamh cruaidh 
-achar beag o'n gcampa-ata Ie toghadh i gcoir na cruaiche. N i ceart an 
t-aoileach do leagadh thall agus i bhfus ar an talamh acht a chur ar cheann 
de'n chruaich agus a bhualadh asteach Ie ramhainnibh. Do-gnhi an fascadh 
so an teasamhIacht a' irdu agus na larvae (na cuile6ga oga fe chruth cnu.mh) 
do mharbhadh. Toisc nach mbionn uachtar na cruaiche chornh te leis an 
gcuid istigh bionn COIT larva beo annsin. Gearrthar leath-troigh de'n bharr 
gach ceithre no cUig laetheanta agus cuirtheir sios fe'n cMad-uaiach eile e. 
Deich dtroighthe leathan agus cUig troighthe i n-aoirde sin i toirt ghnathach 
na cruaiche. Cuirtear croiceann cr~se ordlaigh tuigh-uirthi. 

Is iomdha an aicid go bhfuil an chuile6g cionntach 'na leathnu-galar 
builg, buinne dearg, an ruaidhe, galar sUI. etc. Beireann an chuile6g tighe 
a h-uibheacha in-excreta dbaonna agus i ngach saghas salachair acht 
beireann 90 per cent. aca a gcuid uibheacha i n-otrach capall. Tig na larvae 
amach i gceann deich laetheanta n6 nios tUisce rna ta aimsear the ann. 
Sgaipeann an chuile6g galar tre blUirini salachair d'iornchar ar a cosaibh 
agus iad do chur ar an rnbiadh. 'Se is lugha is gann gan leigint d6ibh teacht 
ar an gcuid, i.e., gan biadh d'fMgail ar fhoscailt d6ibh. Tig leis na 
cuileogaibh etioll leith-mhile slighe 6 iit a ngeinte agus mar gheall air sin 
ta fogha Ie tabhairt fen gcuile6ig fhasta. Is d6igh gur ab iad so na 
modhanna is oireamhnaighe:-(a) Piipeir greamuighthe nach bhfuil nimh 
ann-do chur ar chrochadh. (b) Spu.n6g bheag de formailin agus de bhiinne 
siucruighthe maille Ie ocht spun6gaibh de uisce d'fMgail ar fhoscailt i 
soitheach i rith na h-oidhche. (Ni ful3.ir gach fliucMn eile do bheith fe 
chumhdach). Is maith an gleas ceaptha cuile6g-buideaI agus cupla 
ordlaigh de bhe6ir (n6 de siucra Ie uisce) shios ann. 

J; 
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BATTALION STANDARDS. 
By CAPTAIN J. E. NOLAN. 

CAPTURE OF SIGURD'S RA YEN STANDARD. 

This is th~ first of a series of articles outlining the incidents which it is 
proposed to depIct on our new Battalion Stand-ards. 

The incident chosen for this article is the capture of Sigurd's raven 
standar~ at the battle of Clontarf A.D. 1014. It is considered advisable to 
summarI~ antecedent history in order that the significance of the incident may 
be apprecIated. 

FROM THEIR FIRST recorded appearance-foraying in Ireland, in 
the year 795--until their disappearance off the scene in 1014, the 
Danes loomed large in Irish history. Their first visits were for 
plunder-the Monasteries offering a rich and easy mark. They 

suppressed these institutions by the simple combined methods of robbery 
and arson. They differed also from more modem suppressors in that 
presumably they prayed that success would not be in proportion to their 
efforts. Restoration would require further suppression- and 80 a return 
visit would not be in vain. These early visitors disliked going home 
empty-handed. 

After some time th~y came to stay-finding the conquest of the Island 
an easy proposition. A seafaring race, they aimed at control of natural 
harbours and waterways, i.e ., potential trade arteries. Fusion between 
them and the Irish proceeded apace. If we wander into the realm of 
speCUlation, some regret that this fusion was not completed, as we, with 
our powers of absorption and assimilation, would have benefited still more by 
much in Danish civilisation and, becoming a great power, would have been 
spared the Norman invasion and its long drawn-out sequel. But fusion 
was far from complete, and many actively rejected the idea. 

Towards the end of the tenth century, two brothers from the present 
County Clare-Mathghamhain, Chief of the Dal gCais, and Brian, subse· 
quently King Brian Boru, sons of Cian-whether urged by desire for revenge 
on a pagan invader identified with murder and sacrilege, or by a first 
glimmering sense of nationality, became the leaders of the anti-Danish 
group. Brian finally became Ard-Ri (High King) and succeeded in estab· 
lishing a very definite line of cleavage which ultimately led to the Battle 
of Clontarf. It is interesting to note the peculiar direction of the ine of 
cleavage established by King Brian. 

The peaceful period which followed his appointment as Ard-Ri ~as 
broken by a dispute between his son, Murchadh, and Maolmordha, King 
of Leinster. The latter called upon the Norse for assistance, and with 
Sitric, King of Dublin, Cineal Eoghain and the Chiefs of Breffni, attacked 
Meath. Brian came to the assistance of the Meath-men, destroyed 
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Osraidhe and Laighin, and laid siege to Dublin. Owing to lack of provision 
and the approach of winter he was obliged to retire in A.D. 1013. Prepara
tions for the great struggle, which both parties knew would be decisive, 
were made during the winter. 

Brian's army left Kincora on St. Patrick's Day, A.D. 1014. It was 
composed of the DSl gCais, and all the clans of Thomond, the clans of South 
Connaught under Maolruanaidh 0 h-Eidhin, King of Aidhne and O'Kelly of 
Vi Maine. He was subsequenty joined by the Desmond clans and by some of 
the Norse of Waterford. Before reaching Dublin he sent a detachment 
through the mountains to ravage Ui Cinnsealaigh and the coast towns, and 
another to assist Malachy in attacking the Norse of Fingal. Arriving at 
Dublin, he camped on the high ground overlooking the city at Kilmainham, 
and awaited the coming of the Norsemen. 

2.-THE BATTLE OF CLONTARF. 
When the Norse fleet arrived in Dublin Bay on Palm Sunday, 

April, 1014, they found Brian's army close at hand, gathered under its 
seventy banners. 

On Malachy's arrival, Brian led his army across the river and brought 
them along the high ground which divides the Liffey from the Tolka. The 
ends of the ridge overlooked the strand and separated the two estuaries. 

The Norse army lay across the end of this ridge from the Liffey to 
the Tolka, and beyond the latter river towards Clontarf. Behind them 
lay the strand, so that there was very little room for manoeuvre. 

The Norse trusted to their ships for refuge and pro~isions. They 
wore a heavy armour, well-fastened coats of mail of double refined iron 
or brass, helmets with clasps and buckles, and carried powerful swords 
and broad green spears, well rivetted in handles of white hazel, hard, 
straight swords, poisoned darts with silken slings and thick set with 
nails. Their chieftains and heroes carried .• Lochlann " axes for cutting 
the enemy's coats of mail, shields with bosses of brass and chains of 
bronze, orested helmets crusted with gems and rich red stones and other 
ornaments. They wore shirts of many colours, and .. enfolding tunics. II 

The fight was delayed from day to day. •• The issue was so serious for 
for iugrd, II says the old saga, .. that the ky was full of portents and 
howers of blood, axes and spears battled in the air, and every night 

there was one dead in every ship." There were tales that some of the ship propo ed to withdraw. 
The battle oommenced at unri e on Good Friday, April 23rd., 

A.D. 1014. Brian entrusted the command of his army to his son Mur
ohadh. Domhnall Mac Faolain, King of Deisi, and 0 h-Eidhin. Malachy's 
army formed the reserve. The chiefs on the Danish side were Sigurd, Earl 
of Orkney, Brodir, and the Irish chief Maolm6rdha. 

The combat opened by a champion of the Norsemen, one Plait, who 
came from amongst Sigurd's troops crying" Faras Domnall." Domnall, . 
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the high steward of Mar from Alba, answered and said: "Here thou 
reptile. " They rushed at each other, and after a short struggle, both 
fell. This was the signal for the beginning of the great conflict. 

The Irish account of the battle, as seen from the walls of Dublin, 
and told in the Orkney Saga, likens the carnage to a party of reapers 
cutting down a field of oats. All day long the battle raged. Eventually 
the Norse gave way, and retreated to their ships, when Malachy with 
his reserve swept down the slopes of 'l'omar's wood, cutting off retreat, 
and making victory complete. 

During the battle Brian remained praying in his tent, which was 
situated in front of Tomar's Wood, and was informed of the progress 
of the fight by his companion, a page. Towards the close of the day 
a party of Norsemen were seen approaching the King's tent. These were 
a body of the retreating Danes led by Brodar. "There are people coming 
towards us on the hill," said the boy " and all our bodyguards have fled." 
" What are they like," enquired the King. "A blue, stark naked people, 
they seem to be," was the reply. "Alas," says Brian, "they must be 
foreigners in armour, for the Norsemen fight not like our people in their 
tunics, but with blue armour on their bodies, and no good will come to 
to us if it is they indeed." Brodar, seeing the King, rushed over and killed 
him in the moment of victory." 

In this battle nearly all the rival leaders were slain. On the Irish 
side-Brian, Murchadh and his son Toirrdealbluch; on the Norse side
Sigurd, Brodar, and Maolm6rdha lost their lives. 

3.-DAPTURE OF SIGURD'S RAVEN STANDARD. 
Earl Sigurd of Orkney, joint leader of the Danes with Brodar, was 

a Christian by name only. In the Orkney Saga it is told that he yielded 
to the preachings of the King, Olaf, only when that zealous missionary 
monarch had him completely in his power. That the Earl Sigurd was 
still a heathen at heart is borne out by the fact that he had his famous 
raven standard, wrought by his mother with mighty spells, borne in front 

of his battle array. 
In the same saga it is related that the Scottish Earl Finnlec~ chal

lenged the Earl Sigurd to meet him in pitched battle by a certam day. 
Earl Sigurd went to seek counsel of his mother, who appears to have 
dabbled in clairvoyance. She told him the odds against him would not 
be less than seven to one. His mother said : " I have reared thee up 
long in my wool bag, ihad I known that thou would'st lik~ to live for 
ever, but know that fate rules life, and not the place whither a man 
goeth. Better it is to die with honour than to live with shame. Take 
thou here hold of this banner which I have made with all my arts, and 
I ween it will bring victory to those before whom it is borne, but sp~dy 
death to him who bears it." The banner is described as made WIth 
great cunning and skill, and WQVj:lQ. m opt) day. 
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In Warsaak's "Danes and Norwegians in England," it is said that the banners of the ancient Danes were, in peace time of a light colour, and in war, of a blood red, with a black raven on a red ground. It may, therefore, be assumed that Sigurd's Raven Standard was of this kind. 

During the battle, Earl Sigurd with his picked body of mail-clad warriors was placed in the centre of the Danish forces. He is described as dealing out wounds and slaughter all round. "There were no edged weapons could harm him, or there was no strength that yielded not, and no thickness that became not thin before him." 
During the conflict one half of the magic nature of the Raven Standard asserted its way, for it was the death of every man who bore it. It had fallen for the second time, when Sigurd called on Thorsten, Son of Hall of the Side, next to bear the banner. Thorsten was about to lift it when Asmund the White called out: " Don't bear that banner, for all those who bear it get their death." " Hraf the Red," cried Sigurd, .. bear thou the banner." .. Bear thine own devil thyself," cried Hraf. Then said the Earl: .. It is fittest that the beggar should bear the bag "; and with that he took up the banner. 
Sometime afterwards, when practically all but the remnants of his own forces were in flight, Earl Sigurd appears to have heard that Brian was in Tomar's Wood. His was the only party of Norsemen under control, and he may have fonned an idea of capturing or killing the King, or of obtaining shelter there. Murchadh, who at this time was pursuing the retreating Danes, heard of Sigurd's rally and rushed back. He passed through the Danish ranks, slaying a mail-clad figure at every stroke. Perceiving Sigurd, he rushed at him, and by a hlow of his righthand sword cut the fastenings of his helmet, which fell back; a second blow, given with the left-hand sword cut into his neck, and stretched him lifeless on the field. The Raven Standard had for the last time brought death to its bearer. 

WORKS CONSULTED . 
.. A Short History of the Irish People. "-Mary Hayden and G. A. Mooney. .. tory of the Burnt Nyal. "-Dasent . 
.. Orkney Saga Introduction-xxvn." 
.. Danes and orwegians in England, etc. "-Worsaak. 
.. History of the Irish State in 1014. "-A. S. Green . 
.. The orlhmen in Britain. "-Mi88 Eleanor Hull. 
The ew Ireland Review, Vol. xxvm. ( .. Earl Sigurd's Forlorn Hope." b, J. B. Llo,d). 
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DEFENCE AGAINST RAIDS OR 
INVASION. 

By COMMANDANT D. BRYAN. 

" SITUATION IN GREAT BRITAIN DURING EUROPEAN WAR." 

AN article in the last issue of AN t-OGLACH entitled" A Politician's View 
of the Problem of Defence," indicated that our Defence Problem 
would, under certain circumstances, be considerably influenced by 
the extent to which raids on our coast from overseas were feasible. 

Although a close reading of the article does not justify such an interpretation, 
it seems to have been assumed by some that for all practical purposes only 
aircraft or submarines could evade Great Britain's naval forces and reach our 
shores. As the subject is of importance details as to the feasibility of raids 
are of interest. It will probably also surprise many to learn on the highest 
authority that in Great Britain during the greater portion of the European 
War "the requirements of Home Defence continued to take priority over 
the reinforcement of the armies abroad." 

Field Marshal Sir William Robertson, Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff, 1916-18, deals with this problem in Chapter VIII. (" Home Defence "), 
Vol. II., of his book" Soldiers and Statesmen." The following notes consist 
principally of extracts from, or are a precis of, portions of this Chapter. The 
'calculations may have been made with particular reference to Great Britain 
but they will serve also as a good general guide for the Saorstat. Under most 
circumstances it would be as easy, if not easier, for a raiding force to reach 
the Saorstat as Great Britain. Some of the calculations were, of course, made 
with reference to a particular military and naval situation during the war. 

HOME DEFENCE. 
Field Marshal Robertson explains what" Home Defence" during the war 

involved. First-general measures had to be taken with a view to securing 
the country against invasion. Then there were also in the United Kingdom 
twenty-six defended ports. Some ports (Dover, Portsmouth, Plymouth, etc.) 
were defended because they were naval bases, others were defended because 
they were commerial waterways (l\1ersey, Clyde, Tyne, etc.), and the chief 
object was to give protection to shipping. The Admiralty decided the 
" scale" of naval attack to which localities were deemed liable, and upon that 
scale the nature and strength of the defences were based. "The fortifica
tions and armament required to meet the approved scale, often of an ela~rate 
and expensive kind," were provided by the Army, and "the war g~sons 
allotted, varied between 1,000 and 20,000 men each, according to the penmeter 
of the area to be defended. "In addition to these obligations there were scores 
of " vulnerable points" scattered about the kingdom, inland as, well as 0.0 the 
coast, such as cable landing places, wireless stations, railwa~ bnd~es, 
magazines, factories and de¢ts, which had to be guarded agamst evilly 
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disposed persons within the country, if not against interference by outsiders." 
The defence of these ports "absorbed in the aggregate many thousands of 
men, none of whom were available for repelling organised invasion." 

FEASIBILITY OF INVASION. 
Field Marshal Robertson next gives an account of the investigations 

as to the feasibility of Raids or Invasion. He explains that prior to the Boer 
War " Home Defence" was regarded as the" primary" duty of the military 
authorities. After the Boer War "invasion" was ruled out, but" raids " 
were admitted to be feasible. "Raids might be made on two or more places 
simultaneously, and by hostile bodies varying in strength between 500 and 
10,000 men each." Continuous controversy as to the possibility of invasion 
caused the Government in 1907 to appoint a sub-committee of the Committee 
of Imperial Defence to examine the question. The Prime Minister announced 
the sub-committee's conclusions as follows :-" So long as the naval supremacy 
of this country is adequately assured, invasion on a large scale . . . • 
is an absolutely impracticable operation. The essential thing, therefore, was 
to maintain a Home Army of such strength as to compel an enemy which 
contemplates invasion to come with such substantial force as to make it 
impossible for them to evade our Fleet." "Allowing the necessary margin 
for safety, the maximum strength of the potential invaders was fixed, as a 
figure upon which to base our own requirements, at 70,000 men, and it thus 
became " the business of the War Office to see that we have under all circum
stances a properly organised and properly equipped force, capable of dealing effectively with 70,000 men." 

POSITION DURING W AB. 
Field 'Marshal Robertson was not in a position to state the views of the 

responsible authorities on the possibility of raids in 1914, but directs attention 
to the circumstance that the plan for the despatch of the Expeditionary Force 
was altered and two of its Divisions held back for Home Defence purposes 
until the Territorial Troops were in their positions. 

In 1916, a conference of naval and military officers, as a result of action 
taken by Field Marshal Robertson, then Chief of the Imperial General Staff, 
ystematically considered the composition and strength of the Home Defence 

Anny. "The conclusions reached were that, if the political and military 
situation made it worth the enemy's while to incur the risks involved, he 
could c 11 ct for th purpose of invading Great Britain, and without our know-
1 e, approximately ten divi ions (having a strength of 160,000 men) and 
hope to transfer them across the North Sea and land them at any suitable 
pot on the East Coast south of the Wash." It was further concluded that the 

British Navy could not ensure effective intervention of thelandingoperations ~thin a less period than twenty-four hours after the hostile transports were 
SIghted from our shores. This scale of attack was more than twice as for-
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midable as the pre-war estimate, but the Admiralty gave it their official 
approval." Field Marshal Robertson goes on to explain that as the German 
Fleet was not brought to battie, and no risks could be taken at home, measures 
to deal with a possible attack on this generous scale had to be taken. 

NUMBERS OF TROOPS EMPLOYED ON HOME DEFENCE. 
" Measures for security against invasion entail great dispersal of forces 

because of the uncertainty of where a landing may be attempted; hence the 
number of troops required usually exceeds by far the anticipated strength 
of the attack." In 1916 Lord French (Commanding the Home Forces) put 
his requirements at 9 territorial divisions, 17 mounted brigades, 10 independent 
brigades and 23 cyclist battalions. Besides this "Field Force" of 230,000 
men, the estimate included 220,000 men for sedentary duties such as garrisons 
for" defended ports," detachments for" vulnerable points" and anti-aircraft 
defence, or 450,000 men in all. Lord French's demands were never fully 
met, and the units he had were under strength, badly armed, " and of very 
little fighting value," with the result that he reported "I think it right to 
record my opinion that the forces at my disposal to repel invasion are not at 
the present moment adequate for the purpose." Field Marshal Robertson 
explains that at this perioo, although the General Staff were aware of the 
deficiencies described by Lord French, the Germans were so engaged at Verdun 
and the Somme as to have their hands for the moment full . 

The possibility of invasion was again reviewed in August, 1916, and 
practically the same conclusions reached. 

POSITION IN 191'i AND 1918. 
Early in 1917 the position was reconsidered, and after some hesitation 

two divisions were taken from the Home Defence Force and sent to France. 
During the Summer the Home Defence Forces were reduced to less than 400,000, 
of whom half were incapable of performing other than sedentary work. Towards 
the end of 1917 the position was again re-considered in view of the altered 
position caused by the entry of the United States into the War. At sea more 
naval forces were available and they had extended their system of patrol, the 
development of the Air Force provided better facilities for oversea recon
naisance, and on land the arrangements for defence had been improved. It 
was, accordingly, concluded "that the maximum number .that could be 
transported would be limited to that which could be carried m one convo~. 
This number was now put at 30,000 men." The Admiralty did not accept this 
conclusion, and eventually it was agreed" that the strongest force that could 
be transported would probably not exceed 70,000 men. Thus, after years 
f . . bef" The o war, we got back to the estimate formed eIght or nme years ore. 

position on the continent at this period also indicated that there was "no 
lik . th " The elihood of invasion being attempted by a force of any streng . 
W . dmiralit and General ar Cabmet was therefore advised both by the A Y 
Staff that such ri~k as the~e was regarding invasion by the larger force 
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mentioned, 160,000 men, might safely be accepted. "As to the smaller force 
70,000 men, they were told that, in view of the experience of landing operations 
gained during the War, and of the limited time at the disposal of the enemy 
before interference with the landing would take place, they might confidently 
rely upon his being defeated, provided the possible landing-places were suitably 
entrenched and held by sufficient troops to oppose the landing until naval 
intervention could take effect." These opinions were accepted, and of the 
existing eight Home Defence Divisions four were broken up, while the remain
ing four were reconstituted into training battalions. 

CONCLUSION. 
Field Marshal Robertson also refers to the question of Air Raids and 

explains that on occasions Air Squadrons were recalled from France because 
of the raids on London. 

He concludes by stating that" Looking back it may seem that the possi
bility of hostile landings was always much too remote to justify the attention 
which it received. But the General Staff had to deal with the situation as it 
appeared to them at the time, and they knew that the Government expected 
that adequate protective measures should always be maintained . . . . 
The attitude of Ministers responsible for protecting the homes and lives of the 
people as here shown, is easy to understand, and attention is drawn to it, not 
by way of criticism, but in order to emphasise the fact that when war is afoot, 
the requirements of Home Defence, whether on land, on sea, or in the air, 
will (except, perhaps in the case of a great crisis, such as that which occurred 
in March, 1918) invariably have to be given precedence over requirements 
connected with operations abroad." 

He concludes by referring to other portions of his volumes in which the 
paramount influence of " Home Defence" on military operations is explained. 
He indicates that French War Policy was entirely influenced by the desire 
to e.'{pel the Germans from the large portion of France held by them, and goes 
on to state: "Armchair critics and military students engaged in conducting 
campaigns on paper can afford to ignore public opinion. General Joffre 
could not, any more than Von M:oltke, Chief of the German General Staff, 
could, at the end of August, 1914, when, as a result of alarm in Berlin, he 
despatched two Army Corps from his right in France to meet the Russian 
Invasion on the Eastern Front. The absence of these troops from the Marne 
prob bly went far to lose the Germans that Battle." 
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NOTES ON OTHER ARMIES AND 
MATTERS OF MILITARY INTEREST. 

GREAT BRITAIN. 
The Army Estimates 1931-32 provide for a gross expenditure of 

£46,639,000, and a net expenditure of £39,930,000 when appropriations in 
aid are deducted. The estimate is a decrease of £570,000 on the figure for 
1930-31, and for the first time since the war has been brought under £40,000,000. 

Non-eHective Services. 
Half-pay and Retired Pay for officers, Pensions, etc., for N.C.Os. and 

men and £246,000 for civil superannuation account for £8,750,000. 

Numbers. 
The estimate provides for a total of 148,800 troops (excluding British 

Troops in India) a reduction of 100 men on the previous year. The Secretary 
of State has stated that he will not agree to further reductions in the Army 
until other Powers also reduce their military forces. 

Troops will be distributed approximately as follows in 1931-32;-
110,000 in Great Britain, Northern Ireland, etc; 
30,000 abroad, other than in India-l0,000 in Egypt, 7,200 in China, 

2,900 in Malta; 2,500 in Gibraltar, the remainder in the 
East and West Indies, Sudan, Palestine, etc. ; 

60,000 British Troops will be located in India. 
The Army, including the British troops in India, is 10,000 men below 

establishment. An increased number of men were obtained during a recent 
special recruiting campaign, but they will only replace the increased number 
of men leaving Regular Service during the year. Practically the whole 
shortage in establishment falls on Infantry Battalions stationed in Great 
Britain. 

The personnel of the Regular Army is distributed between the Principal 
Arms and Corps as follows;-
Cavalry ... 17 Regiments (including 2 Armoured Car ones), 

Artillery 
Engineers 

Ifilitary Police 
Tank Corps 

271 officers, 8,115 all ranks. 
153 Batteries, etc., 1,109 officers, 22,964 all ranks. 
470 officers, 5,744 all ranks (178 officers on Works 

Services). 
233 officers, 5,019 all ranks. 
91 Battalions, 62 Depots, etc., 3,019 officers, 78,223 

all ranks. 
508 other ranks. 

205 officers, 3,255 all ranks. 

• Pensions, etc. for personnell who only served during the European War aae 
provided for in the Ministry of Pensions Vote. 
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Army Service Corps... 390 officers, 5,046 all ranks. 
Medical Corps. 550 officers, 3,711 all ranks. 
Ordinance Corps 303 officers, 3,088 all ranks. 

Other corps are-Chaplains, Pay, Veterinary, Educational, Dental. 
Horses and Mules ... 17,114. 

Army Reserve. 
The Army Reserve reached the maximum figure of 132,000 in 1930, but 

is expected to decrease to 128,700 during the year. 
Section A. of the Reserve, consisting of men who undertake to return 

to the colours during the first year of their Reserve Service under circumstances 
not involving a general mobilisation is 3,000. 

The Army Reserve consists of men who have finished their Regular 
Service and are completing their service in the Reserve. 

Supplementary Reserve. 
The Supplementary Reserve has a strength of 17,500 as against an estab

lishment of 20,500. The Supplementary Reserve maintained is for the purpose 
of providing personnel whose duties on mobilisation differ little from their 
duties in civil employment. It is divided into three categories:-

A. Transportation personnel only, who train with Regular Units-
54 officers, 5,164 men. 

E. i. Certain Engineer and Signal Units that are administered 
and trained on the same lines as the Territorial Army. 

ii. Officers who in most cases train with Regular Units. 
iii. Motor drivers for Artillery. 

Category E. has a total of 2,348 officers and 6,080 men. 
C. Officers and men in category C. do no peace training, the 

duties of the majority on mobilisation being of a technical 
nature corresponding to their civil occupation. They 
number 419 officers and 14,555 men. 

Permanent StaU, etc., Territorial Army. 
469 officers and 1,454 other ranks are permanently employed with the 

Territorial Army; 19 officers and 104 other ranks with the Officers Training Corps. 

Territorial Army. 
The establishment of the Territorial Army (excluding permanent staff) 

is ,055 officers and 159,568 men. Its strength on 1st January was--
6,784 officers and 127,282 men 
5,913" " 111,666" attended camp 

in 1930. The Territorial Army attend drills, week-end and annual camps. 
The officers undergo other training. The Territorial Army is organised into 
fourteen Divisions, 1 Cavalry Division, certain Army, Air Defence, and other 
pecial troops. It is subject to complete military control, but is largely 
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administered by voluntary County Associations. These Associations 
administer grants, rent or own buildings, hold clothing, stores, etc. The 
organisation of territorial infantry battalions has now been changed to three 
rifie companies and one machine gun company as in the Regular Army. 

The Field Artillery of the Territorial Army is being completely mechanised 
on a three year programme. With a few exceptions each Field Battery, of 
which there are 219, will be supplied with one light six-wheeler for traction 
purposes. Each medium battery, of which there are 43, will be supplied 
with a medium six-wheeler. Vehicles for training will be found by a system 
of pooling and by loans from the Regular Army. Territorial Artillery Units 
have previously hired horses or tractors for training, etc. 
Training. 

There will be no Army Manoeuvres in 1931. 
Certain selected Units will be brought to war strength at Aldershot, where 

they will carry out a series of marches and developments with a view to testing 
establishment and equipment tables. Three battalions of the Royal Tank 
Corps will assemble during August and September on Salisbury Plain for 
special exercises in the tactics and manoeuvres of armoured fighting vehicles. 
Units otherwise, with a few exceptions, will not train in higher than Brigade 
Formations. 

Total EHectives. 
Regular Army, Army Reserve, Supplementary Reserve, Territorial 

Army, etc. (excluding India) 412,197 
British troops on Indian Establishments 61,100 

Rates of Pay and Allowances. 
The following notes on Rates of Pay and Allowances formed Appendix I. 

to a Lecture on" The Army as a Career," by Lieut. Col. G. ?1. Mdt Robertson, 
D.S.O. p.s.c., as reported in the" Journal Royal United Service Institute " 
for February. (p. 50). 
Table to show Rates of Pay, with Allowances, of Regimental Officers. 

NOTE.-These are current rates-i.e., 7 per cent. below Standard 
rates. 

Regimental Officers. 
Lieut. Colonel with command pay 
Major, after five years' service as such ... 
Major 
Captain after fifteen years' commissioned service 
Captain 
Lieutenant with seven years' commissioned service 
Lieutenant 

Approximate 
total per annum 
with allowances 

Unmarried. Married. 
£ £ 

1,142 1,1 9 
750 26 
659 735 
52 637 
443 552 
357 429 
309 
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2nd Lieutenant 272 
Additional Pay-

Adjutant Regular 91 91 
Acting Adjutant, Depot 45 45 
Adjutant T. A. 45 45 

NOTE.-Allowances are for rations, lodging, fuel and light, but most 
officers are provided with these in kind. Most officers have the use of a soldier 
servant, and mounted officers are supplied with forage and stabling for the 
number of horses they require for their duties. 

CorllS, etc., Pay. 
Officers of the Royal Engineers, Royal Corps of Signals, and Royal Army 

Service Corps, who hold the necessary qualifications as laid down in the Pay 
Warrant, receive in addition Corps, etc., pay at the following rate per 
annum:- £ 

Lieutenant-Colonel 119 
~M ~ 
Captain 52 
Lieutenants and 2nd Lieutenants 33 

Royal Army Service Corps Officers, who have only a military, but not 
a civilian, professional qualification, receive corps pay at a lower rate per 
annum as follows:-

Lieutenan t -Colonel 
Major 
Captain 
Lieutenants and 2nd Lieutenants 

BELGIUM. 

£ 
79 
58 
33 
21 

Proposals involving a special expenditure of some million pounds for the 
provision and improvement of Heavy Artillery and for the fortification of 
various areas were introduced by the Belgian Minister of National Defence 
in April. When introducing the proposals, the Minister stated, Belgium 
could no longer rely on treaties, that the League of Nations was slow in action 
and had no forces with which to enforce its decisions, and that Belgium must 
accordingly begin by helping herself. £1,400,000 was to have been spent 
on heavy artillery. In Northern Belgium considerable sums were to be spent 
on fortifications for Ghent and the existing forts at Antwerp are to be main
tained. On the eastern frontier £1,500,000 was to be spent on the fortification 
of Liege and Namur, and in fortifying an area in Belgian Luxemburg. The 
Minister stated that the frontier fortifications would withhold an invader 
while the army was mobilising; it was hoped to raise an (1.IlIly of 300,000 men 
in the event of invasion, and this army, with the assistance of the remaining 
fortifications, would withhold the invader until assistance was forthcoming 
from the British Army. The Belgian Government has since resigned because of failure to carry these proposals. 
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Increase in Armaments. 
In answer to a question in the House of Commons, the Secretary of State 

for War gave the following figures, indicating the percentage increase or 
decrease of military expenditures of the Powers mentioned in 1924 and 1930. 

Increase Decrease 
per cent. per cent. 

Great Britain 10 
France 64* 
Italy 36 
Japan 1.6 
Russia 184 
United States 28 

It was stated that the figures on which the percentages were based 
did not cover the same ground. In some countries non-effective charges 
were included, and in some excluded. In others provision for air services 
and even items of naval expenditure were included in the military budget. 
In some cases special sums voted for such purposes as fortification etc., 
outside the military budget were not included. 

(From the Journal of the Royal United Service Institution, May, 1931). 

NORWAY. 
Army Reorganisation. 

On 1st January, 1930, the new army organisation came into force. This 
has involved a total reduction of-

Infantry From 56 to 34 Battalions. 
Cavalry ,,20 to 12 Squadrons. 
Artillery " 39 to 37 Batteries. 

The Army remains organised in six divisions, four of which consist in 
peace of six battalions and two of four battalions only. 

New Armament. 
During the summer a start was also made with the organisation of machine 

gun companies; under the new organisation an infantry battalion consists 
of three rifle companies and one machine gun company of nine guns. The 
weapon selected is the Colt-Browning, with a calibre of 7.92 mm., while the 
calibre of the infantry rifle is 6.5 mm. . . 

NOTE.-Norway has a population (1926) of 2,788,893. In additIon to 
an Army she possesses a Naval Force, consisting of Coast Defence Vessels (~), 
Torpedo Boats and Destroyers (29), Submarines (8), and some o~er ~s
cellaneous vessels. The greater portion of her naval craft has been m servtce 
for a long period. 

• 110 per cent. if provision for air services is included in 1930 military 
budget as it was in the military budget for 1924. 

7 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Army Estimates. 

The estimates for the financial year 1931-32 for the military activities 
of the War Department amount to £69,500,000 approximately, which is 
£500,000 less than the total appropriated for the purpose last year. Further 
details will be published after the estimates have been examined by Congress 
when further reductions will probably have to be recorded. 

For the past five years the military budget has been steadily increasing; 
the tendency towards economy shown by the latest estimates is the more 
noteworthy in view of the frequently expressed desire of the General Staff 
to increase establishments, and to improve pay and housing conditions. 

NOTE.-The present strength of the United States Regular Army is 
approximately 12,250 officers and 125,000 men. 

AIR NOTES. 

GREAT BRITAIN- ROYAL AIR FORCE. 
The Air Estimates show a gross total of £21,197,200, net total £18,100,000, 

an increase of £250,000 on the estimates for 1930-31. Civil aviation will account for £470,000 of the vote. 
The maximum establishment (excluding personnel surviving in India) is fixed at 32,000. 
During 1931 the Air Force will be brought up to a strength of 72 regular 

squadrons, of which the equivalent of 13 squadrons will be in the Fleet Air Arm. 
There are in addition 13 Non-Regular Squadrons (8 auxiliary Air Force and 2 cadre). 
During 1931 three regular squadrons will be added to the Home Defence 

Force, bringing its total to 29 out of the proposed total of 39 Regular Squadrons. 
The Air Force has an approximate first line strength of 800 machines. 
The Air Force has squadrons stationed in India, Egypt, Iraq, Aden, Singapore, etc. 
Note 9 of the Air Ministry (Meteorological and Miscellaneous Effective 

Services) provides for the maintenance of a Meteorological Station at Valentia, 
Co. Kerry. This station is staffed by one Assistant Superintendent and 
five clerks, whose salaries amount to £1,365 per annum. The station is in 
fact now located near Cahirciveen, and as the most Western Meteorological Station in Europe is of considerable importance. 

AIR FORCES-COlllPARATIVE STRENGTHS. 
The Secretary of State for Air, in answer to a question in the House of Commons, gave the following figures as to the approximate First Line Strengths of the Air Forces mentioned :_ 
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Country. 
France 
Italy 

United States 
Russia 
Great Britain 

Numbers of Aircraft. 
1,320 
1,100 (including a temporary excess 

establishment of about 100) 
1,050 
1,000 (estimated) 

790 

The peace treaties prohibit the possession of military aircraft by Germany. 
Great Britain's first line establishment is divided as follows:-

Bombers and General Purpose Aircraft 348 
Army Co-operation Machines 120 
Fighters 156 
Flying Boats 25 
Fleet Air Arm 141 

NAVAL. 
GREAT BRITAIN- ESTIMATES. 

The Naval Estimates provide for a net expenditure of £51,606,000, 
a decrease of £342,000. The maximum number in Naval Establishments 
has been fixed at 94,200. 

On 1st March, 1932, it is expected numbers will be down to 91,840. 
The Fleet at present consists of 14 battleships, 4 battle cruisers, 53 cruisers 

59 submarines, 16 flotilla leaders, 132 destroyers, 8 aircraft carriers, and various 
miscellaneous vessels. Five Capital Ships were finally removed from the 
Fleet during the year in accordance with the agreements embodied in the 
London Naval Treaty. 
General. 

Naval Policy is at present the subject of considerable discussion in Great 
Britain. Three questions are the principal subjects of controversy. 

1. Several distinguished admirals and other public men assert the Navy 
is being reduced below the margin of safety for a nation whose 
very existence depends on the sea. Attention is being directed 
to the fact that in March, 1932, the personnel of the navy will be 
lowest since 1896. In 1914 its personnel numbered 146,074. In 
1914 the personnel of the United States Fleet was 67,258, now it is 
approximately 114500. The French Navy is being re-equipped 
and increased and the Italian Navy considerably increased. 

2. All British ships are now oil burning. The only British controlled 
area of any importance at present producing oil is in the Persian 
Gulf. This area is not capable of supplying more than a fraction 
of the oil the fleet would need in the event of war. Even if ample 
supplies became available from other areas at present being 
developed such as in Iraq supplies from those districts might 
possibly be interrupted in time of emergency. It is therefore 

,. 
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being urged that research as to the production of oil fuel from 
coal should be speeded up or other measures taken to ensure that 
the Navy uses a material for motive power supplies of which will 
be absolutely assured in time of war. 

3. A number of Naval experts in Great Britain maintain that the whole 
policy with regard to naval construction should be reconsidered 
or changed. They wish to limit the size of battleships and cluisers 
and provide larger numbers of a smaller type of vessel. They 
maintain that the present large battleships and cruisers, due 
partly to building to the maximum provided for in the Washington 
Treaty and partly to building large vessels on American lines, are 
quite unsuited to British needs. 

GERMANY-NEW BATTLESHIP. 
Exceptional interest has been taken in the launching of the new German 

" pocket" battleship "Deutschland." The Peace Treaties provided for a 
strict limitation of the numbers and size of German Naval craft. The 
" Deutschland" is the first German battleship to be built since the war. 
Within the m~ limit of tonnage allowed-lO,OOO-a ship has been con
structed with the fighting qualities of a battleship and the speed of a cruiser. 
Germany proposes building three more of these vessels by 1936. All the 
Naval Powers who were parties to Washington Treaty of 1922 agreed to 
limit the size of their cruisers to 10,000 tons. Naval experts however assert 
that the German ship would blow any 10,000 ton cruiser out of the water 
while its speed will enable it to escape from battleships. Certain naval expelts 
maintain that the construction of the German ship will result in the other 
Naval Powers having to considerably change the number and types of craft 
in their building programmes. In Germany the launching of this vessel was 
made the occasion of a very special demonstration, and was regarded as mark
ing the re-birth of German Sea power. Later Press reports suggest that 
proposals for the building of a new battleship capable of dealing with the 
.. Deutschland" are already being considered in France. 

FRENCH AIm ITALIAN BUILDING PROGRAMMES. 
Largely as a result of British diplomatic intervention, it was announced 

some months ago that France and Italy had agreed in some measure to limit 
their naval building programmes until 1936. A later announcement states 
that the committee which was to draft the details of the arrangement has 
failed to agree and all measures to limit French and Italian naval programmes are for the moment ended. 
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REVIEWS. 
PA~NELL VINDICATED-The Lifting of the Veil. By Henry Harrison. 

(Constable, 17s.). 

THERE ARE FEW PEOPLE now alive who have the knowledge 
and capacity to. elucid~te the last p~ase of the Parnell tragedy. 
Amongst them IS Captam Henry HarrIson, the author of this book. 
Of Ulster Protestant and landlord stock, with one executed rebel 

amongst his forbears, thrown almost by accident from the Oxford of Jowett 
into the vortex of Irish Nationalist politics, as member for Mid-Tipperary, 
on the eve of the Parnell split, he ranged himself at once and instinctively 
on the side of Parnell. For the following year of strife and turmoil he 
was one of his most active lieutenants and associates and after his tragic 
death he rendered devoted and unselfish service to his widow in helping 
to unravel the legal and financial difficulties in which she found herself. 
He, therefore, was well acquainted with the two principal actors in thls 
strange drama and had unrivalled opportunity to discover the truth. He 
has also another qualification which is essential in an historian, the gift 
of analysing and marshalling his facts, and had he chosen the law as his 
profession he might easily have become a great advocate. He is in fact 
one of the few laymen who ha.ve argued complicated legal questions before 
the highest legal tribunals, in a personal litigation, and been complimented 
by their judges. For all these reasons one was justified in expecting that 
this book, which has been announced for a. considerable time, would prove 
both valuable, important and interesting, and such. indeed i9 the case. Its 
aim is to unravel the tangled story of the Parnell 0 'Shea divorce case 
and to present the true facts thereof as they were disclosed to Captain 
Harrison by Mrs. Parnell, and as they are to be verified in historical records 
and memoirs of the time. Parnell's words in Committee Room 15, " I 
would rather appear to be dishonourable than to be dishonourable," which 
Captain Harrison places on his title page, are the key to the story. 
He points out that Mrs. Parnell's book, whose publication caused such 
pain and sensation some years ago, with all its valuable matter, its intimate 
letters from Parnell, the avowals of an absorbing life passion, and the 
sincerity of grief in her bereavement, leaves the main facts of the story 
to the general public in the form of an enigma that defies solution and 
precludes sympathy. It issued clearly from an O'Shea atmosphere as 
Captain Harrison proves and it does not tell the whole truth. It is im
possible moreover, as he also points out, to reconcile the personelity of 
the Parnell of recorded history with that of the Parnell portrayed in the 
divorce court. What then is the explanation? As disclosed by Mrs. 
Parnell to Captain Harrison, and as confirmed by every reasonable 
evidential test, the true story is far otherwise. 

It is absolutely clear from the very outse~, ~ the. Au~umn of ~880, 
when Captain O'Shea, for his own political ends, mClted ibis wife to £ascmate 
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Parnell, that he contrived at, and was accessory to, her notorious liaison 
ror a period of over ten years. This is indeed the plea which she filed in 
the divorce case, and does not mention in her book, and which she did 
not pursue because its proof would have prevented the divorce being 
granted, and her ma.rriage to Parnell. It is abundantly proved by the 
admitted facts tJhat during that period, when she had absolutely ceased 
to live with Captain 0 'Sh:ea, she bore three children who were, in the 
words of Captain O'Shea's own counsel, the late Sir. E. Clarke, R.C., 
.. unquestionably the children of Parnell," and that she was to O'Shea's 
certain knowledge living with Parnell at Eltham and other places, O'Shea 
himself maintaining a separate establishment in London. 

The reason for O'Shea's complacency, and it is by no means creditable, 
is also disclosed, namely the necessity for keeping on good terms with 
Mrs. Wood, a rich aunt of Mrs. O'Shea, on whose benefactions the im
pecunious O'Shea family depended. It was essential that this old lady 
should be kept on hands, and any breath of scandal as regards Mrs. O'Shea 
would have terminated all hope of the legacy whioh was anticipated and 
in fact eventually received. It was not till Mrs. Wood died and O'Shea's 
hatred of Parnell, probably set in motion at the psychological moment 
by Joseph Ohamberlain whose political henchman he was and who had 
substantial political reasons for then compassing the ruin of Parnell, could 
have full play, that the divorce proceedings were launched. Even then, 
if £20,000 had been forthcoming, O'Shea would have allowed his own 
misconduct to be proved and Parnell could have married Mrs. 0 'Shea without scandal or dishonour. 

It is not possible in a short review like this to indicate the detailed 
proofs, both personal and historical, with which Captain Harrison supports 
his case, but it is sufficient to state that they are complete and unanswer
able. Incidentally he also proves, from public records, that the ahominable 
story, repeated by St. John Ervine in his recent biography of Parnell, of 
the girl who was alleged to have committed suicide after seduction by 
Parnell when still an undergraduate at Cambridge, is utterly and entirely false. 

1"he book contain many interesting sidelights on Parnell's charader. 
Ca.ptain Harrison points out a fact, which ought to be of interest to Irish 
soldiers, that by predi position he was of the soldier-statesman type; the 
analogi from military trategy and tactics were often on his lips and 
alway in hi counsel. Politics were for him only an uncongenial medium 
for th con1liot which h waged. But he selected that medium deliberately, 
as he only medium in which , ucces was conceivably possible. As regards 
arm d action in Ir IR.nd he w nt much. further than Grattan, for he 
oondemned him for permitting the di bandment of the Irish Volunteers 
in 1783 when their exi tence might have been used to secure a national independent legislature. And he did not go so far as Wolfe Tone, if for 
no other reason, then certainly for this, that changed times and conditions forbade, in his view, all chances of succes by armed revolt and foreign 
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alliances. But towards England, although he would fig!hit her with every 
weapon in his power, he had no hatred. At the end he would have agreed 
with Kettle-

., Soldier with equal soldier shall we sit; 
Ending a battle not forgetting it." 

If peace had come he would ha.ve been as loyal in peaceful relations as 
he had been implacable while the struggle lasted. 

!t is clear that the writing of this book has been a labour of love, 
and It speaks strongly for the personality of Parnell that, after forty years, 
the vindication of his honour should move his faithful friend and follower 
to this passionate and cogent defence. Whilst it cannot alter the moral 
aspect of the case, it clearly proves that Parnell was neither a sneak, a 
traitor, nor a cad. This vindication w3SlIong overdue. 11hat it has been 
made at last will rejoice all who believed that Parnell was unjustly assailed, 
and that he suffered slander and contumely for the sake of the woman he 
loved. It is dedicated to the people of Ireland, whom he also loved and 
served to the end. It is to be hoped they will read it. 

J. J . H. 

THE WORLD CRISIS-19Il.1918. (Abridged and Revised Edition) 
By The Right Hon. Winston Churchill. Thornton Butterworth, 
London. Price 21/- net. 

ANYTHING FROM MR. CHURCHILL is worth reading, and" The 
World Crisis" is one of the finest products of his glittering intel
lect. One may not always agree with his conclusions, but the 
magnitude of his conceptions, and his decision and audacity in 

plunging into uncharted seas of speculation, compel admiration. 
In Mr. Churchill's words" The World Crisis" (Abridged and Revised) 

is .. a contriJ::,ution to history, strung upon a fairly strong thread of 
personal reminiscence." This is a description at once accurate and 
picturesque-Churchillesque in fact. The book is no mere recital of 
happenings, though of course it does recount cardinal decisions, crucial 
events and fateful issues of the period 1911 to 1918, and endeavours to 
be scrupulously exact. To see things through one's own glasses is one 
thing: to see them through Mr. Churchill's flashing prisms is quite 
another. His convictions and conclusions are stated with great clarity, 
while occasional imagery lends a beauty to the book that will have a strong 

appeal for Irish readers. 
The value of a contribution to history depends upon the po ition of 

the writer's .. observation post," and on his capacity for observing. 
analysina and arriving at sound conclusions. Few men have had {r. 
ChurchiU:s opportunities in the matter of facilities for ~etting ~ ~-hand 
information. Occupying high offices of State, he wa III a posItIon of 
vantage in which he used his keen powers of observation to the ~tmost. 
In his analysis and deductions we feel the presence of a VlgOroU 

personality. 
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The present book is a very much abridged and revised work, based on the original four volumes. Some personal matter and much technical detail have been dropped, while a ne", and most interesting chapter on the Marne has been added. As the original four volumes have been widely read, it will be sufficient for purposes of review to refer to some outstanding passages in the present work. The laurels of the Marne are placed on Gallieni's brow with no uncertain hand. Mr. Churchill gives the three essential points in sequence: first, the man-Gallieni: second, the weapon-the army of Mannory: and third, the opportunity-Von Kluck presenting his right flank and rear as he passes Paris. Joffre, after many unnecessary delays, eventually .. rose above jealousies and formalities," and in response to repeated appeals accepted Gallieni's scheme in full. Most students of the Marne will find it difficult to accept this view of Joffre's part. The battle is described as the greatest ever fought, and as the decisive factor in the World War. 
In comparing the relative strengths of the opposing forces at the Marne, Mr. Churchill says: •• We have to remember also that the French and British are armies whose springs are compressed back on their reserves and supplies, and that the German armies have hurried on far beyond their rearward organisation and their railheads. The French have perfect communications sideways and otherwise; the Germans have not yet restored the broken roads and bridges over which their rapid advance had been made. The French are upon interior lines: the Germans are stretched round the fortified Verdun corner. It was upon this basis the battle began." 
In a fine passage on the British advance into the g'ap between Von Kluck and Von Bulow, we read: .. No human genius planned that the British Army should advance into this gap. A series of tumultuous events had cast them into this position in the line. When they advanced there was a gap in front of them. On the whole front it was the line of least resistance. Along it they bored and punched, and it led into the strategic vitals of the German right wing. High destiny, blind fate, regulated the none too vigorous, but nevertheless decisive movements of the British Army. It marches on, wondering what has happened to the monster which has pursued it with whip and yell since Mons." The famous mission of Col. Hentsch, who is referred to as a .. peripatetic focus of defeat," is given in some detail. Mr. Churchill supports the view that the German retreat was caused by panic on the part of the High Command-not by defeat of the Armies. The German Crown Prince, • 'who has been so mocked at," is described as the first Commander with whom Hentsch had come in contact on his trip. (The Prince refused to obey the order to retreat unless he got it in writing). 

The 888OCiation of two such brilliant and self-opinionated men at the Admiralty 88 Mr. Churchill and Lord Fisher, led to the inevitable clash. Lord Fisher tendered his resignation on more than one occasion, 1:.ut in 
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May, 1915 he sent an amazing ultimatum to the Prime Minister. This 
docu~ent is worth quoting in full as an instance of how even a genius
as FIsher undoubtedly WIlS--<lan lose all sense of proportion under the 
stress of strong personal feelings;-

.. If the following six conditions are agreed to, I can guarantee 
the successful termination of the war, and the total abolition of the 
submarine menace. 

I also wish to add that since Lord Ripon wished in 1885 to make 
me a Lord of the Admiralty, but at my request made me Director 
of Naval Ordnance and Torpedoes instead, I have served under nine 
First Lords, and seventeen years at the Admiralty, so I ought to 
know something about it. 

1. That Mr. Winston Churchill is not in the Cabinet to be 
always circumventing me. Nor will I serve under Mr. Balfour. 

2. That Sir A. K. Wilson leaves the Admiralty, and the Com
mittee of Imperial Defence, and the War Council, as my time will 
be occupied in resisting the bombardment of Heligoland and other 
such wild projects. Also his policy is totally opposed to mine, and he 
accepted the position as First Sea Lord in succession to me, thereby 
adopting a policy diametrically opposed to my views. 

3. That there shall be an entire new Board of Admiralty, as 
regards the Sea Lords and the Financial Secretary (who is utterly 
useless). New measures demand new men. 

4. That I should have complete professional charge of the war 
at sea, together with the sole disposition of the Fleet, and the appoint
ment of all officers of all ranks whatsoever. 

5. That the First Lord of the Admiralty should be absolutely 
restricted to Policy and Parliamentary procedure, and should occupy 
the same position towards me as Mr. Tennant, M.P., does to Lord 
Kitchener (and very well he does it). 

6. That I should have sole absolute authority for all new con· 
struction and all dockyard work of whatever sort whatsoever, and 
complete control of the whole of the Civil Establishments of the 
Navy. " 

(Initialled) F. 
19. 5. 15. 

P.S.-The 60 per cent. of my time and energy which I have 
exhausted on nine First Lords in the past, I wish in future to devote 
to the successful prosecution of the war. That is the sole occ~sion 
for these six conditions. These six conditions must be published 
verbatim so that the Fleet may l.-now my position." 
Needless to say, Lord Fisher's connection with the control of the 

British Navy ceased immediately and for ever. In fairness to the memory 
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of a very great man it should be remembered that at this time he was 
74 years of age, and was suffering severely from the terrible strain of the 
war . Mr. Asquith, to whom the letber was sent, says in his memoirs that 
Fisher was subject to fits of megalomania, in one of which this extraordinary 
document must have been composed. 

In discussing Falkenhayn's plans for the campaign of 1916 Mr. 
Churchill says: .. The truths of war are absolute, but the principles 
governing their application have to be deduced on each occasion from the 
circumstances, which are always different, and in consequence no rules are 
any guide in action. Study of the past is invaluable as a means of 
training and storing the mind, but it is no help without selective discern
ment of the particular facts and their emphasis, relation, and proportion." 
This has often been said before, although perhaps less emphatically, but 
it is worth repeating as a warning against the danger of catch phrases 
and stock quotations. 

Criticising the German decision to attack Verdun we read : .• The 
school of formula had vanquished the school of fact, the professional bent 
of mind had overridden the practical; submission to theory had replaced 
the quest for reality." 

The value of education in an army is fully appreciated by Mr . Churchill 
when he claims that the Russian armies were beaten" for want of Board 
School education; for want of a hundred thousand human beings capable 
of thinking for themselves, and acting with reasonable efficiency in all 
minor and subordinate functions on which every vast organisation-most 
of all the organisation of modern war--depends. " 

Mr. Churchill puts forward m any views with which there will be 
violent disagreement, but this in no way takes from the value of his book. 
He himself says that "study ... . is no help without selective discern
ment, " and the discerning reader will find the .. World Crisis" an 
absorbing study. 

M.B . 

LoJ&1ties: JIIesoPOtamia. 1914-1917. By Lt.-Col. Sir Arnold T. Wilson. 
Oxford University Press (Humphrey Milford). Price 21s. 

The author of thi book writes with special authority on the campaign 
in M opotamia_ His long service as a political and consular official in the 

IiddIe East before the war gave him intimate acquaintance with all aspects 
of th political ituation in that ar a, and enables him to indicate clearly their 
inHuene upon th event which he record. In recording the progress of 
event in Mesopotamia the author has been able to rely upon the wide know
I dgeaffordedhiro by hi military service in the early days of the campaign, and 
the high position he ubsequently occupied in the civil administration of the 
count.ry. 

From the beginning the campaign was hampered by a conflict of political 
and strategical objectives. To this many of the disasters suffered by the 
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British forces during the campaign may be attributed as operations were 
undertaken which purely military considerations would not have justified. 
The political aims were constantly changing and developing with the result 
that-as usually happens in the absence of a. definite objective from the 
outset-the Expeditionary Force did not keep pace with these developments 
in personnel and equipment. The management of the expedition in its early 
stages lay with the Government of India which seemed incapable of appreciat
ing the needs of the campaign, or the unsatisfactory conditions under which 
it was being waged. The difficulties of bringing the true state of affairs before 
the higher authorities in India were almost insuperable, and may fairly be 
indicated by the experience of the author when, during a visit to India, he 
interviewed the Quartermaster General. "My interview with the latter 
would have been laughable but for the tragic issues involved. 'I hear you 
are back from Mesopotamia,' he began. 'I suppose you are full of grouses 
like everyone else there.' I mentioned that we were very short of vegetables
the lack of which for sLx months or so had given rise to much scurvy and 
beri-beri. 'That's what they all say,' he replied, adding with almost 
venomous emphasis: 'What I always say is-if you want vegetables
Grow Em.' I protested that this policy had its seasonal limitations, but he 
would not hear me and bowed me out." 

Similarly, a medical officer who had endeavoured to bring to notice of the 
authorities the terrible state of the medical services in Mesopotamia was 
threatened with arrest and dismissed from his ship" as a meddlesome interfer
ing faddist." 

In face of such attitude it is not surprising that preparations for the 
campaign were inadequate and that much avoidable suffering was caused 
to the troops. The sufferings of the wounded particularly were extreme, the 
faulty staff work, which was a feature of many of the operations, being in great 
measure responsible. "Instructions were issued by Corps Headquarters 
that wounded were to be collected and taken forward to The Dujaila Redoubt, 
a place occupied by the enemy, and no provision had been made in the event 
of the position not being captured." The place was not captured and the lack 
of water accentuated the terrible sufferings of the wounded. "Yet drinkable 
water there was, in plenty, a few feet below ground, and had anyone the enter
prise to dig a few pits, there would have been enough for all." 

The military operations are d~alt with in a very interesting and com
prehensive manner, and the provision of a number of suitable map~ enables 
these to be followed easily and profitably. These operations, which from 
their inception as a minor expedition for the occupation of Bas~a by any 
infantry brigade, developed into a major campaign, engaging Bribsh Forces 
to the extent eventually of half a million men, are full of interest and ~any 
lessons for the military student. If the lessons which they teach are denved, 
not from brilliant strokes of strategy or tactics, but mainly from errors and 
mismanagement, they are none the less valuable. It is worthy 0.£ note that the 
principal strategic result which would have justified the comnntment of such 
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large numbers as the British forces eventually brought to bear-the employ
ment by the Turks of equally large numbers-was not attained as the Turks 
never put into the field a greater force than 50,000 men against ten times 
the number of British troops. There is a great resemblance between many 
aspects of the Mesopotamia~ Campaign and the Boer War-its initial con
ception; its unforseen developments; its conduct, and its ultimate result 
brought about by the same factor of preponderance of numbers. 

The author of this book has produced a work which grips the interest 
from beginning to end, and which is impressive in its clear depiction of the 
inter-action of political, administrative, and military factors in the campaign 
in Mesopotamia. 

• • • 
" Within Four Walls." By Major M. C. C. Harrison, D.S.O., M.e., and 

Captain H. A. Cartright, M.C. Arnold & Co., London. Price lOs. 6d. 
The late war must have formed the basis for an incomparably greater 

output of books than any other single event in history. Quality, however, as 
might be expected, did not keep pace with quantity, and the proportion of 
publications, valueless from either a literary or historical point of view, is 
exceedingly high, while judged solely by the standard of ordinary truthfulness 
this proportion would not be sensibly reduced. Authors and publishers, if 
one may accept their productions as an indication, seemed to feel that a war 
book free from its quota of hypocrisy, half-truths and falsehoods would be 
received with but little favour by the propaganda-clouded mentality of the 
reading public. It, therefore, became almost a patriotic duty to support and 
amplify the harrowing inventions of the war-time press. In no type of book 
were these characteristics more pronounced than in that of the lighter kind 
which related personal war experiences. Accordingly, it is a relief, all the 
greater because of its rare occurrence, to find a book of this type which is free 
to a great extent, from these defects. Such a book is " WITHIN FOUR WALLS." 

The authors, each of whom contributes alternate chapters, were captured 
in France during the opening stages of the Great War, and from then until 
their final escape from Germany-one in 1917, the other in 1918-were the 
principals in a dozen or so attempts to escape from either internment camps 
or gaols. The narrative of their adventures is an exciting and interesting 
r cord, enlivened by many most amusing incidents. Some of the methods 
employed in organising escapes will be familiar to many readers of this journal. 
A great number, however, are new, and for ingenuity and elaborate preparation 
would be hard to improve upon. So expert did the authors become in prison
breaking that they almost invariably succeeded in every attempt to escape 
from the prison or camp, only failing to attain complete freedon, after such 
initial success, through the obstacles met with in the effort to reach the 
frontier. That they succeeded finally after years of endeavour is a tribute 
to their determination and morale in the face of great difficulties, much danger, and a considerable share of ill-luck. 
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The book makes entertaining reading, being brightly written with a 
vein of humour running throughout the narrative. Detailed diagrams and 
plans are provided, which permit the more elaborate escape schemes being 

. clearly followed, while many of the humorous incidents are cleverly illustrated 
in pen and ink sketches by Captain Cartwright. 

A Soldier's Notebook. 1914-1918. By General A. A. Brussilov. MacMillan 
& Co., London. Price I8s. 

The author of this book is remembered mainly by his association with 
the series of operations on the Russian Front, during the Great War, to which 
he gave his name-the" Brussilov Offensive" of 1916. But his reputation 
does not rest merely on an isolated success. Throughout the war he displayed 
such qualities of initiative, decisiveness, and strategic insight as placed him 
in the forefront of Russian higher commanders in whom, with very few excep
tions, those virtues were conspicuously absent in this campaign. 

His book does not purport to be " a circumstantial, connected, historical 
survey" of the war, but "merely to set down my own personal impressions 
of the great events in which I was either an actor or spectator," is a very readable 
and instructive record in outline of Russia's political and military situation, 
prior to and during the Great War, and of the operations on the Eastern 
Front. Just as France had the necessity of abandoning her scheme of opera
tions, known as Plan XVII., imposed on her by the enemy in the early stages 
of the war, so too, Russia had to change her plan of campaign at the very 
outset. The original plan visualised a defensive attitude on the declaration 
of war. "This unintelligible plan of campaign consisting of a withdrawal 
to a line between Brest-Litovok and Belostok," was opposed unsuccessfully 
by Brussilov. Events proved his opposition to be fully justified. "When 
War broke out, the Grand Duke was forced by stem necessity to make a hasty 
revision of the plan of campaign. . . . . . France had to be saved, 
for if she was put out of action the war was lost." 

For these grave errors in their preconceived plan of campaign the General 
Staff of the Russian Army would seem to have much less excuse than the 
French General Staff. "Commonsense should have shown them (the 
originators of the plan) that Germany was bound by force of circumstances 
to attack France first; for one reason, because France could mobilize quicker 
than we could and could take the offensive sooner." At the outset, therefore, 
the Russians had to undertake an offensive based on preparations originally 
intended for defensive operations, and inadequate even for the latter." As a 
Whole, the services in the rear of our armies were in a state of chaos at the 
beginning of the campaign; they were better fitted for staying in one. place, 
that is, for defensive operations, than for the duties consequent on a Vigorous 
offensive, such as we had to carry out." . 

The progress of the campaign, initiated under such grave disadvantages, 
is traced in a terse and clear narrative interspersed with much trenchant 
criticism of individuals and policies. The operations constituting the 
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"Brussilov Offensive" of 1916, are naturally described in greater detail, 
since, apart from the author's intimate connection with them, they represent 
the high-water mark of Russia's effort in the war. 

For the general reader desirous of obtaining an outlined knowledge of the 
factors influencing the conduct and outcome of the Great War on the Russian 
Front, this book presents the facts in a concise fonn, while for the reader 
actuated by a desire for more detailed infonnation, the author has in this work 
provided a background which will permit of infonnation gleaned from other 
sources being studied in its proper perspective. 

]. M. MACe. 

The reviews of military Journals are unavoidably held over 

and will appear in the next issue.-Editor. 




